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LETTER OF/94AN ITTAL

DEPARTMENT oi THE INTERIOR.
OFFICE OF EDUCATION.

Wa,q/cimiton,. C., July 18, Leo].
SIR: I transmit- herewith a manuscript entitled Record of Cur-

rent Educational Publications," April to June. 1931.
This is the third manuscript published under the plan recently

adopted of having experts in various educational institutions iddicatethe items which should be listed by our library staff. The responseto this plan indicates that this kind of a bibliography is filling a;eal
nèed. One difficulty which we have yet to overcome is getting this
publication into the hands of potential users promptly. We have
succeeded in reducing the time between the publication of a book orarticle and tit listing of it in our manuczcript. With the coopera-tion of the Govermicient Printing Office the time required for publica-
tion ha14 also been reduced. Yet a bulletin of this kind may be offthe press for some weeks before sfudents know that it is available.
Possibly the remedy for this situation contsts in* fixingoi regular dateof publication. Such a program would make necessare the recog-nition of this material as a periodical appearing quarterly on a dateto be announced. This would make it possible to place advance sub-
scriptions with the Superintendent of Documents. This suggestionis here made that users of this bulletin may give us their opinions ofits advisability.

Respectfully submitted.
WM. JOHN COOPER Canunigxioner.

THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
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RECORD OF CURRENT EDUCATIONAL
PUBLICATIONS,

Edited iethe Library Division, Office of Education, by Martha R. McCabe

NOTE
This bibliography includes a classified andbannotated list of edu-

cational publications for the period April to June, 1931, inclusive,
which have been selected by the specialists whose names appear at
the head of each section. An index of subjects and authors is fur-
nished with each 'number of the Record.

This office can not supply the publications listed herein other than
those expressly designated as its own publications. Books, periodi-
cals, and pamphlets mentioned may ordinarily be obtained from their
xespective publishers, either directly or through a dealer, or, fn the
case of an association publication, from the secretary of that
organization.

NURSERY-KINDERGARTEN-PRIMARY EDUCATION

Edna Dean Baker

Apisted by Louise Farwell, Martha Fink, Frances Kern, M. Frances
McElroy, and Vera G. Sheldon

CHILD DEVELOPMENT

PHYSICAL AND MENTAL GROWTH

1. Poster, Josephine C. Social training of the young child. Journal of theNational education association, 20: 135-36, Artil 1931.
A survey of social trends in young children and how to foster their development.
2. Hunt, N. X. Factors influencing play of the preschool child. (Social

science monograph, 1931) Reported in Psychological abstracts, 5:306, June
1931.

The subjects were 26 children (14 boys, 12 girls) at the Washington child-researchcenter of Washington, D. C., from September, 1929, to Ma2 to 4 years. Motion-picture samplings of the morning
corded over 51 days. The actures were analysed and
found that personality, age, and nursery-school experien
intelligence, number of children in a family, sex, aq4 nut
importance. [E. B. Hein]

1930. The ages ranted from
outdoor play activity were re-

e children classified. It was
inniience the play and that
tional condition are of little
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2 CURRENT EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS

J.3. Jones, Harold E. Mental tests for young children. New era, 12: 164,
1931.

. A critical reviAv and evaluation of mental tests for the preschool child as they havebeen employed in the Institute of child welfare, University of California, which theauthor directs.
See also nos. k3, 85, 337.

PROBLEMS OF BEHAVIOR

4. Bond, Earl D., and Appel, Kenneth E. The treatment of behavior dis-
orders following encephalitis: an experiment in re-education. New York city,
The Commonwealth fund, Division of pliblieations. 1931. 163 p.

A report of an experiment at Pennsylvania hospital in studying and treating childrenwhose behavior disorders followed encephalitis. The procedures described are suggestivefor use in other cases of difficult adjustment not occasioned by " sleeping sickness."
5. [Children's fears] A symposium. Child study, 8: 219-30, April 1931.
A symposium On Fear in childhood conducted by the Child study association of America.Joseph Jastrow writes the introduction Marion Miller discusses Fear and fears; MarionKenworthy, The.txperiences of birth in relation to fear ; Mary Cover Jones, What experi-ment shows relative to causes and cures of fears; John Levy, Psychology interprets fearexpressions to get at (lilies.

Fenton, Norman C. The vkiting child-guidance 'clinic in action. Ameri-
can childhood, 16: 18-17, April 1931.

A report on the traveli4 demonstration clinic which in In progress In California underthe direction of the author, who is director of the Californiti Bureau of Juvenile research.
7. Iowa State conference on child development and parent education.

Toward understanding children. Iowa City, University of Iowa, 1931. 95 p.
(*University of Iowa. Extension bull(tin no. 261, February 1931)

*Addresses given by Sidonle Gruenberg, Esther Loring Richards, Helen Mitt, .MandelSherman, M. Willard Lampe, and Martha Van Rensselaer before the fourth annual IowaState conference on child development and parent education, Iowa City, Iowa, June 17,18, 1930.

8. Mental hygiene. Child welfare, curreqt nos.
The committee on Mental hygiene aspects of child training of the National congress ofparents and teachers, Dr. G40. K. Pratt, chairman, planned a practical page for eachmonth. Topics : Fear, anger, jealousy, nervousness, intelligence, etc.

Patri, Angelo. The questioning child. New York, N. Y. D. Appleton and
company, 1931. 221 p.

A series of 21 informal discussions concerning problems of child guidance relative tohandicapped, normal, and gifted children. The talks develop from concrete cases experi-enced by the author.
10. Thom, D. A. The everyday problems of the everyday child mentalhealth in the classroom. Journal of the National education association,

20: 175-76; 195-96, May-June 1931.
A reprint of Dr. Thom's chapter " Teacher and pupil" in his Everyday problems of theeveryday child. This is a valuable article for all teachers of younger children in orderto avoid undesirable mental attitudes.
11. Understanding the child. Aillpgazine for teachers. Vol. 1, no. 3, June

1931.
The entire issue is given to the high lights of the New England conference on mental

hygiene in education, and to digests of papers and discussions. Contains: How the
teacher may create mental hygiene problems, William F.. Blats; The Nursery school teach-
ing social adjustment, Abigail A. Eliot; Preparing the kindergarten child for the grades,
Caroline D. Aborn.

12. Wiggam, Albert Edward. Home is five times more important. Better
homes and ordens, 9':--25-26, April 1931.

"Are we as parents or brothers and sisters teaching ourselves and one another to meet
life with fear, self-depreciation, and doubt, or are we trying to be a daily inspiradon to
one another to meet life with the self-confidence and good cheer that calls out each one's
best energies?" The article has been reviewed in the Reader's digest, June 1981.

Bday
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CHILD EDUCATION

GENERAL

3

13. Retting, Lucy. The family center summer play school. American
hood; 16: 3, June 1931.

A report On the combined efforts of the Board of education, the Child study association
and private individuals in ;elation to this project which was carried out in the lower
west side of New York city.

EDUCATION IN THE HOME

14. Blatz, William E., and Bott, Helen M. Are you fit to be a father?
Parents magazine, 6: 33, 58, June 1931.

Twenty points constitute. the measuring rod 'which determines father's positive contri-
bution to tbe child-rearing problems of the home.

15. Canfield, Dorothy. What home can do for a child. McCall's magazine,
58:36, May 1931.

The place of the parent and the home in th: development of the chitd is contrasted
with that of the psychologist and the school.

16. Carris, Lewis. Protect your child's' eyes. Parents magazine, 6: 24,
April 1931. 4

Simple precautions and explicit directions for safeguarding eyes of infants and older
children.

17. Crane, Georgi W. Teach your child to see. Delineator, 118:3(1, April
1931.

From earliest infancy throughout the growing years the child must be surrounded with
theNine of stimuli for which parents wish them to acquire a liking.

18. Crossley, Stella. When a child won't eat. Parents magazine, 6 :°525,
April 1931.

What to do and what not to do if this problem confronts you.
19. Franklin, Mrs. Zilpha Carruthers. When is a -family a success? I arents

magazine, 6: 22-23, April 1931.
A plea for right attitudes in family relationships so thkt each member may be himself

at 2, 10, 20, and in years beyond.

20. Gruenberg, Sidonie. Family attitudes toward competition. Child study,
8: 286, June 1931.

The family's responsibility in developing right attitudes and wflolesome relationships in
living together.

21. Hurt, H. W. The child and his home. New York, N. Y., Milton Balch
Company, 1931. 260 p.

This beok 'consists of practical contributions to child cultur& from modern research
which the White House conference on child health and protection was instrumental in
assembling. Suggestions and plans are given to insure the best wel(are for all children.
Lists of organizations which can 'serve the home and boys and girls in leisure;hour
employment are included.

22. Jennings, H. EL How heredity affects personality. Parents magazine,
6: 17, 65, 67, April 1031.

A scientific article which shows the imposAibility of predicting child character produced
by tiny pair of parents. Parents have the right to hope for a great man among their
children.

23. Macy, Icie G. New facts about baby feeding. Parents magazine, 0:
244, 77-78, June 1931.

Points for nursing mothers as well as for mothers of bottle-fed babies.
Pilpel, Cecile. Meeting the little child's needs. Child study, 8 : 254-56,

May 1981.
Ruggestive of a more psychological approach to child's needs in sex education than hasheretofore been practiced.

child-
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4 CURRENT EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS

`2.5. Sherman. MandeL Why our children annoy us PAnts Magazine,
6: 20-21, 46. May 1931.

A research by 32 parents recording 2.124 annyances exrrienced during a single week
proves to be a revelation of parents due to their 51ifficulties of adjustment.

26. Sprackling Helen. The family moves out4ra. Parents magazine,
.11,

6: 31. June 1931.
Open air freedslm arid hung rnom comfort on the porch in summer.

Todti. Constance. Easier motherhood. New York. N. Y., John Day (7f)m-
pany. inc.. 1931. 199 p

Describos carefu14 the prewnt stage of scientific medical su:Iess in preventing need-
less iuffering at chiWbírth.

2S. Vincent, Elizabeth Leona. Perionality pr.)bi.ems before seven. Child-
hood edui-ation. 7 : -11.")-1S. April 1931.

The parent-cbi:d re!atIonship Ls the core of adequate or inadequate adjustment of
children

9211 Woolfey, Helen T. What to tell children about sex. Parents magazine,
6: 19. May 1931.

strv4z4.1 new.xl of prtprental .112T1r1W.3ri In working out plans for adequate sex adjust-
ment and understanding o? the family as a 'metal unit.

EDUCATIONIIN THE SCHOOL

CURRICULUM

30. Bristol, Ruth. Ways and means in the prn)ect method. American child-
hcod. 6: 17-19. April 1931.

Suggestions are mask for developing ws,rth-while projel-ts based upon the interests
and neflti of the children. The need for a variety 4pf materials. sine* materials stitpulate
childrvn to express themselves. is urged. Greatpr sps.Inraneity results I /I the informal
schoolroom where children work freely with materials and are not inhibited by fears.
This Ls a timely artkle for primary teachers.

31. Hahn. Julia L. Kindergarten-primary activities in the social studies.
American childbogdy:: 14-16. June 1931.

An illustrated article riooffting in some detail three units .1:z social studies in kinder-
garten. first, and third grade. In each the origin. development. and outcomes are included
and techniques varying with each age level are suggested. This is of particular value to
kindergarten-primary teachers. ,

ft.'. Hall, Jennie. ElementarY school gardens program in Minneapolis public
schools Childhood education, : 467-73, May 1931.

This garden program for 1930 in the elementary schools of Minneapolis contains many
helpful suggestions for primary grades as well as litter elementary grades.

33. Hill, May. Future possibilities for continuity without igtandardization
in curricula in the kindergarten. Childhood education, 7 5.P1-47, June 1931.

A critical paper 6ealing with the relationship between nursery school and kindergarten
and advocating the necessity of having teachers who have a mastery of science--
natural and social. It presents some problems which the progressive teacher will be
interested In considering In relation to her own group of children and ber own training_

34- Holmes, Xargaret C. Opportunities in teaching )oung children. Journal
of the National education association, 20: 158, May 1931.

The article gives a brief' history of 'the changes which have affected the status of
kindergarten-primary education. The desire of the kindeigarten leaders to provide thesame equipment for the primary child and the need for haring a unified kindergarten-
primary course of study in teachers college* are stressed. An inspirational article,though brief, for tbe pioneers in this field and an encouraging on; for young womenaltering the Geld.

35. Hunter, Fred X. Activity units for kindergl rten, gradeA one and two.
American childhood. 16: 17-19. May 1931.

Activity units km kindergarten agd gryd.s ore: and two taken from an activities pro-gram developed bythe public schools in Oak:and, California.

.
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36. Lockhead, Dema. Our trip to Switzerland. Grade teacher, 48 :

April 1931.
A unit of activity worked out by a third-grade class In the Demonstration twhool. Uni-versity of Texas. The suggestions for creatkve ws)rk iri English are
37. olds, Rollo G. Tbe use of intelligence tests. Grade tetiebt.r, 48:

602. April 1931.
This article describes the method of gr,uping chldren in the Howe Manh folk.See also no. 266.

ARTS AND SKILLS ,s
38. Cane, Florence. Art--the child's birthright. thildhood e1ucatk. .

May MIL
The author presents 'art as a ianguagv of the emotions and tho use of this lano;uagb- ameans of releasing and training the child phyiieally. emotionally,. and spiritually.
39. Coleman, Satis N. The drum book. New York, N. Y., John Day Com-

pany, ini_ .. 1931. viii. 194.1p.
This book deals etriusively with drums and tells how the drum is ut1 In other lands.In Africa a code system has been developed and stsviials are sent to dilztant p1a4-1-.1 by woeof the drum. The different kinds Of drums us41 by vari-ILA nations aro dtxscribed.Suggestions as to ho.T to make and use drums -art made. and how to read drum music.The bÓG is (4 particular value to t6.achers and parents who wish W. promote creativemusic g children.
40. Dorothy B. Robinson Crusoe in the shadow land. School arts

mazazine. 30: 5S-t--86, May Mil.
This article describes the presentation of Robinson Crusoe in shadow pictures bysecond grade in Wilsrin teachers college. Washington, D. C.
41. Linnell. Adelaide. The school festival. Chicago. Ill., Charles Scribner's

sons, 1931. xix, 124 p.
This volume contains de4eriptions of festivals built from original material. children'sstories. and children's wn ideas and experiences It i4 a helpful contribution to intelli-gent teachers who are working with average equipm..nt. supplies. and funds.
42. Mathias, Margaret E. Arts in the elementary school. Ohio schools,

9: 132-58, April 1931.
An article stressing the need for, including- art in the elementary school with %noes--tions for the teacher regarding the °method of developing art in its moil important'elements. The difference between appreciation of pictures and knowledge is stated andteachers are urged to provide an opportunity to develop creative &baffle, through suitablemateriaL Teachers of all grades will find suggestions.
43. Osburn, W. J., and Drennan. L. I. Problvni solving in arithmetic.

Educational research bulletin (Ohio State university). Mareh 4, 1931.This is a report of an experiment in third grade in Wheeling. W. Va., to determinethe transfer, if any, fret's: problems In arithmetic. especially taught, to those which arenot stressed in instruction. The authors in' conclusion say : " Teach a few of the mostimportant problem types thoroughly, and depend upon transfer for the remainder."
44. Rawlinson, Eleanor. Introduction to literature for children. New York,N. Y., W. W. Norton & co., inc.. 1931. m, 494 p.
This book attempts to do two things; first. to Present In a pimple way some standardsfor selecting literature for children and POme suggestions for teaching it; second. topresent in one volume a minimum of those special! bits of literature the value f whichexperts are fairly well agreed upon.
45. Shepherd, Lou A. A plan for teaching language and literature. DesMoines, Iowa. Wallace publishing company, 1931. yin. 72 p.
A teacher's book for use in first and second gradei. Two large charts for checkingpupils on important language objectives accompany the book.
46. Woody, Clifford. Teaching the child to read. Teachers journal andabstract, 6: 314-18, May 1931.
Didensses some fact's concerning difficulties in reading.
Bee also am 73, 64, 300.

helpfti.
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EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

47. Marx, Virginla Wise. The psychologist in the toy department. Ameri-
can childhood, 6: 12-13, June 1931.

This article shows bow a large department sto..re (R. H. Macy co.) is realizing the need
of having a trained consultant in order to 'select the correct toys for children. Designing
toys for different age levels and arrangement of them, together with an informed sales-
person, as reported. give promise of becoming more and more popular, especially if
teachers and mothers appreciate the service and patronize and advertise the work.

48. Meek, Lois Hayden. Playthings for children. Delineatdr, 118: 25, May,
1931.

Discusses the play needs of children and playthings which meet the needs of the infant,
the t6ddler, and the child from 5 to 7.

49. Ure, Olivia L. The sand boxcreative play for the preschool child.
, Child welfare, 25: 59143, 632, June 1931.

The article describes ways and means of providing sand play for young children Is
bomesituations.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE NURSERY SCHOOL

50. Alschuler, Mrs. Rose H. Nursery school education. Chicago schools
journal, 13: 465-70, June 1931.

This article appears In the Chicago khools Journal simultaneously with the announce-
tnent by Ellen M. Olson that the Franklin public school nursery, Chicago. which has been
under the direction of Mrs. Rose II. -Alschuler, is to become the Nursery school of the
Chicago normal college and will be installed in the Parker practice building in the fall
of 1931. Mrs. Alschuler, who has also organized the Winnetka public school nursery at
Winnetka, Ill.. gives in this study a history of the Winnetka nursery school and the
contribution it has made to a public-school system.

51:Greenwood, Barbara, and Waddell, Charles W. A six-year experiment
with a nursery school. Los Angeles, University of California at Los Angeles,
19.31. x, 178 p. illus. (Bulletin of the Teachers college no. 1) --

An account of n six-year experiment in conducting a nursery school in connection with
a department of education in a State university. Illustrated with photographs.

52. Langdon, Grace. The benefits of the nursery school. Child welfare,
25: 518-21, May 1931. ,

The procedure of a typical nursery school is described simpq and graphically by
foklowitig ,one child through the day's routine. The values of the nursery school are
pointed out clearly and convincingly. Of particular vatue for parents who are unac-
quainted with the nursery school.

53. Loomis, Alice Marie. The technique for observing the social behavior
of nursery-school children. New York city, Bureau of publications, Teachers
college, Columbia universify, 1931. 100 p. (Child development monographs
no. 5)

" The purpose of the study is to devdbp a technique which will make possible an
aceurst" record of the physical contacts made and received by each of a group of chil-
dren." Thirty-nine children in two nursery schools were observed 2 hours In 15-mitiute

, periods during spontaneous activity when at least 4 other children were present, and 8
children Were observed 1 hour in the short periods. The records included Rome details
of the total situation as well as of the actual physical tontact. Reliability of the
observer was tested in the Rimultaneous observation by two recorders. A valuable analysis
of an experimental technique.

54. Marsh, Mona Ames. How to organize a nursery school. Parenis maga-
zine, 6: 26, 28, 76, June 1931.

The writer gives her own experience in solving the paean of equipping, opening, and
conducting a nursery school.

55. 'Taylor, Marlon, and Frank, Gertrude. Nursery school follow-up. Child-
hood education, 7 : 474-81, May 1931.

Discusses techniques used In a (010w-up study of former nursery-school children. The
report deals with children who bad attended Mary Crane nursery school at Hull house

O
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and Franklin nursery school, Chicago. This study was conducted under the auspices of
the Illinois Institute for juvenile research, for the purpose of determining the value of
the nursery school as a part of purposeful education.

Sue also no. 704.

RELIGIOUS AND CHARACTER EDUCATION

56. Bailey, Albert Edward. Religious art as an aid to teachers. Interna-
tional journal of religious education, 7 : 16, 17, 43, May 1931.

This article discusses tbe value of pictures in teaching religion, analyzes the demands
made upon art by childhood, adolescence and maturity, and suggests that pictures for

Itwichildren should furnish the imagery which the child may do Ms thinking; and
that in general the strongly objective, ph tographic art (if nineteenth century painters is
most satisfying.

57. Colton, Ruth White. Character education in Connecticut. School execu-
tives magazine, 50 : 313-15, March 1931.

A report is given of an interestinfi enttrprise in character education in Connecticut
under the direction of,,Rie State b6eau of character-education resg..arcb. The program.
adopted for ConnectiCut emphasizes a state-wide teacher-training program in the tech-
niques and philosophy involved in character education, together with, a general educational
campaign to arouse interest in tbe pion ; also gives an intensive program for a single:
typical community, sovering all ageAvels and institutional groups.

.

58. Forest, nse. Child life and religion. New York, N. Y., Richard R. Smith,
inc., 1930. 142 p.

This book by tbe author of Pre-school education discusses what can be done for chil-
dren under 6 years of age in the developing of religious concepts and behavior. Mrs.
Forest considers th" inheritance and personality of the little child, the application of
modern principlcs and methods to the teaching of religion, and the use of song, story,
prayer, and worship. Her chapter on Fact and symbol is one of the most illuminating
contributions of the book on the controversial issue, What to teach and what not to
teach the little child.

59. Laughlin:, Butler. Training teachers for character education. Chicago
schools journal, 13 : 459-63, June 1931.

President Laughlin, of the Chicago normal college, states that the teacher must have
a broad general training tn the whole field of social and scientific develppjnent ; " Ile
must recognize that, character does not come from the development of a few traits or
irom learning a few rules. but that it comes from the whole life experience." The article
shows what 'is involved in knowing how to develop clmtracter.

60. McLester, Amelia. The development of dhararter traitsTis young chil-
dren. New York, N. Y., Char1ei4 Scribner's.sons, 1931. xvi, 142 p.

Reports verbatim classroom discussions among children from 6 to 10 years old,
ostensibly spontaneous but actually planned and directed by the teacher for the purpose
of establishing habits ruthfulness, honesty, friendliness, etc. Emphasis is placed
upon the fact that every iscussion bad its starting point in an incident or situation

. actually occurring among be children. The aim was to bring them to see the desira-
bility of certain behavior In such a situation. The book contains a short outline of other
plans for character training and an inventory of desirable traits whch may be suggestive
to teachers. The introduction is by natty Smith Hill.

61. Roosevelt, Mrs. Franklin D. Building, character. Parents magazipe,
6: 17, June 1931.

The only sure safeguards for the young are good taste and the ability to reasoa for
one's self, and if necessary to deny one's self the pleasant and tempting thing, is declared
in this editorial. Parents intuit let children meet their own difficulties, find their own
solutions to knotty problems, anti iga1441-per1encet for themselves.

62. Bufinsky, Stella. Literature for character traininga suggestive method.
Educational method, 101 401.70,- April 1931. le

use of the story as a meatinFr character training is discussed with full appreciation
of its frequent abuses when employed for this purpose. A method for guiding children
In character control through the 'podium of the story is interestingly explained and
convincingly illustrated, with a report of classroom activities.

7
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ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Ernest Horn

Assisted by Dorothy E. Bradbury, Frances R. Dearborn, Paul R. Hanna,
Milo B. Hillegas, F. B. Knight, Paul G. McKee, J1 L. Meriam, F. P.
OBrien, R. H. Palmer, Leonard Power, C. L. Robbins, L. S. Tireman

63. American library association. Elementary subcommittee of the educa-
tion committee. A handbook for teacher librarians. Chicago, American li-
brary association, 1931. 52 p.

Concise pamphlet containing valuable recommendations for purchase of the elementary-
school library, classified by grades and by subjects. It also has an outline covering the
work of the school librarian and advice as to the various problems involved in purchasing,
maintaining, _apd using the school library.

64. Beatty, Willard W. Noncompetitive school grading. Child study, 8:
289-91, Jui)e 1931.

An exposition of objective procedures in grading in the elementary school and a descrip-
tion of the " goal cards" that are sent home to the parents. An intelligent statement
regarding the " how " to handle individual children.

65. British journal of educational psychology.
This is a new periodical and is most heartily recommended to educators and

psychologists as being an excellent publication.

66. Brown, H. E., and Bird, Joy.. Motion pictures and lantern slides for
elementary visual education. New York city, Bureau of publications, Teacbers
college, Columbia university, 1931. 106 p.

This publication 3p the mont recent and probably the most inclusive catalog of aids in
visual education fdr the elementary school. All types of sources were investigated to
secure titles and descriptions of films and lantern slides. These descriptions are listed
under subject-mattor classifications as follows: (a) Civics, (b) physical science, (c)
geography, (d) nature study, (t) physical education, (f) nursery stories.

67. Camp, 1)hreder1ck S. Elementary education and the scientific attitude.
Educational method, 10: 323-26, March 1931.

A frank, terse exposition of the duties of the elementary school and of the necessity for
the scientific attitude in public education. A plea for humanism.

68. Casé, Roscoe David. The platoon school in America. Stanford Univer-
sity, Calif., Stanford university press, 1931,4 283 p.

This book gives a general description of the organization. problems, plant, program, anti
specialized instruction In the platoon school. It also briefly outlines the history of the
platoon system. Special treatment is given to the underlying philosophy of the platoon
plan and to the functions ed its various departments. The author cites such experimental
data as are available to sh stts. results callipered with other systems. Comparisons of cost
of houlting, supplies, and Instruction are also given. None of the comparisons are sup-
ported by studies of an exici and exhaustive nature required of respectahle research. The
book will proir helpful to administrators and studepts of elementary-school organization.

69. Curti, Margaret Wooster. Child psychology. New York, Longman%
Green, and co., 1930. ix, 527 p.

This book is a survey of tbe psychology of the normal child. Tbe treatment is under
such general btadings as perceptual motor learning, motivation, and thinking. The
psychoanalytic method is emphasized.

70. Cutright, Prudence, and Riedell, Adaline. A survey of primary reading
activities. Elementary English review, 8: 54-59, March 1931.

A procedure for surveying reading activities in the primary grades which are specifically
related to reading objectives. This article should aid primary teachers in organising their
reading programs more definitèly.

Deyo, Charlotte Mabel. The technique of planning in cooperative groups.
Educational method, 10: 418-20, April 1931.

A concise analysis of a new proposal for small groups of teachers cooperating Intimate*
in the education of several grades of children. This new plan, called the Cooperative
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group, Ms gained considerable recognition on the Atlantic coast and undoubtedly is due
for a great deal of criticism and colicotoikdation in the near future.

n. Frasier, G. W., and Armentrout, W. D. An introduction to the literature
of education. Chicago, Scott, Foresman and company, 1931. 562,

The title is descriptive of the content. Data on problems appropriate to the introduc-
tory course in education are furnishiid by quotations from a large number of writers. The
result is an unusually large amount of stimulating material for so small a number of pages.

73. Gates, A. L; Peardon, C. C.; and Elartorius, I. C. Studjes of children's
interests in reading. Elementary school Journal, 31: 656-70, May 1931.

Fannie Dunn's investigation of interest factors in primary reading brought up-t ate.
An analysis was made of tbe factors in good narratives. When these sam actors
are skillfully incorporated into informative material, children are much more apt to read
them voluntarily.

74. Gray, J. Stanley. Modern educational theory and objective Psychology.
Educational method, 10: 472-78, May 1931.

An article showing that there is no quarrel between objective psychology and educa-
tional theory until education brings in vitalistic terminology.

75. Gray, W. S. Summary of reading investigations, I and IL Elementary
school journal, 31: 531-46; 592-606, March-April 1931. ,

76. Heilig, Irma. The persistency of tbe initial error in spelling. Greeley,
Colorado State teachers college, 1931. 63 p.

The experimental work described in this study, a master's tbesis, is one of the most
detailed analyses available on the effect of initial misspellings upon subsequent spellings.

77. Ide, Alice it, and Oberg, Walda. The content of present-day school
readers. Elementary English* review, 8: 6-1 69, March 1931.

A survey of the content of reading texts to-day in comparison with previous studies
made by Grant, White, and Woody. The study shows .tbat a wider range of subjects
content is being given to meet present-day reading objectives.

78. Kalle.n, William. An Easter activity. Educational method, 10: 302-6,
February 1931.

Tbe "project method" is not yet dead. Interests in real lifé are adroitly used byteachers to motivate school studies Which alone do not appeal to tbe pupils. The teacher
succeeds through Easter interests in inducing pupils to respond in number, phonics, vocab-
ulary, written English, etc. But the reader looks in vain for outcomes in terms of increas-
all; the understanding and appreciation of this beautiful festival day. What Is the primary
objective?

79. Byte, George C. Problems in school supervision. Boston, Houghton
Mifflin company, 1931. xiv, 214 p.

The author states 33 problems in supervision and gives for each a bibliography fromwhich the kudent may secure data and advice bearing on the solution of the problem.
The problems are general as contrasted with the specific problems pertaining to thesupervision of special subjects.

60. Lazar, Nay. Pupils' difficulties in learning the fundamental operations
in arithmetic. Modern education, 3 : 14-14, 47-49, April 1931.

Errors in division combinations, difficulties in carrying, misreading signs, etc., are illus-trated in detail. In each case remedies are sUggested, e. g., " Drill with division combi-nations, even and uneven. Use individual Gast) cards, wall charts, and individual
notebooks. . . ." The critical reader interested in child life is led to believe that difil-culties are increased by such remedies, however well Intended.

81. Madsen, L N. To mark or not to mark. Elementary school journal,
31: 747-55, June 1931.

A summary of studies made on the advantages and-disadvantages or marking and types
of examinations, and a concise statement of the problems involved in marking. Tbe authorbelieves that it is not a question of marks or no marks, but rather of how tbe marks areused by ttachera. Teachers faced with the problem of giving grades would .do well to readthe artleli.

9
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82. Moehlman, Arthur B. The elementary principal in public relations.
Nation's schools, 7: 43-46, April 1931.

There is an increasing demand that the elementary school principal be assigned more
professional responsibility. interpreting the social situation of his school and supervising
his teackers and pupils. This article should be read by every principal and teacher.

83. Morgan, John J. B. Child psychology. New York, Richard R. Smith,
1931. viri, 474 p.

The book attempts to present in systematic form the latest findings in child psychology.
It should be of value as a text in child psychology in colleges and normal schools. The
emphasis is behavoristic.

84. Morphett, Mabel Vogel, and Washburne, Carleton. When should chil-

dren begin to read? Elementary school jourrial, 31: 4960-503, March 1931.
A retort of a study conducted at Winnetka, Ill., as,a result of tracing reading diffi-

culties to their origin. The results of the study indicate that if children are not taught
to read before they reach a mental level of slx and one-half years the chances of failure
and discouragement, are decreased and efficiency is increased accordingly.

85. Nelson, Janet Fowler. Personality and intelligence: A study of responses
other than intellectual noted in a simple mental test situation. New York city,
Bureau of publications, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1931. 62 p.

This monograph concentrates upon the development of adequate technique for measur-
ing certain personality reactions as they occur in a simple mental test situation. It is
based upon observation of 91 three-year-old children tested within three months of their
birthdays. Results are discussed in terms of the relation of intelligence tests scores to the
personality traits aiudies, the interrelationships existing among the latter, and sex differ-
ences. The reliability of the observer as well as of the data themselves is examined
carefully.

86. Oberman, J. A. An experimental study of certain factors affecting trans-
fer of, training it arithmetic. Baltimore, Md., Warwick and York, inc., 1931.
231 p.

This volume reports the results of experimental work relative to the problem of transfer
of training within certain narrow functions in arithmetic in terms of method of instruc-
tion employed. It is without doubt the mbst extensive and reliable investigation made to
date on this important problem.

87. 0,Brien, F. P. What we test in school and how we test. University of
Kansas, Bulletin of education, 3: 7, April 1931.

This article calls attention to prevailing tendency of school tests to emphasize memory,
unrelated facts, formal skills, and routine habits and io neglect more important outcomes,
such as using, applying, ana interpreting what is learned, or reaching conclusions and
meeting practical difficulties. It points out the seriousness of school testing in that it
usually reflects the teaching emphasis, which in turn directs the study procedure. Many
new brands of tests have little to recommend them except their objectivity. Several
constructive suggestions are offered.

88. Osburn, W. J., and Foltz, P, J. Permanence of improvement in the
fundamentals of arithmetic. Educational.research bulletin (Ohio State uni-
versity), 10: 227-34, April 1931.

A remedial program in arithmetic is the task before us. Tests in " abstract arithmetic "
are given throughout a county system. "The brighter pupils generally showed
large amounts of gain . . . while the amount of gain made by tbe slower pupils was
less . . ." How long will teachers in elementary schools emphasise such "abstract
arithmetic" 7 As long as our professional magazines emphasize such studies.

Petit, L. H. Some observations on 'school contests. University of Kan-
sas Bulletin of education, 3: 8, April 1931.

This article is an analysis of reasons for the development of state or regional school
contests, including scholarship contests In elementary schools, and is an earnest Indict-
'Dent of such contests with reference to their effects and tendency to set up false values':
The study is based on collected opinion, observation, and experience as a superintendent
of schools, but presents no objective data.
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90. Pierce, Paul R., and Goodman, Tobey R. The elementary school news-
paper. Elementary school journal, 31 : 779-88, June 1931.

Presents an analysis of contests of 35 elementary school newspapers in Chicaro schools.
Twenty-four of these papers were printed, 11 mimeographed. Parent-teachers associations
direct and advertisements pay for many of the printed papers. Papers controlled by
schools givechief emphasis to creative literary effort, school mews, and extra class activi-
ties; those sOonsored by parwatteacher groups feature Liverttsing, community news, and
creative literary efforts. The socializing value of extracurricular activities in elementary
schqols is emphasized in the article.

91. Reeder, Edwin H. Geography for public school administrators. New
York city, Bureau of publications, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1931.
100 p.

A sane and practical discussion of present-day problems in geography. 1, Why and
how should geography be taught in a constantly changing world?. 2, Should geography
he taught as a separate subject, or in combination with history and civics? 3, Are text-
tjooks desirable or necessary in the teaching of geography? etc.

92. Rogers, Carl R. Measuring personality adjustment in children 9 to 13
years of age. New York city, Bureau of publications, Teachers college, Colum-
bia university, 1931. 107 p.

Can maladjustment be measured? This volume presents a test of attitudes which
probes the child's social, emotional, and family relationships. It may be described as a
paper-and-pencil interview, scored objectively, which is useful in determining the kind and
degree of the child's maladjustment. Use of the test with individuals and groups indicates
that it measures and diagnoses maladjustments with a substantial degree of accuracy.

93. Rugg, Harold. Culture and education in America. New York. Ha*
court, Brace and company, 1931. 404 p.

A stimulating and well-written book on the relation of social life and education in
America. It presents the thesis that Society can be reconstructed through education.
A valuable introduction to many American writers who are too often neglected In courses
in history and principles of education.

94. Scruggs, Sherman P. Improving reading ability in grades V and VI .
or

by extensive reading. University of Kansas Bulletin of education, 3: 7, April
1931.

An experimental study restricted to colored children, conducted in a Kansas City, Kans.,
school system, over a period of 16 weeks. In two; negro schools, 108 pupils in fifth and
96 in sixth grade formed two groups in each, equated chiefly on school record and intel-
ligence tests. Frequent library visits, special opportunity to browse, and reports on all
books read were used to stimulate experimental groupt to read four timtis as many books
as control group. Results as measured by gains in three reading tests showed marked
advantage in both rate and comprehension for extensive reading group. The study was
carefully conducted and data are convincing.

95. Shepherd, Lou. A plan for teaching language and literature. Des Moines,
Iowa, Wallace publishing company, 1931. 72 p.

This book charts the objectivesin language and literature for grades one and two and
gives a progratn for the attainment of these objectives. The material is practical, it has
been tried out successfully, and should be especially helpful to less experienced teachers.

96. Smith, R. The value of spelling rules. Greeley, Colorado State teachers
college, 1931. (Master's thesis)

This study shows the results of an attempt to determine the value of 11 commonly
used spelling rules. It is undoubtedly one of the most complete contributions in this
field.

97. Snedden, David. Cultural educations and common sense. New York,
The Macmillan company, 1931. 324 p.

A disturbed educator considers cultun is its various measinp. The analyses are
numerous and illuminating; the criticisms stimulating and occasionally irritating. Aei
cording to the author's custom, a machine-gun fire of questions frequently drives the
reader to cover.
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98 Spain, C. L.; Moab Inv: I, A. B.; and Foster, F. W. The public elementary
school plant. New York, Rand McNally and company, 1931. 587 p.

This volume is an adequate discussion of the principles involved in tbe construction
and furnishing of elementary school buildings, together with detailed application of
practical techniques. It is probably the best treatment available relative to this particu-
lar problem.

99. Spink, J. E. French In the elementary school. Elementary school
journal, 31 : 684-96, May 1931.

Description of the work in introducing French in the fourth grade of the Laboratory
school 7 of the University of Chicago.

100. Stevens, Marion Paine. The activities curriculum In the primary
grades. New York, D. C. Heath and company, 1931. 440 p

This publication has a very suggestive table of contents, but on looking into the
various chapters one is much disappointed t the lack of definite suggestions concerning
the more fundamental problems of the unit of work curriculum. For instance, the
author dismisses the topic of how many units there shall be in a brief four-line para-
graph, and the problem which faces the activity curriculum makers, namely, the sequence
of unlit; through the grades, is dealt with in two and a half pages. lElo far as adding to
the techniques of curriculum making is concerned, this book is not outstanding. Its merit
lies in giving descriptions of scores of activities, projects, -units of work, etc., that have
been worked out by Miss Stevens and her associates. One very worth-while feature is the
appendix, which contaips lists of equipment, children's books, and a bibtlography for
teachers.

101. Stratemeyer, Florence. The effective use of curriculum materials: A
study of units relating to " the curriculum " to be included in the professional
preparation of elementary teachers. New York city, Bureau of publications,
Teachers college, Columbia university, 1931. 168 p.

What are desirable pupil and teacher activities in the use of curriculum materials?
What type of preservice training in this field is essential (1) to provide maximum growth
in service and (2) to raise the level of classroom practice? This study endeavors to
present answers to the above-mentianed important problems through a critical review
of the major activities of the elementary teacher in effectively using curriculum mate-
rials, and the formulation of units to be included in the professional curriculum for
elementary teachers. The instructional units suggest (1) essential meanings and under-
standings underlying the effective use of curriculum materials to be developed with the
student-in-training and (2) student activities and varied learning experiences directed
toward making the meanings and understandings functional. Or-

102. Thorndike, Edward L. Teacher's word-book of 20,000 words. New
York city, Bureau of publications, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1931.
182 p.

An extension of the Teacher's word-book to 20,000 wOr414 ; based on word counts trout
200 additional sources and other counts made since tbe publication of the original Ilk.
The selection of the most important 10,000 words has been revised and improved, and
each word is rated as 1 to 20 according to frequency and range of occurrence.

103. Whitney, A. W., and others. A guide book for safety education. New
York, National Bureau of casualty and surety underwriters, 1931. 40 p.

Section I of this publication presents an outline of detailed suggestions for relaing
safety education with other subjects and activities in the primary and intermediate-
school grades. There is a foreword by William John Cooper, United States Commissioner
of Education; a selected bibliography on safety education; and lists of available mate-
rials, such as Government bulletins and filmssome of which are free. Many good
suggestions for the purpose indicated.

104. Wilson, G. M. Arithmetic and the taxpayer. Journal of the National
education association, 20 : 221-22, June 1931.

Two hundred towns and cities in New England bare cooperated In a study of the
possibility of better results in the tool subjects. This brief 'repbrt indicates a marked
tendency to give less time to formal drill and more attention lib real quantitative situa-
tions. This makes possible a very mucli higher standard sallievement with "a vast
increase in joy " to pupils and teachers.

flee also nos. 157, 202, 206, 218, 220, 229, 296-297, 836, 840, 411, 450, 538, 624.
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105. Boyd, Paul P. Shifting the emphasis from quantity to quality high-
school standards. High-school quarterly, 19: 138-46, April 1931.

Concludes that colleges should stop trying to control the high schools for their own
ends and eventually discard the practice of admitting all graduates of an accredited high
school upon certificate and turn to the plan of admitting worthy individuals.

106. Edwards, Mr.g. E. D. Digest of theses accepted in partial fulfillment of
requirements for bigber degrees in education at the University of California,
December 1930. Ugiversity high-school journal, 11: 14-19, May 1931.

Six of the 13 studies reviewed deal with these phases of secondary education : Laws
concerning secondary education, occupations followed by former students, orientation of
pupils entering junior high school. hysical and medical examinations, construction of
courses of study in English, and units in English grammar.

107. Hotz, Henry G. Proceedings of the commission on secon(lary schools.
North central association quarterly, 6: 61-124, June 1931.

Records the business transacted,: policies, regulations, standards, and recommendations
for accrediting secondary schools ; summary of annual reports; and list of accredited
secdndary schools.

108. Jessen, Carl A. The earmarks of a good secondary school. School
executives magazine, 50 368-89, 397, April 193.1.

Primarily a discussion of integration of curriculum and extracurriculum offerings, in-
troduction of objective tests, provision and utilization a equipment, high quality teaching,
real school spirit, and assistance of pupil progress.

109. Boos, Leonard V. Progress of the National survey of secondary edu-
cation. School life, 16: 171-72, May 1931.

Thirty resetfrch workers are engaged on 24 major projects as the Surrey approaches
third and final year in the study of 25,000 United States high schools.

110. Talbot, George D. The content of teachers' handbooks. Educational
research bulletin (Ohio State university), 10: 255-61, May 13, lam

A check list comprising 170 items of informatiton foutki in 25 handbooks was sent to
172 elementary-school And 130 high-school teachers with less than two years' experience.
They checked tbe items which they thought should be discussed in a handbook and added
other essential items.

111. Zeidler, Richard. Changing conceptions of major problems of second-
ary schools. California quarterly of secondary education, 6: 257-58, April 1931.

Tbe question " What do you consider the greatest present need of the secondary
schools" was sent 15 years ago to 50 educators in California, and again now to the
educators holding similar positions.

Bee also nos. 528, 527, 529, 581, 560, 568, 594, 660, 840.

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
112. Lyman, R. L. Individualization in the Isaac E. Young junior high

school, New Rochelle, New York. School review, 39: 257-71, April 1931.
Five features especially noted are: (1) Responsibility for discipline placed almost

entirely upon the pupils as individuals; (2) socialization within the 35 home-room groups ;
(3) an elaborate system of intramural sports; (4) freedom with which pupils vary their
scholastic procedures; and (5) provisions for individual differences. Tbe last feature,
which overlaps the other four, is discussed in detail.

113. Rinehart, Anne Campbell. What Pittsburgh Junior-high school pupils
read. Pittsburgh, Henry C. Frick educational commission, 1931. 83 p. (School
betterment studies, vol. 3, no. 1)

Presents results of so questionnaire answered by 5,510 pupils who suggested 50,845
titles of books they had enjoyed.

see afro nos. 106, 122, 126, 181, 188, 142, 145, 152, 157, 279-280, 449, 650.
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MEASUREMENT

114. Clifton. J. L., and Wood, E. R. Every pupil test. Columbus. Ohio,
F. J. ¡leer vrinting company. 1931. 55 p.

Preents results of chemistrT. general science. arithmetic, algebra. geometry, Latin and
English teltts given on Decrtnther 2, 1930. in Ohio si..hools.

115. Davis. Robert A.. and Johnson, L. W. The influence of intelligence
upon performance in new-type and old-type examinatimas. Educational method,
10: 4ISS-93, May 1931.

Tta-041 sets of examinations were given tn 83 pupils in freshmen English composition at
intervals of 6 weeks. A new-type examination was administered first and within three
days an old-type, covering the same material. followed. Neither teachers nor pupils
presumably knew that an experiment was in progress. As a check, another group of
students in civks was given the same type of tests. Five conclusions are given.

116. White, Clyde W. The effects of exemptions from semester examina-
tions on the distribution of school marks. School review, 39: 293-99, April
1931.

A study covering a four-year period without exemptions and a four-year period with
exemptions in a school baring an enrollment of more than 1.000 pupils each year. Two
of the conclusions are that the only part of the general distributiou curve affected by the
exemption %ystem is that near the point pf exemption, as& that tbe standards of the
preexemption period have been maintained.

See also no. 117.

SCHOOL POP U LATION

117. Herman., Mabel C. Utilizing adolescent interest& Educatibnal re-
search bulletin (Los Angeles), 10: 2-29, May-June 1931.

A study of the dominant interests of pupils in 20 Los Angeles junior high schools.
Considers general life. club, leisure-time, school, vocational, and reading Interests.

Lide, Edwin S. The social composition of the secondary-school popula-
tion in Oklahoina. School review, 39: 350-60, May 1931.

Data concerning 11.114 pupils enrolled in Grades IX-XII and from 4.655 in Grades
VII and VIII were secured on a given day from 17 specified secondary schools in Okla-
homa. Reasons are presented for considering the data typical of the state as a whole.
The procedures previously used by Counts. In his Sari:tire character of American second-
dry education, were folláwed and tbe findinp of the two studies are compared.

119. Williams. L. A., The person-consciousness of a selected group of high-
school pupils. Berkeley, University of California press. 1931. p. 8S-13§. (Uni-
versity of California publications in education. volume 6, no. 2)

A study of lists of names uppermost in the minds of 2,216 pupils la 3 junior and
3 senior high schools in California Suring tbe school year 1924.-25. Three of the many
findings were tbat these high-school students named a relative)/ small number of differ-ent persons as leaders, that there was a marked tendency to emphasise political and
military leadership with an accompanying tendency to neglect leadership in the fine arts,
and, ttlat thcrc was crAy a alitat difference in the person-consciousness of junior and
senior high school pupils.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND TEACHING STAFF
120. Anderson, Earl W., and Miasma, R. H. Subjects taught in high

school. Educational myelin% bulletinfr Ohio state uhirersity), 10: 283-89,
May 27, 1931.

Brings togptber findings of 25 studies of subjects taught by high-school teachers.
Presentii subject distributions of teaching staffs in tabulated forme making possible statecomparisons of tbe number teaching each subject.

121. Aseltine, John. The duties of a department head In a large city high
school School review, 39: 272-79, April 1931.

Considirs the department bead's five-fold. function of teacher, administrator, supervisor,
malodor, alatecoordisater is the three-year senior high school at gins' Diego, California.
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122. Emswiler, H. W. The vice-principal in the junior high school. Educa-
tional research bulletin (Ohio State university), 10: 235-42, ApTil 29, 1931.

Based on 76 completed questionnaires representing 7i schools baying a population
100.000ear more accordiag to the 1920 reams. Deals with salarieo. age. training.

trperiencr.aind duties of vice-principal& Tables show rank and frequency of the duties
whicl; the iice-principals feel they should perform.

in The principal at 'work on hiss problems. Washington, D C.. National
education association of the United States. 1931. p. 94-159. (Research bulletin
of the National education association. volume 9, no. 2, March 1931)

Main divisions are: The principal as (1) a person. (2) head of ístngI. sehAwl unit
(subdivisions: administration, supervision, teaching duties, clerical funstlons, profes-
sional gtudy). (3) a worker in a school system, and 4 ) an active participant in a prci-
fessional group.

124. Wiggins, D. IL Some phases of the status of high-school principals in
Texas. School review, 39: ,383-87. ay 1931.

A study of the college training, sale and professional training of principals of
608 high schools of different sizes. OppoftunIt1ts of women in high-school principalships
were also considered.

See also no. 458.
111 SUPERVISION

125.4 Lyda, .John W. A self-rating scale for supervisors. Teachers college
journal (Terre Haute. Ind.), 2: 151-32, 154, May 1931.

Lists the 50 most important Reeks in the writer's " Self-rating scale for supervisors "
according to the opinions of 300 judges.

126. Orientating teachers in the junior high school. School review, 39:
334--33, May 1931.

Primarily a description of the use of professional teachers* meetings to adjhAt teachers
with heterogeneous background to their new tasks when they enter the /larding junior
high school in Philadelphia.

TEACHING AND STUDY PROCEDURES

127. Aten, Harold D. Stahdards for improving ,lessqu assignmenp. Uni-
versity high school journal, 10: 337-16, February 1931.

Length, form, definiteness, challenge, motivation. and flexibility of lesson assignments
are discussid and illuatrated.

12S Collings, Ellsworth. Progressive teaching in secondary schools. Indi-
anapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill company. 1931. xvi. 52S p.

Deals with purposeful activity under the topics, its nature, lines,. guidance. introduc-
tion, and illustration&

129. Morrison, Henry C. The practice of teaching in the secondary stbbool.
hevised edition. Chicago, The University of Chicago press, 1931. z. GSS p.

Fundamentals in the teaching process. control technique. operative technique, and
administrative technique serve as the major captions under which chapters are organised.
Tbe aim is to present a coherent basis from which school people may be Wiped in thinking
out teaching problems.

130. Wetzel, William A. Large-group instruction. School review, 39:
2'38-92, April 1931.

Discusses three factors in the problem of adjusting the size of the group for instruction
purposes, namely : Tbe teacher. the pupil. and tbe task at band. Submits seven guiding
principles for directing a program of large-group instruction in high school.

131. Wyman, Carl E. Visual education in a representative junior high
school. School and society, 33: 502-3, May 2, 1931.

description of the use of visual alds in teaching in a junior high school at Cleveland.
flee also no. 527.
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ADMISSION, PROMOTION, AND GRADUATION

132. Bruce, M. E. Suitable promotion exercises for the junior high school.
Junior-senior high-schoot clearing house, 5; 554-58, May 1931.

Based on questionnaire replies from principals of 85 schools in 46 cities.
133. Fehr, Howard F. Intelligence as a factor in promotion. Junior-senior

high-school clearing house, 5: 528-31, May 1931.
The Otis self-administering intelligence test and the Thorndike-McCall reading scale

were given to 134 seniors in South side high school at Newark, New Jersey. At the same
time, their marks for 31,,¡ years were averaged. Two of the findings were that ability as
indicated by au intelligence test shows a corresponding level of ability in reading and that
high mental atrility is no guarantee of high marks in school and vice Term.

134 Jones, Galen The effect of the articulation of the junior and senior
high school on promotion. Junior-senior high-school clearing house, 5: 517-20,
May 1931.

Describes practices which bring about articulation of Tulsa's junior and senior high
schools.

135. MeKown, Harry C. Basle principles underlying commencement activi
ties. Junior-senior high-school clearing house, 5: 549-54, May 1931.

Presents 12 principles relating to the commencement schedule and 8 principles relating
to the graduation program.

136. Weersing, Frederick J. Requirements for graduation from senior high
school: Junior-senior high-school clearing housé, 5: 539-44, May 1931.

Urges a miare adequate recognition of the guidance function of high-school graduation
requirements and proposes that State hoards of education recognize several types of high-
school curricula and set up differentiated graduation requirements for each type.

137. Viright, Frank L. High-school graduation : Requirements' and how
determined. Junior-senior high-school clearing houme, 5: 558-63, May 1931.

A discussion of (1) the meaning of graduation from the secondary school, (2) require-
ments at present, and (3) a pr( posed plan.

Ib

EDUCATIONAL GUIDANCE

138. Allen, Richard D. The 41viser's program in the junior high schools of
Providence. Junior-senior high-school clearing house, 5: 428-33, March 1931.

Taking into account 8.principles, presents a program for making the class adviser's task
a composite one and an articulating element in the school.

139. Ferguson, Lauretta. An experiment in counseling and how it succeeded.
Nation's schools, 7 : 44-46, May 1931.

Ten counselorsfive men and five womenconsult with the vice principal and principal,
check attendance, handle discipline cases. confer with parents, and give individual and
group guidance to pupils 'in the Sacramento senior high school.

140. A handbook for counselore California quarterly of secondari education,
6: 287-305, April 1931.

A guiding philosophy of secondary education, the functions of counseling, and a train-
ing program for counselors.

14L Hennrich, Kilian J. The guidance of adolescents: mental hygiene.
Catholic school journal, 31: 216-18s, June 1931.

it A discussion of teaching of errors, *scandal, emotions, and passions, and ibe attitude
of the teacher or parent with regard to mental hygiene.

142. Threlkeld, C. H. CAmidance through activities. Junior-senior high-
school clearing house, 5: 412-16, Mardi 1931.

Shows bow club activities have contributed to guidance in the Columbia high school of
South Orange and Maplewood, New Jersey.

143. Woody, Wilford H. The guidance program in Denver. Journal of the
National education association, 20: 125-26, April 1931.

In addition to the home room, the class orgavisation, and tbe achoof advisers, this
guidance program Includes club and assembly activities and a program of pupil participa-

.
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tion in school government. Guidance is also 'furnished by the regular classroom. Both
group and individual guidance are afforded.

See mao nos. 825-691.
for

LIBRARIES

144. Campbell, Doak S. Libraries in the accredited high schools of the
Association of colleges and secondary schools of the southern states. Nashville,
Tenn., George Peabody college for teachers, Division of surveys and field
studies, 1930. 72, 27 p.

A report of the status of high-school libraries with respect to the new library standards
of the association.

145. Wood, Harriet A. School library list. Part I, Elementary. and Junior
high school. St. Paul, State of Minnesota, Department of education, Library
division, 1930. 136 p.

Deals with library standards, steps in organizing the library, community service, the
travr" ng library. and lists of boa-g.N

EXTRACURRICULUM

146. Allen, Charles Forrgst. Initiating a school-club program. Junior-senior
high schòot clearing house, 5: 389-94, March 1931.

Presents a plan for setting in operation a club program which will meet the criteria
sugge5ted elsewhere in this issue of the Junior-senior bigh-school clearing house for
judging the value both of a club program as a whole and of the individual club.

147. Babson, Helen Corns& The financial St p po r t of clubs. Junior-senior
high-school clearing house, 5: 407-12, March 1931.

A description of the methods by which clubs support themselves in the Eagle Rock
high school of Lc* Angeles, and the advantages of the plan.

148. grown, Marion, and Martin, Vibella. Understanding assemblies. Uni-
versity high school journal (Unhversity of California), IA: 7-13. May 1931.

Describes nature of- and administration of assembly programs at the University high
school of the University of California.

149. DeWelt, Albert. The high-school business manager. High. school (Uni-
versity of Oregon), 8: 184-95, April 1931.

Considers the qualifications and duties of the business manager and discusses the
principles underlying the position.

150. Hayes, Wayland J. Recording the extra-class activities of high-school
pupils. School review, 39: 439-48, June 1931.

Based on a study of some factors influencing participation in voluntary school group
activities in one high schoOl. The writer suggests how voluntary participations may be
classified for the purpose 'of pupil accoftting and emphasizes the need for recording
hours of participation from time diaries kept once or twice a year during periods Nhich
may be judged to give a fair cloys section of activities.

151. Jacobsen, John X. Athletics and scholarship in the high school. School
review, 394: .280--87, April 1931.

A survey of 17 investigations leads the writer to conclude tentatively (1) that high-
school athletes are of average mental ability, (2) that athletes stand as high as, if no%f
slightly higher than, nonathietes in academic achievement as measured by school wapiti/.
and (3) that the scholarship of athletes does not seem to surer appreciably during the
period of participation.

152. /tiller, Vera D. An evaluation of honor systems in junior and senior
high schools. University high school Journal, 10: 347-56, February 1931.

tt A study of certain honor plans. Aims, present practices, and advantages and
disadvantages are congidered.

158. Morley, B. E., and others. The report of the committee on athletics in
secondary schools. North central association quarterly, 6: 21-30, June 1931.

Data compiled from reports received this year from 1,751 high schools on the accredited
list of the North central association. A studs of participatIon in and administration of
athletics.
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154. Roemer, Joseph. Standards for Judging a 1nb Rponsor. Junior-senior
MO school clearing house, 5: 398-400, March 1931.

Pot4ents standnrds for judging the club sponsor after one visit and standards for
Judgment at the (I of the semester.

155. Taylor, Walter M. A bibilograpt* of objective 4ftidies in extracurricular
activities. Junior-senior high school clearing house, 5: 425-27, March

Rased on literature on extracurriculum activities appearing since 1925.

CURRICULUM

1541 Herriott, M. E. Secondary-school curriculum development in Los
Angeles. California quarterly of secondary education, 6: 268-86, April 1931.

A discussion of the administrative organization for curriculum development, services
rendered, the curriculum-development program, and changes effected in the curriculum.

157. Nash, Harry B. Rebuilding the curriculum of the small school system.
Nation's sZtools, 7: 33-36, April 1931.

Primarily deals with organisation nod content of changed courses of study in the
elementnry, junior high, nnd senior high schools of West Allis, Wis.

158. SPaulding, F. T. Can the small high school improve its curriculum?
School review, 39: 423-38, JiMe 1931.

A demolistration that improvement in the offerings of soMe small high schools is prac-
tical. Takes' Into account 12 principles of program making three cond!, ons (program of
studies, size, ttuanees), and three rules of procedure (number and length of class periods,
teaching load, and subjects or grades assigned a teacher).

159. Watson, Goodwin. A new secondary school. Progressive edgcation, 8 :

303-141 April 1931.
Discusses the prWdples involved in the proposed new secondary school and suggests a

curriculum made up of seven departments, namely : Health, personal relations, vocations,
money and goods. social order, recreation, and interpretation of the universe.

;le alao no. 106.

SUBJECT FIELDS

ENGLISH

160. Daringer, Helen Pern. A study of style in English composition. New
York, Bureau of publications, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1930.
Iv, p.

Analysis of 14 high-school textbooks In language and composition furnished the basis
for making a check list of 27 items which each of 6 experienced teachers of high-school
English used to rate each of 30 compositions.

161. Gray, William S. Reading deficiencies in secondary schools. Journal
of the National-educatlon association, 20: 197-98, June 1931.

Discusses the nature of, difficulties in fundamental habits of recognition and interpreta-
tion and suggests means of overcoming these difficulties.

m4 -
162. Chiller, Walter S. Analysis of punctuation errors. Educational method,

10: 425-'29, April 1931.
Based on results from giving a diagnostic test in punctuation to 640 high-school

graduates. Two of the six conclusions are that only a few punctuation usages offered any
great difficulty for large numbers of pupils and that a liberal proportion of individualized
instruction is needed to enable pupils to master the specifics of punctuation usage.

163. Housh, Snow Longley. Experiences in teaching poetry. Junior-senior
high-school clearing house, 5: 464-70, April 1931.

The teaching of poetry is discussed and examples of creative writing done by pupils in
au electitve course in modern poetry in the Los Angeles high school are presented.

164. Smith, Dora V. peri nts in handling larger classes. English jour-
nal, 20: 371-78, May 1931.

Primarily a discussion of a two-year e -riment with large and small classes in ninth-
grade EnglIsi performed by the writer i the University Oigh school, Minneapolis, in
1925-26 and 1927-28.

;

1931.
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165. Spriggs, La Faun. A remedial program in correct English. English
journal, 20: 485-89, June 1931.

Explains a program which resulted in the gain of the ninth grade being more tiaan tbe
normal gain during three years.

166. Thomas, Jesse E. Eliminating written errors through drill. English
journal, 40: 390-94. May 1931.

In ach of seventa lows high schools an experiment and a control group wero tied in
niuth-grade English. In each echova tht two groups ',ad Approximately equal alloily for
using technical English, were taught the same teacher and used the same text400k.
In the experimental group specially constructed drill materials of the dictntion and
multIpIr -Psponge types were used. Co -hided that many of the errors which pupils make
in their writing can be eliminated by the use of properly constructed drills on specific
situatitons.

167. Wilson, L. L. W. Unit assignments in English. English journal, 20:
379-90, May Mil.

Discusses and illustrates the provision of inits Of work In English for pupils in the
South Philadelphia high school who vary widely in ability, achievement, aind interAt,4

See also nos. 106, 286.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

168. Baker, Florence X. The tvacbing of French. Boston, Houghton Mifflin
company, 1931. xviii, 286 p.

Deals with objectives in French teaching. how French ii learned, pronunciation, oral
work, grammar, vocabulary, composition, ilanslation, cultural study, tilt' IINcruluess of
different techniques, and testing procedures.

169. Cole, Robert D. 'Modern foreign laikguages and their teaching. New
York, D. Appigton and company, 1931. null, 598 p.

Some of the chapter headings are: The development and present status of modern-
language- teaching in the Jinited States, the objectives of modern-language instruction,
modern-language methodology, the new type of course suggested by the modern-langu e
study, reading, life and literature of foreign ebuntries, grammar, foreign lahgu n
tne junior high school, the measurement of instruction, and problems in the super nof mod language instruction. 4

170. Eddy, Heleti M. Michael West on reading. Modern language forum
(Los Angeles), 16* $1-88, June 1931.

Insists on. application of the principle of specific practice. Maintains this: children
practice things which they do not need, do not practice enough the things they need, and
do not practice things they need in order of importance. Discusses techniques of teaching
reading df foreign languages and problems of teaching speech.

171. Fife, Robert* Herndon. The teaching of modern foreign languages:
a National stymy. *Journal of educational research, 23: 296-807, April 1931.

Briefly presents the general naturiba the findings of the modern languarb reports
issued by the Ameritan and Canadiaircommittees.

172. Kansas. Department of public instruction. Course of study for high
mehools, Part VIForeign languages. Topeka, Kans., Department of public
instruction, 1930. 36 p.

Courses of study in Latin, French, Germas, and Spanish.
173. Kaulfers, Waiter V. Teaching practices in beginning Spanish in junior-

?filgh school. Modern language forum (Los Angeles), 16: 90-93, June 1931.
Deals with objectives, methods, content, ability grouping, and marking. Based on

replies of teachers in seventeen junior high schools of Los Angeles and Long Beach to
a questionnaire.

174. Mays, Ruth. A guide for teachers of mOdern foreign languages.
Dallas, The Southwest press, 1930. vu, 123 p.

A discussion of such topics as history of the teaching pf modern languages, aims, tech-
nique of the classroom, methods of teaching, special difficulties in Spanish grammar, and
means of motiyation.

by_
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175. Thursby, Claire C.; Beach, Rofena; and Milton, Grance W. Depart-
ment of Latina handbook. *University high school journal (University of CAD-
fornia). 11.: 20-82, May 1931. ,

A handbook for student teachers, but also suggestive to teachers in high schools.

MATHEMATICS

176. Beatlty, Ralph. Notes on the first yenr of demonstrative geometry
in secondary schools. Mathematics teacher, 24: 213-22: April 1931.

Makes specific suggestions for elimination of 30 or more theorems from 'plane geometry,
one-third to be dropped and two-thirds to be kept as definitions or assumptions and used in
support of original exercises. Proposes 2 theorems, / for formal proof, from solid
geometry.

177. Kansas. Department a public instruction. Course of study far high
schools, Part IIIMathematica. Topeka, Kans., Department of public instruc-
tion, 1930. 42 p.

Committees of mathematics teachers present aims afd objectives, content, and sugges-
dons for teaching algebra, geometry, and trigonometry.

178. Munch, H. F. The mathematics column. High school journal (Univer-
sity of North Carolina), 14: 156-59, 276-79, March-May 1931.

A study of status of mathematics curriculum in 81 large and 54 small schools in North
Carolina. yi

179. National council of teachers of mathematics. Sixth yearbook. Mathe-
matics in modern life. New York, Bureau of publications, Teachers college,
Columbia university, 1931. ix, 195 p.

Considers mathematics'in its relations to sodal sciences, biology, humanism, investment,
religion, agriculture, pharmacy and allied professions, statistics, physics, and polygonal
forms.

180. Report of the committee on geometry. Dunham Jackson, chairman.
Mathematics teacher, 24 : 298-302, May 1931.

Report of the committee appointed Jointly by the Mathematkal association of America
and the National council of teachers of mathematics, to study tt4feasibiUty of a proposal
that college entrance requirements in geometry be modified so essentials of plane and solid
geometry could be offered in a single year's work.

181. Schorling, Raleigh. The need for being definite with respect to
achievement standards. Mathematics teacher, 24: 311-29, May 1931.

ilresents evidence that there is need for being definite in stating to pupils and parents
-What changes we are trying to make in pupils during a given period of time and suggests
certain criteria to serve as a basis for securing such a list of essentials.

182. Stone, C. A., and Georges, J. S. The learning products of a unit of
instruction in mathematics. Part II. School science and mathematics, 31 :

69&-706, June 1931.
Discusses and illustrates three types of learning products, namely: Skills and special

abilities, understandings, and' appreciations or Tecognition of values.

SOCIAL STUDIES AND CITIzIOISHIP

183. Bain, Bead. High school sociology. High school teacher, 7: 134-37,
152-55, April 1931.

Outlines a course in high-school sociology and suggests methods of teaching it.
184. Carter, Thyra. Racial elements in American history textbooks, Histori-

cal outlook, 22: 147-51, April 1931.
Analysis of eight textbooks to determine content and space given to the various

nationality groups. Rank of nationalities in order from most to least space accorded
was found to be: fanglisbOermans, Irish and Scotch-Irish, Italians, and Poles.

del

.
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185. Iowa. Department of vublic instruction. Courses of study for high
schoolsCitizenship. Des+Moines, Iowa, Department of 'public instruction,
1930. ,29 p.

Prepared by a subject committee. Presents objectives, pupil activities, teacher pro-
cedures, and evidences of mastery for 5 units.

186. Courses of study for high schoolsEconomics. Pes Moines,
Iowa. Department of pliblic ingtruction, 1930. 71 p.

Prepared by a subject committee. Presents objectives, pupil activities, teacher pro-. cedures, and evidences of mastery for 9 units of work.
187. Courses of study for high schypelsWorld history. Des Moines,

Iowa, Department of public instruction, 1930. 59 p.
Prepared by a subject committee. Presents objectives, pupil activities, teacher pro-

cedures, and evidences of mastery for each of 8 units or periods of history.
188. Kansas. Department of public instruction. Course of study for high

schools, Part IVHistory and social science. Topeka, Kans., Department of
public instruction, 1930. 68 p.

.

Considers the teacher, tbe pupil, the redtation, the textbook and reference maierial,
illustrative material, and suggestions. Deals with citizenship, world history, European
history, English history, American history, current history, economics, constitution, social
civics, and civic sociology.

189. Coutse of study:._ for high schools, International relations. Sup-
plement to Part Iy-T-History ind social science. Topeka, Kans., Department of
public instrugtion, 1930. 30 p.

Prepared by L. W. Brooks, director of secondary education at Wichita, and a group of
students in the 1930 summer school of the University of Kansas. Presents 7 units,

, namely: Good Will and tolerance at home, international understanding, information about
our neighbors, foreign affairs, causes of misunderstanding and effects of *ear, international
organizations fortpeace, and the international mind.

190. Kimmel, W. G., and otheri. Recent happenings in the social studies.
Historical outlook, 22: 174-75, 230-33, April-May 1931.

Many of the studies and articles deal with secondary-school social studies.
1111. Levine, Michael. " Eternal revolution " : an original class project in

histery. High points (New York city), 13: 7-15, April 1931.
Ditrusses choice of topic, subdivision and organization of topic, distribution of work,

correction, revision, coordination, committee reports, materials for reading, articulation
with rtgular course of study, and values to students of a project in history in New
Utrecht high school of New York city. i

192. Aluina, Sister Mary. The unit plan of teaching. Catholic school jour-
nal, 31: 124-27, April 1931.

Presents pre-test, unit understanding, elements of learning, minimal essentials, and
/ study directons for a history unit on " The coming of big business to America."'i

SCIENCE

193. Caitvell, Otis W., and Lundeen, Gerhard E. Studnts' attitudes regard-
ing unfoundfd beliefs. Science education, 15: 240-6e, May 1931.

A list of 200 unfounded beliefs were sent to high-school and college students. Each 3
person was asked to indieate wheiher he. was aware of the particular belief, whether he
believed it, and-whether his actions are influenced by it. The 200 beliefs aie listed and
the results from usable returns from 918 high-school.seniors and 264 college students are
presented.

194. Davis, Ira C. Analysis of the subject matter in the eight most widely
used textbooks in general science. School science and mathematics, 81: 707-14,
June. 1931.

In the final tabulation a topic is retained (with five exceptions) if It occurred ia tilt
or more of the-eight teitbooks. This procedure gives a total of 137 topics. It is con-
cluded that over 63 per cent of the topics are found in aU of the textbooks, 27 per cent in
7, and 16 per. ut in IL

,/p-
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195. Hahn, Alice J. Four units to illustrate motivation in the teaching of
geography: Part IV. School science and mathematics. 31: 439-43, April 1931.

Describes the motivation of a unit on "Temperature." Considers distance from
equator, altitude, and winds and ocean currents as determiners of temperature.

196. Hurd, A. W. Effects of school instruction on student achievement.
Science education, 15: 239-44, May 1931.

Presents data on pupil proficiency in two units of high-school physics before and aftcrinstruction and discusses factors which determine achievement in final tests.
197. Preliminary tests as prognostic of final achievement in physics.

School science and mathematics, 31: 745-48, June 1931.
Presents evidence and concludes that in cases where objectives are so inclusive that

they can not be attained by a pupil, preliminary tests are the best single criterion of
future achievement, provided no coaching on test items takes place.

198. Iowa. Department of public instruction. Courses of study for high
schoolsgeneral science. Des Moines, Iowa, Department of public instruction,
1630. 78 p.

Prepared by a subject committee. Presents objectives, pupil activities, teacher pro-
cedures, and evidences of mastery for eacebf 15 units of work.

199. Courses of study for high schoolsPhysics. Des Moines, De-
partment of public instruction, 1930. 70 p.

Preparlin by a subject committee. Presents objectives, pupil activities, teacher pro-
cedures, and evfdences of mastery for 17 divisions of physics.

200. Jaroleman, Nellie M. Making general science Interesting. School
science and mathematics, 31: 727-29, June 1931.

Sucb means as easy access to 17 different textbooks, vocabulary and spelling drills,
group work, picture collections, exhibits, assembly contributions. hobby collections, sea-sonal room collections, a point system for outside reading, outside speakers, animal care,visual aids, and club meetings are utilized.

201. Kansas. Department of public instructio2. Course otstudy for high
schools, Part V Science. Topeka, Kans., DepaNment of mibile instruction,
1030. 92 p.

Deals with objectives, apparatus, etptriments, content and suggestions for teaching
elementary science, physical geography, agriculture, physiology, botany, zoology, chemistry,and physics.

2041 Nettels, Charles H. Science interests of junior high school pupils.
Science education, 15: 219-25, May 11.

A questionnaire study of inferior, average, and superior girls and boys in one of tbe
Los Angeles junior-high schools with respect to their science interests.

203. Ruch, Giles M., and Meyer, Stantqn H. Comparative merits of physics
tests. School science and mathematics, 31 :.676-80, June 1931.

Six sets of physics tests were given to physics classes in five California high schools,Form A being followed by Form B (If any). Tests were given on alternate days except tnone instance. An indirect measure of validity is attempted through tke average inter-correlations (raw and corrected for attenuation) of the several tests. Reliability coeffi-
cients, means, and standard deviations are given.

204. Taylor, J. N. Little Journey at homea science project. Science
education, 15: 232-38, May 1931.

Illustrates the use of statistical data 'for .motivating science teaching, setting forthimportant truths, and correlating sciences.
205. Wendelstein, Louis A. Physics everiments. School science and

mathematics, 31 : 730-36, June 1931.
A discussion of the teaching of certain physics experiments in the high school at

Everett, Massachusetts.
206. Whitman, W. G. General science and hygiene ifi the junior high schools

of Massachusetts. Science education, 15: 215-18, May 1931.
A study of the status of general science and hygiene, the extent to which ttiiy oretaught jointly and separately, and the opinions of principals as to conditions which they

consider desirable. Based on questionnaire-replies from 132 principals of three-yearjunior-high schools in Massachusetts.
Bee Ws? no. 540.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION

207.' Sa ltan, Joseph C. Health education and football. Bulletin of high
points in the work of the high schools of New York city, 13: 16-21, April 1931.

Presents practices at Franklin K. Lane high school and advocates an extensive program
for entire school and the substitution of " touch football " for regular football.

208. Washke, Paul R. The physical education and healtii program as
curricular and extracurricular activity. High school, 8: 178-83, April 1931.

Personnel, time-allotment, four-year program for high schools, and hygienic environ-
ment are considered.

209. Way, A. B. Administration of health teaching in high schools. High
points (New York city), 13: 5-8, June 1931.

Considers specific health courses, integration of contributory- subject matter, direct
training in health habits, and organized health activities or projects

PRACTICAL AND VOCATIONAL ARTS

210. Ash, William. C. Home eConomics. Edu4c&tional outlook, 5: 211-18,
May 1931.

Makes nse of 17 references and presents some findings of Elizabeth Haytock's stud of
the home( activities of junior and senior high-school girls in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.

211. Cook, Rosamond C. Money management and the home-economics 4cur.
riculum. Journal of home economics, 23: 333-36, April 1931.

Based on analysis of 7 state and 9 city courses of study, interviews, and 18 replie to a
questivnaire.

212.111aroun, F. N. Problems of the shorthand teacher. High sChool,
(University of Oregon) .8: 139-44, March 1931.

Ditusiles the teacher, general objectives, individual differences, stiIndards and specific
objnetives, motivation, technic, testing, grading, English, typing, home study, and adapted
training.

213. Home economics in relation to integrated and cooperative school pro-
grams. A symposium. Journal of home economics, 23: 538-46, June 1931.

Integrated programs and home economics, by Margaret Plant Backus; High-school
euthenics, by Sadie J. Swenson; The high-school girl in her home and community, by
Ova A. Woolsey ; and Cooperation in the borne economics department at Rochester, by
Ruth J. Young:

214. Iowa. Department oublic instruction. Courses of study for high
schoolsIndustrial arts. Des Moines, Iowa, Department of public.instruction,
1930. 51 p.

Prewed by a subject committee. Deals with care of shop, organization of teaching
materials, skills, or abilities, knowledge, suggested type problems, and evidence of mastery.

215. Kansas. Department of public instruction. Course of study for
high schools, Part VIII Commercial subjects, Issued by Geo. A. Allen, jr.
¡State superlAtendent). Topeka, Kans., Department of public instruction, 1930.
30 p.

Business arithmetic, commercial geography, penmanship, bookkeeping, shorthand, type-writing, and commercial law.
216. Myers, Garry C. Family relations. Journal of home economics, 23:

23447, March 1931.
Advocates a course in family relations to be presented in a manner which *111 appeal toboth sexes and fit for happy, wholesome marriage and parenthood, without creating undue

conatiousness of the purpose of the course.
217. Newkirk, Louis Vest. Validating and testing home-mechanics content

Iowa City, University of Iowa, 1931. .39 p. (University of Iowa. Studies in
education, volume 6, no. 4)

Berenty-two tome- echanics Jobs were picked because in the majority of cases they
were checked as being In high favor in 75 home-mechanics courses and becobse surveys onthe basis of 'social utility justified them. On this basis a home-mechanics test was con-. structed. It was used in 10 schools located in 9 different states.

.
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218. Richardson, Anna E. Elementary and secondary-school education for
home and family life. Journal of home economics, 23: 229-43, March 1931.

Concludes that tbe most successful programs of home and family life are those whichintegrate the experiences of the child in and out of school. and that the schools in whichthis objective permeates the entire program of the school are making the best contributions.
219. Social training for high-school students. A symposium. Journal of

home economics, 23: 427-36, May 1931.
Personal regimen in the Cleveland schools, by Adelaide Laura Van Dusr ; Helping setschool standards, by Edna M. Andrix; Social relationahips. by Ethelwyn Robenmyer ;Personal regimen, Grand Rapids high school, by Bertha L. Field ; and Essentials of living,by Everice Parsons. Social training courses in Cleveland, Grand Rapids, and Dearborn.

ART

220. Drought, R. Alice. rw- Wisconsin school of creative arts. School
arts magazine, 40: 595-97, May 1931.

Describes an experiment in art educat\on for pupils in grades 5-12 at the Universityof Wisconsin.

221. Gombarts, George P. An art gallery at work. High points, 18 : 8-13,June 1931.
Describes exhibits at DeWitt Clinton high school.
222. Miller, Arthur L. A project in art appreciation. School review, 39:

300-06, April 1931.
Describes a project tried at Foch intermediate school, Detroit, Michigan.
223. Mills, Winifred H. Creative work with children in the field of puppets.

Junior-senior high-school clearing house, 5: 471-73, April 1931.
Stresses the training afforded tbe child and the cooperation between departmentsbrought about by the preparation and presentation of a puppet play.

EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
Elise H. Martens

GENERAL

224. Burdge, Adelaide R. The opportunity room. Modern education, 3:
33-34, April 1931.

An answer to an article appearing in the October, 1930, number of " Modern education "entitled " Knocks of the opportunity room." The writer of the present article is theprincipal of a school in which an opportunity room is functioning with gratifying results.Several case stories are cited te indicate the happiness of the children who are enrolledand the development which they are experiencing under the specialized instruction of anunderstanding teacher.
225. Education bulletin [State of New Jersey, Department of public instrue-tion, Trenton], vol. 17, no. 7, March 1981.
How shall our schools provide maximum opportunities for their pupils in terms ofthe mental ability of thogépupils?,and What provision can be made for pupils who arehandicapped by mental and physical defects?
On the basis of these two questions as conference themes, this bulletin presents thedeliberations of the annual conference of the commissioner of education and superin-tendents of schools of the State of New Jersey. It considers such problems u homo-geneous grouping of pupils, determining pupils o superior mental attainments and pro-viding maximum opportunity for them, and thi needs of the special child of limitedmental ability or with a physical handicap. Programs in effect tit various cities ofNew Jersey are described.
226. Grigson, W. Herbert. Physical and health education in special classes.Journal of health and physical education, 2: 15-17, 54-69, April 1981.The second of a series of four articles dealing with the physical education program inorthogenic, backward and disciplinary classes in Philadelphia. Describes specific activi-ties which are used, including drill exercises, dancing, games, lad and track events, andapparatus work. -,v*`
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227. Martens, Raise H. Bducation of exceptional children. Washington,

U. S. Government printing office, 1931. 38 p. (Office of education. Bulletin,
1931, no. 20, Chap. XI)

A report designed to give a comprehensive view of recent developments in the education
of mentally and physically exceptional children. Considers problems of incidence; socio-
logical aspects of the situation ; State, city, and county administrative provisions; cur-
riculum ; mental hygiene facilities; an4 opportunities for teacher training. Lists prob-
lems of research tbat should be studied.

228. Teaching bright and dull pupils. Baltimore, Md., Bureau of research,
Board of school commissioners, 1931. 23 p. (Baltimore bulletin of education,
vol. 9, no. 9)

This number of the Baltimore bulletin of education is given over entirely to the prob-
lems and practice of differentiating instruction for bright and dull pupils. The topics
considered are : Differentiation of tne curriculum for bright pupils. David E. Weglein ;

How should gifted children be educated, Leta 8. Hollingworth; Differentiation in teach-
ing bright and dull children, Nannette S. Levin [and Florence M. Hufnagle] ; Organiza-
tion of the curriculum for the bright child, Buford Johnson ; A chance for the gifted pupilat junior high school no. 47, M. Caroline Coe; Differentiation applied, Edna Rolker; Theteaching of superior students in the high school, Mildred M. Coughlin ; A teaching experi-ment with students of low &bill!, at the Western high school, Sarah Janet Bassett (also
a description of work done in history).

ANAEMIC, TUBERCULOUS, ETC.

229. Beekman, J. H. Developing the class for the physically handicapped.
High points in the work of the hIgh'tiools of New York city, 13 : 56-60,
March 1931.

A discussion of the special class in the physical education department of a New Yorkhigh school. " It is bringing together all the pupils in the school who were isolated andsomewhat lonely because of physical afflictions, and assigning them to one period daily
of health education. There they receive benefits from the u_se bf big-braininuscie groupsas do the normal boys. Further, they can satisfy that urge for activity, games, andrecreation, through normal expression and growth, thus forgetting handicaps, In a largesocial group of their own." The group consists of cripples and those suffering fromcardiac or other organic difficulties.

230. Fellows, A. Creative music and the bad boy. Progressive education,
8: 348-49, April 1981.

Shows the effectiveness of creative music in socializing the attitudes of boys who havepresented problems of behavior in school.'
231. Krawczyk, Monica. Over-age! Education, 51: 462--66, April 1931.A plea for adequate consideration to be given to the needs of the child who is seriouslyover-age, and over-eixe for tire. grade in bleb be.is working. It points out the socialmaladjustments and problems that develop from such a situation. Urges individual atten-tion according to individual needs. ts,

232. Moore, Sum P. A school that offers the best in physical care. Nation's
schools, 7 : 28-38, April 1931.

Describes the'otganization of a private school in Detroit, Michigafi, for the physicalwelfare of the boys who are enrolled. A medical department, with a well-equipped clinicand infirmary, is one of the assets which the schiM affords, and which makes It possibleto give afiequate attention to the special needs of malnutrition, cardiac difficulties, andother physical handicap..

BEHAVIOR AND PROBLEM CASES
233. Behavior problems of school children. New York, National committee

for mentaA hygiene,, 1931. p.
Considers briefly the characteristics and needs of the " nerOons " child, the truant, the" bad boy " in the class, and the retarded child.
284. Brown, Andrew W. The problem pupil and tilt school. Illinois teacher,

19: 382-83, 424, 426, May 1931.
" There is no question that environmental conditions are the primary cause of sociallymaladjusted Individuals." On this basis tbe author points to the important* a prov141-
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Ing adequate facilities for studying the school child who presents difficulties of behavior.
Such facilities should include sociological, physical, psychological, and psychiatric atten-
tion to the individual.

235. Fenton, Jessie Chase. Why children go wrong. Parents' magazine, 22 :

48-50, June 1931.
DisCBUSIIP8 types of parental errors in dealing with behavior difficulties of their chil-

dren. Holds that most so-called " delinquent " children are " Just ordinary children who
hays been unfortunate, who have lacked wholesome and intelligent care from their
parents, or whcise environment has not offered acceptable outlets for their own natural
impulses, with the result that th.6 turned to activities that are socially undesirable."

236. Hartwell, Siamuel W. The case of Bobby. Understanding the child,
1: 18-20, March 1931.

A case study prepared especially for the teacher, showing the procedure used in solving
the problem of " the worst boy in the sixth grade."

237. Hawk, F. H. A comparison of two methods *of instruction of young
delinquent boys in general science. Journal of juvenile research, 15 : 121-29,
April 1931.

Report of a controlled experiment in which the contract plan was used with one group
of boys and the recitation method with another iroup. The contract plan proved
superior in the teaching of facts. while the recitation method showed a decided advantage
in teaching majoe concepts of science. The author suggests a combination of the
contract plan and group discussions in order to secure the best results.

238. Mental hygiene in the classroom. New York, National committee for
mental hygiene, 1931. 44 p.

A pamphlet prepared by the department of child guidance of the bonrd of education,
Newark, N. J. Discusses various types of behavior problems arising in the classroom and
suggests methods of treatment. " Children who misbehave," " children who fail,"
" children who come late," " children who are timid," " children who are dishonest," are
among the groups considered.

239. Murray, Verl. A comparative study of play information and athletic
achievement in delinquent and nondelinquent boys. Journal of juveille re-
search, 15: 111-20, April 1931.

Presents a comparison of tilt; boys of a Slate correctional school and the boys of aunion high school in play information and athletic achievement. The results of thestudy suggest that " the type of boys who are committed to the State school are those
whose Interests on the whole were not in athletics when they attended school in their
own community or else their opportunities for acquiring athletic information were
meager . . . This is especially brought out by the fact that physical comparisons ofthe height and weight of the two groups showe4 that the State school boys as a group
were endowed by nature with better physiques than the high-sehool boys."

240. Preston, George H., and. ShepleW Winifred McLane. A study of the
problems of " normal " children. American Journal of orthopsychiatry, 1 :
245-56, April 1931.

Report of a study which " wite undertaken with the idea of collecting normal controls
against which our present ideas of problem children might be evaluated." Analysis wasmade of the behavior of all tbe children in one section of a third grade and all the
children in one section of a fifth grade in an effort to picture the behavior of a groupof " average " children. Great difficulty was encountered in mAking a significant differen-
tiation between " problem " and " nonproblem " children with regard to certain behaviortraits. The author emphasises the importance of working out some plan by which wemay be more sure as to which children actually need highly technical treatment.

241. White, Ralph, and Fenton, Norman. Aspects of delinquency and
superior mentality. Journal of juvenile research, 15: 101-07, April 1931.

Report o? a preliminary study which considers the relationship to superior intelligenceof three factors: Home environment, companionship in delinquency, and types of offenses
committed. Tbe subjects of the study were the boys enrolled at Whittier State school lnCalifornia.. Findings show that " the brighter boys come from home environments atleast as unfavorable as tbe borne environment of the duller boys": that " companionshipin delinquency is about as frequent in the brighter boys as in the duller ones"; and that" forgery is the only type of offense which shows a significant relationship with high
intelligence."

8ee also no. 92.
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EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 27

BLIND AND PARTIALLY SEEING

242. Burke, Emily Gray. Museum laboratory for the blind. Pennsylvania
school Journal, 79: 606-06, May 1931.

A brief aceount of the method used with a class of blind high-echool students who re-ported to Carnegie museum in Pittsburgh for instruction in natural science.. Illustrative
material vas Afforded through actual specimens, models owned tIr the museum, and
models constructed eapecially for these blind students. The author holds that " it may
be possible now to present a condensed course in nature study to blind students of high-
school age with as many, if not more, advantages of illustration than are used for boys
and girls with good vision."

243. Chambers, Mildred Smith. Conserving vision in the nursery school and
in the kindergarten. Sigilt saving review, 1 : March 1931.

Presents the opportunity and the responsibility of the nursery school and the kinder-
garten to analyze the child's visual acuity at the very beginning of his educational careerand to take steps toward correction and conservation.

244. Maxfield, Kathryn E. Special problems in work for the blind. Teachers
forum, 3: 2-11, May 1931.

Considers briefly the following problems: 1. Why are albinic children educated in schools
for the blind? 2. The higher education of the blind. 3. Crippled children with severe
visual handicap. 4. Vocational preparation and placement of visually handicapped
children. 5. A place for the blind feebleminded (a symposium).

245. Merry, Frieda K. A survey of the problem-solving ability of pupils in
six residential schools for the blind. Teachers forum, 3 : 12-15, May 1931.

Report of a study made " to determine how well a representative group of blind children
can read and analyze simple arithmetical problems, and to compare their achievement
with that of seeing children " ; also to indicate outstanding difficulties of problem solving
for blind children and to suggest remedial instruction. Results indicate "a favorable
comparison with seeing children in the same grades. The blind children, however, are
usually older for their grades than are seeing children."

246. Pilkey, Thomas L. Correl illumination as an aid to vision in the
schoolroom. Trained nurse and hospital review, 86: 641-44, May 1931.

Outlines the basic principles of good lighting procedure in the schoolroom, the require-
ments of the situation, and their relationship to kbe conservation a viaion among school
children.

247. Prevention of blindneVn Frauce. School and society, 33 : 36041,
March 14, 1961.

"A French National committee for the prevention of blindneu, similar in aims to the
American National society for the prevention of blindness, has been formed in Paris. As
in the United States, the scientific program in France will be direcked along three main
lines: (1) Prevention of blindness from infectious diseases; (2) prevention of industrial
eye accidents; (3) conserving the remaining eyesight of visually handicapped school
children."

CRIPPLED CHILDREN

248. Ballard, Aline. Training the physically handicapped child for citizen-
ship. Hygela, 9: 857--59, April 1981.

An account of the educational program being carried on by the University of Michigan
State hospital, in which more than 2,000 children between the ages of 5 and 20 receive
instruction yearly, doing regular school work and being gradtbd and promoted according
to their ability. In all cases the work is correlated with that of the child's home school.
Boy-scout activities, in so far as these apply to the shut-in child, ire added to the regular
school Tort of academic and manual nature.

240: iterr, Jean. The school goes to the hospital in Johnstown. School life,
16: 156-57, April 1931.

An atcount of the work being done at the Conemaugh Valley memorial hospital, in
which, through the cooperation of the local school system with several social agencies,
children under megcal care are given the opportunity for educational( and recreational
activities in keepini with their physical disabilities. Cites several case studies illustrating
the type of work that is done.

88889-81 8
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250. McBride, Earl D. Crippled children. St.. Louis, Mo., C. V. Mosby
company, 1931. 280 p.

Written from the standpoint of therapeutics, In order to give the general public an
understanding of the problem as well as to furnish information for the nurse, social
worker, and parent. Emphasises the importance of early recognition a the conditions
and describes methods of treatment and results obtainable.

251. Strauss, Marian. A plan-for individual instruction in high-school classes
for crippled children. Crippled child, 8: 182-83, 185, April 1931.

An account of the methods used in a high school of St. Louis, Mo., to meet the needs
of crippled students. The work is carried on, on the basis of individual assignments and
individual progress. Elements of the Dalton plan are incorporated into the protedure
followed.

252. Upson, Lent D., and Matson, O. V. Crippled children in Michigan.
Detroit, Mich., Harold H. Emmons, 1931. 188 p.

A study of the present facilities for the care, maintenance, and education of crippled
children in Michigan, made in connection with the administration of a trust fund which
is to be expended for their benefit. The study covers a consideration of legislative pro-
visions of the state, the problem of incidence, the character of handicaps, and provisions
for treatment, custodial care, education, and recreation.

Bee also no. 229.

DEAF .AND HARD-OF-HEARING

253. Buell, Edith M. In the classroom. Volta review, 38: 248-50, June 1931.
Presents a lesson in the introduction of adjective phrases to a group of deaf children.

Outlines the lesson plan, the lesson procedure, and pupil assignments.

254. Church, Lilian Ladd. Reading for the deaf adolescent Volta review,
33 : 251-52, 279, June 1931.

" The later years of the adolescent period are the most &ideal with pupils who are
beyond the average age for the grade they are in." Therefore special care needs to be
observed in directing their reading in such a way as to hold their interest This article
calls attention to the librarian's opportunity and responsibility in this direction in tbe
education of the deaf.

255. Five articles for teachers, from the Idaho School for the deaf. Volta
Peview, 33 : 163-70, April 1931.

These brief articles, written by teachers in the Idaho school, deal with auricular train-
ing, physical education, tie-dyeing, the toy orchestra, amd the readjustment which I.
necessary fore children who suddenly lose their hearing through an attack of spinal
meningitis.

256. Gruver, Elbert A. How the work of our schools may be advanced by
research. American annals of the deaf, 76: 248-63, May 1931.

Outlines the programs of research which are in progress at the Clarke school for the
deaf at Northampton, the Central institute for the deaf in St. Louis, And by the National
research council and the White House conference. Emphasizes the need for all organiza-
tions interested in the education of the deaf to "get together" on a constructive
program of concerted action and study.

257. Klopper, Stephen. The Belgian method. Volta review, 88: 245-47,
280-81, June 1931.

An account of the adaptation a the Decroly method to tbe use of schools for the deaf,
as It has been introduced in Belgium. Emphasizes the use of significant combinations of
sounds in speech units rather than the use of isolated sounds, as well as the early teach-
ing of lip reading, reading, and writing of speech units.

258. Montague, Harriet Andrews. A class for the conservation of hearing.
Auditory outlook, 2: 221-23, 249-50, May 1931.

Also in Volta review, 33: 197-99, May 1931.
Describes the work that is being done in Baltimore for the child who is not totally deaf,

but so extremely hard of hearing that he can not get along satisfactorily in the regular
grades, even with special instruction in lip reading. A special class has been organised
for these children in which their needs are met by special equipment and special inethods,
with an understanding teacher.

.
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EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 29
259. Norris, Arthur G. Commercial training for our girls. American annals

ot the deaf, 76: 229-34, May 1931.
" The same objections to teaching a great many other vocations to the deaf aretrue of teaching commercial Work to deaf girls, but they must be taught something,and if we wish to veer away from the old ritual of cooking, sewing, and cleaning, I knowof few lines of work where the working conditions are as good as those in commercialwork. I would recommend that we take the line of least resistance and teach typing,bookkeeping, machine operation, Ming, and duplicate work."
260. Bouleau, Corinne Rocheleau. My edu(litk)n in a convent school for thedeaf. Catholic educational review, 20 : 266-82, May 1931.A deaf girl's own story of the unhappy expaienees encountered in the needed adjust-ment of her life, normal until her ninth year, to the htindicap of.a progressive deafness.Describes the educational procedure used in the school which was finally...chosen as theone which she should attend, and the gradual development of rzpeecli and understandingwhich brought satisfying results.
261. Skyberg, Victor O. Making education more Practical: The challenge ofProf. Donald G. Paterson's address. American annals of the deaf, 76: 22a--29,May 1931.
A discussion of an address delivered at the 26th meeting of the Convention of Ameri-can Instmc;ors of the deaf, Faribault, Minn., In 1929. Agrees with Paterson's statementthat " industrial training should becomc the most important :Ind outstanding feature ofeducation for the deaf." Emphasizes the fact, however, that we need to "keep our ele-menta.y school: for tie fundamental knowledge and skill '' in order that the deaf maycompete more satisfactorily with the b"aring in the language ability required in voca:tional life.
262. Stevenson, Elwood A. The educational achievement of the pupils of otirday schools. American annals of the deaf, 76 : 301-1.4. May 1931.Takes issue with the tentative findings reported by Dr. C. C. Upshall, in a recent sur-vey of the achievement of pupils in day schools vs. institutions for the deaf. "Mypersonal conclusion is that the educational achievement of the pupils of ourday schools is not greater than that of those of many of our residential schools." Recom-mends methods of procedure for another survey which might check the earlier findings.263. Walker, Hazel W. Dr. Frederick Martin's speech methods as applied,to the deaf and the hard-of-hearing child. Vo:ta review, 33: 171-74, April 1931.A description of the chart worked out by Dbctor Martin to aid in developing a speechsense in deaf and hard-of-hearing children. The writer feels that " the chart is some-.thing that the child can visualize and use as a key to refer to mentally wben not sure ofhimself. It is a wonderful basis for phonic instruction."

Sec also nos. 837, 1429.

GIFTED CHILDREN

264. Bernstein, Louis. The prob!em of the gifted child in our secondaryschools Bulletin ,of high points, 1:1: 4-10, May 1931.Considers the problem of di4covering the giftcd pupils in high school and of makingsome provision for tbern after they have been discovered.. Analyzes the distinguishingcharacteristk's which may be used ad identifying factors, and outlines the possil.11:Ces oftreatment which may be employed In developing keenness of intellect and naturalinterests.

265. Hendricks, C. Square deals for superior students. High-school teacher,7: 140-41, April 1931.
Emphasizes the need of making special provision for the superior high-school student/and suggests procedures for meeting that need, with particular reference to the smallhigh school, in which ability groupings can not be realized through the organisation ofseparate sections.
266. Zohnson, Celia. The gifted primary child. Educational methbd, 10:456-58, May 1931.
An account of pioneer work being carried on In Pasadena, Calif., through which annriched curriculum is provided for the mentally gifted children in the primary grades.Projects In band work and social activities accompany the academic instruction, allgrouped about one large center of interest chnesen for the year.

.
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207. The selection of superior students at the University of Buffalo. School
and society, 33: 717-18, May 30, 1931.

A cooperative relationship has been established between the public-school system of
the city of Buffalo and the University of Buffalo, whereby " exceptionally brilliant stu-
dents who expect to attend the university are put in touch with university officers
several months before entrance," mid are given special direction in planning their courses
Thé General education board has given tbe university the sum of $60,000 to conduct'
flve-year experiment in the selection, guidance, and instruction of these superior
students.

See also nos. 228, 241, 295-206, 305.

MENTAL HYGIENE AS APPLIED TO EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

268. Anderson, Forrest N., and others. Six years of child guidance. Journal
of juvenile research, 15: 73-96, April 1931.

A summary of the work carried on by the Los Angeles Child-guidance clinic during
the six years of its existence. Presents a statistical analysis of cases treated, a descrip-
tion of clinic procedures, types of problems presented, and an evaluation of results with
an tilisclected group.

269 Logan, Frances D. A school-guidance program. Childhood education,
7: 405-08, April 1931.

Discusses the function of a child-guidance clinic as a part of a public-school system.,
and outlines the orkanization which has been effected in Winnetka, 111. Psychiatric, psy-
chologital, and pediatric services are available as well as those of the school counselor
and remedial teather.

270. Thom, Douglas A. The need of mental hygiene for teachers of young
children. Childhood education, 7: 395-99, April 1931.

Speaking out of a wide experience of clinical work with young childr,en, the author
outlines the opportunities and the-responsibilities of the school in meeting the behavior
problems of children in tbe Orimary grades.

271. Tjebout, Harry M. Danger points in chr.d guidance clinic work. Jour-
nal of edu.cational sociology, 4:508-16, April 1931. .,

Discusses the cooperative relationship which must exist among psychiatrist, psy-
chologist, pediatrician, and social worker in order to insure an integration of four
1 ints of view which shall be conducive to an understanding of the whole child. Also
imphasizes the responsibility for remedial treatment which no clinic can dodge; there-
ore it must be manned by an adequately trained personnel which should be able both to

diagnose' and to prescribe. .

272. Woods, Elizabeth L. A mental hygiene program in a public-school sys-
tem. Childhood education, 7: 409-10, April 1931.

A brief summary of the scarifies of the Los Angeles, Calif., public schools in providing
guidance facilities through the medium of special classes and clinical service.

See also nos. 241, 306-309, 452.

SPEECH DEFECTS

273. Blanton, Smiley. Stuttering. Mental hygiene, 15: 271-82, April 1931.
An annlsis of the problem of stuttering, consideration of the different theories of

causation, and treatment indicated.

274. Bryngelson, Bryng. Treatment of stuttering. Journal of expression,
5: 19-20, March 1931.

Describes ...method of treatment which follows Travis' theory that "stuttering is due
to a lack of a center of chief dominance of sufficient potency and complexity to integrate
the movements of the apparatus involved in speech. The purpose of the treatment is to
establish such a center of control." Outlines the steps of the method and the results
secured from its use with 127 cases of stuttering over a period of 16 months.

275. Herren, R. Yorke. The effect of stuttering on voluntary movement.
Journal of experinkental psychology, 14: 289-98, June 1931.

Report of au attempt " to determine the extent and the nature of disturbances during
stuttering in the voluntiry activity of some muscle groups not directly concerned with

4
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BXOBPTIONAL CHILDREN 81
the production of speech . . . Dukng stuttering not only is the speech mechanism,
proper, blocked but.also such eztraspeech structures as the hands and feet. This would
indicate that stuttering is due to, or causes, or accompanies a generalized motor blocking."

276. Kenyon, Elmer. The treatment of gtaininering. Quarterly journal of
speech, 17: 226-35, April 1931.

An introduction to a nation-wide cooperative study of the treatment of stammering
which is being undertaken by the recently organized American society for the study of
disorders of speech. The author calls attention to the confusion of methods which pre-vail at present and to the need of joining forces in a cooperative undertaking directed
toward a thorough analysis of procedures used in relation to the results attained.

277. West, Robert. A symposium on stuttering. Quarterly journal of speech,
17: 301-20, June 1931.

A report of the annual meeting of the American society for the study of disorders ofspeech held in December, 1930. The meeting was devoted to a symposium on stuttering,
in which numerous individuals working in the field expressed their views as to cause and
treatment of that difficulty. The various schools and methods of speech correction are
rep resen tc(1.

SUBNORMAL AND BACKWARD

278. Butterfield, E. W. Two bright, six dull. Illinois teacher, 19: 398,
4r408-13, May 1931. IjiA plea for adequate attention to be given to tiiose who are," bool dull," but who havea real contribution to make to the world's work. " Public ondary schools are for allchildren between 12 and 18 years, and these children differ greatly in many abilities.The community has places for all these children, but for work in divers fields."

279. Eriksen, Edith. A project combining social science and English for slow
Pupils. Hawaii educational review, 19: 202, 220-23, April 1931.

A suggestive account of a travel project used 114i the junior high school for pupils of lowacademic ability.

280. Hogoboom, Grace W. Remedial reading for the slow-learning pupils of
the junior high school. Educational research bulletin (Los Angeles,*ailif.), 10:
13-16, April 1931.

An account of the work being done in a Junior high school a Los Angeles to meet theneeds of retarded children. Describes methods used and objectives sought. " If the slow-learning child is consistently carried through his three years of Jualor high schoul undersuch a r4gime, he will arrive at senior high school, not penalized, as some would have usthink, but strengthened. Ile will (stave gained methods of attack, means of using hishumble poweri to their best.advantage."
281. Kuenzel, Myra W. Case record system at the Vineland laboratory.

Training school bulletin, 28: 41-52, May 1931.
A description of the equipment and procedure used la the organization of case historsfiles. Illustrative plates are Included.
282. Mogridge, George. Institution for feeble-minded [Iowa] Midland

schools, 45: 289-91, April 1931.
A description of the development, organization, methods of nitnatnistrafion, anActivitiesof the curriculum nt the State school for the feeble-miuded at Glenwood, Iowa. Writtenby the superintendent of the school.
283. Problems of mental deficiency. MentiA hygiene bulletin, 9: 1, 4-5, 7,March 1931.
A reprint of the report of the committee of the White House conference on childh ith and protection dealing with the mentally handicapped. Shows the relation ofme I deficiency to poverty and dependency, to crime and delinquency, and points outthe responsibility of the cotnmunity to develop an adequate educational and socialprogram as a means of therapeutic prevention. Outlines a desirable program Includingidentification, special educational provision and supervision, prevention of reproduction,and research.
284. Rabourn; Susie McD. W. English curriculum for pupils of low I. Q.English Surnal, 20: 449-54, June 1981.
"If we can keep in mind that we are dealing with pupils of low mentality, and withpupils who are slow because they have not mastered essentials; that they lack emotional

4
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stability ; and that social adjustment is as necessary as satisfactory accomplishment of
subject matter, it Is easy to objectivize the work in IlInglishto change their attitude
toward school duties; to teach them confidence, self-control, and better habits of studying,
rending, listening, and talking." Emphasizes the need for drill on essentials, imille
literature of life interest, and development of reading ability.

285. Special school: in Scotland. Scottish educational journal, 14 : 732-34,
June 19, 1931.

Presents the development of special schools for mental defectives in ficotand, their
veceral organization, numbers and types of pupils enrolled, curriculum, and teacher
preparation.

286: Sprague, Edith M. Some problems relating to the teaching of special
classes in high-school English. Educational research bulletkia (Los Angeles,
Calif.). 10: 2-5, April 1931.

A general account of the provisions made in the Manual arts Mgh school, Los Angeles,
for the student who is unable to do' the work of the regular English clases. Presents
the factors involved in selection of pupils for the sbecial class find the'problems involved
in meeting their ditilcultres.

287. Wilson, Frank T. DifficultY in the learning of shorthand characters by
bright and ¡lull children. Journal of genetic psychology, 39: 113-22, March 1931.

on the basis of a previous study, supplemented by additional casemintroduced into
the investigation, the author concludes that " for such learning RR will represented by
the requirements of recognizing these 26 shorthand characters, difficulty is a complex com-
bination of various elements. . . . In tbe aspects exnmined it seems that bright .and dulL
children differ only in degree and not in kind. There seems to be every suggestion in the
data that this difference in degree Is the important consideration. This investigation
4.4nphasizes once more the regularly repeated conclusion of every study of the learning
proress of contrasted groups, that the fundamental problem of guidance is that of fitting
the learning situation to the needs of individual learnerp.4°

288. Wright, Barbara H. The ones the school called dull. School life,
16: 149, April 1931.

brief r6sum6 of a follow-up/study made of 175 Special-class boys wbo had goni out of
the Minneapolisk_Aiehools. " One bu-dred and fifty-one of the 175 special-class boys( were
working and either payirig board, giving all their earnings to their families, or supportias
families of their fawn.; only 24 were being supported by their familiesnot a bad record
for boys definitely subnormal. . . . Good articulation between the school and Industry
retwirel4 thnt we give more Care to suitable education for the thousands of young people
who do not progress from the junior high school to the senior high school but from the
julsor high school to community living."

114-ee also nos. 228, 451.

1CDUCAT1ONAL PSYCHOLOGY

M. E. Haggerty

Assisted by Herbert A. Carroll, Ruth A. Merrill, Herbert Sorenson,
EL E. T. Lund, W. S. Miller,,and A. C. Burtch

HEREDITY

289. Conrad, H. S. On kin resehablances in physique vs. Intelligence. Journal
of educational psychology, 22: 376-82, May 1931.

A significant study.

290. Krout, M. H. Heredity, environment, and developmental process.
Psychological review, 38: 187-211, May 1931.

Review of literature, including 84 titles.
291. Vintner, Rudolf. Intelligence and month of birth. Journal of applied

psychology, 15: 149-54, April 1931.
. From a study of 4,925 cases the author concludes: " We lave been unable to find a
lunuence of the month of birth upon the IQ of our cases."

32
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292. Steckel, X. L. Parental age and intelligence
educational psychology, 22: 212-20, March 1931.

Children of young parents tend to be less intelligent
parents. Has a socio-economic basis.

33

of offspring. Journal of
P'

than children of more mature
4

293. Streep, R. A comparison of white and negro children in rhythm and
conenance. Journal of applied psychology, 15 : 53-71, February 1931.

Stayed 637 white and 678 negro children. Negroes were slightly superior in the two
phases of musical ability tested, perhaps not a. racial difference.. Used children of grades3 to 6 in New York city, ages 8-12 years, giving Seashore tests.

A review of a master's thesis at Columbia university. Author has given 10 biblio-
graphical titles, and lists problems for further study.

294. Wilson, P. r, and Jones, H. E. A study of the likesexed twins.
I. The vital statistics and familial data of the sample. Human. biology, 3:
107-32, February lit

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
295. Carroll, Herbert A. The effect of intelligence upon phonetic generaliza-

tion. Journal of applied p.sychology, 15: 168-81, April' 1931.
Bright children show a marked superiority over dull children in phonetic generalizationability.

296. Asburn, W. J., and Bbhan, B. J. Enriching the curriculum for gifted
children. New York, The Macmillan company, 1931. xiv, 422 p.

An excellent presentation of the principles underlying the construction of a curriculum
for gifted children, accompanied by a ARCU891011 of methods of instruction.

207. Rugg, Harold. Self-culiivation and the creative art: issues and
criteria. Journal of educational psychology, 22: 241-54, April 1931.

Concludes that representative art and creative art are two different things, and thatboth are necessary in our schools.
298. Schott, E. L Superior intelligence in patients with nervous and mental

illnesses. Journal of abnormal and social psychology, 26: 94-101, April-,Igne
1931.

After a mental examination of 450 psychopathic patients, the writer concludes that
intelligence and nervous instability are independent variables.

299. Witty, P. A., and Lehman, H. C. A study of vocational attitude and
intelligence. Elementary school journal, 31 : 7V-46, June 1931.

The writers found that the dull boys tfrided to choose occupations indiscriminately,
while the bright choose with greater care and, on the whole, aimed higher.

STUDIES RELATING TO CURRICULUM
300. Davidson, Helen P. An experimental study of bright, average, and dull

children at the four-year mental level. Wprcester, Mass.,. Clark university
press, 1931. 110-289 p., (Genetic psychology monographs, vol. 9: nos. 3-4,
March-April, 1931)

A study which tested the reading ability of a bright, average, and dull group of childrenall having a mental age of four yenrs. The young bright group learned considerably morethan the average group which in tura llsarned slightly more than the dull group.
301. Greene, Edward B. Effectiveness of various rates of silent reading ol

college students. Journal of applied psychology, 15: 214-27, April 1931.
The retention of college groups that /studied the same topics in psychology was testedby reading the discussion to them at different rates which incidently brought about a -timefactor. The length of time devoted to study seemed more important than the rate NIfreading. a
302. Holmes, Eleanor. Reading guided by questions versus careful reading

and rereading without question& School rèview, 89 : 361-71, May 1931.It was foundlhat for both immediate and delayed recall, reading guided iby questioeswas more effective than careful reading Intl rereading without them. Students in ateachers college were subjects in this experiment
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CURRENT EDVCATIONALI4PUBLICATIONS

303. Remmers, H. H. Typical points of view on learning presented to
beginning istudents of education. Journal of applied psychology, 15: 156-67,
April 1931.

Based on a questionnaire sent to members of the National society of college teachers of
education. The psychological viewpoints and theories of learning held by those members
wl:ich showed great diversity and little or no standardization were obtained and tabulated.

304. Turney, Austin H. The effect of frequent short objective tests upon
the achievement of cone& students in educational psychology. School and
society, 33: 760-62, June 6, 1931.

One group was tested frequently by short guides while a control group was not. By
means of a pre-test and an end-test it was discovered that frequent quizzes not only
stimula4-ed learning but were liked by the students.

305. Wilson, Prank T. Errors, difficulty, resourcefulness. and speed in the
learning of bright and dull children. Journal of educational Osychology, 22:
229-40, March 1931.

Compares errors and successes of bright and dull nine and twelve year old children in
an exercise or contest in which two players " alternately draw either glue or two from a
given number of pieces witfi the object of winning the last piece." Comparative success is
greater for the 12-year-old bright children over the dull 12-year olds, than correipondingly
for the .9-year olds: and boys show greater superiority by bright-dull cothparison than girls.

MENTAL HYGIENE

306. Benson, Charles E., and Altneder, 1:4-z;iihe E. Ment#1 hygiene in
teacher-training institutions in the Unit& Siates. Mental hygiene, 15 : 225-41,
April 1931.

Contrasts the findings of the present teacher-training survey with those of Doctor Burn-
ham's survey in 1919-20. Finds among oarr things that emphasts is shifting from the
abnormal individual to the normal one, and that the individual is becoming the focus of
attention to an even greater degree than before.

307. Crothers, Bronson. Mental-Okiene problems of children with sensory-
%

Neivmotor defects. England journal of medicine, 204: 481-86, March 5, 1931.
Calls attention to the need of experimental analysis of the different methods of trairi-

ing defective children. Stresses the point that the defect is not the important factor, but
rather the assets that are left to work with. The administration of the children's hospital
of Boston is used in an illustrative manner.

308. Line, W. Mental factors,that, affect school abilities. Mental hygiene,
15 : 255-62, April 1931.

The application of psychological principles to the mental hygelof school subjects.
309. Nelson, Louise.. A medical problem that became gi psychological prob-

lem. Mental hygiene, 15: 242-54, April 1931.
A complete case history of one boy, including attempted treatment.
See oleo boa. 26g-272, 700.

STATISTICS

310. Barr, A. S. The coefficient of correlation. Jou4Pal of educational re--

search, 23: 55-60, January 1931.
311. Foran, T. G. A note on methods of measuring reliability. Journal of

educational psychology, 22 [D] 383-87, May 1931.
Data were collected to compare the method of obtaining the reliability of an entire test

or scale for administering the same form of the test twice and tbe Method of securing the
correlation between two forms of the tst. It is concltidell that if itlIowances are made for
diferenck in variability, reliability coefficients are higher tor repetitions of tilt test than
for similar forms.

312. Garvey, C. R. The sigmas of combined distributtotts catettattsd from
sigmas, means, and fretineficis of component distributtont. Jourilal of edges-
tiófial psychology, 22 : 807-10, April 1931.

.
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313. Xellogg, Chester IL, qtsel Spence, K. V. A note on tbe standard errors
of kile standard errors a estimate and measurement. Journal of educational
psychology, 22: 313-15, April 1931.

314. Shen, Bugens. A note on the definition of the harmonic mean. Journal
of educational psychology, 22: 311-12, April 1931.

A definition of the harmonic teas is proposed as a special case of the weighted arithme-
tic mean wbdre the weights are squall° the reciprocals of the measures.

315. Spearman, C. Sampling error of tetrad differences. Journal of educa-
tional psychology, 22: 388, May 1931.

GUIDANCE

(See also section, Vocations.' )14,ucatio* and Guidance)
61,4.

inter-316. Ackilles, Paul S. Methods of conducting and recording vocational
views. Vocational guidance magazine, 11: 303-08, April 1931. .

Begins with a reminder of the purpose of interviewing in general and then includes
a list of nine things which aboujd be learned from an interview. These are discussed in
detail

317. Burr, Emily T. The vocational adjustment of the mentally defective.
Psychological clinic. 20! 465-64, April 1931.

Certain tests are suggested for measuring their vocational aptitudes and many India-
trial opportunities are discussed. Significance of mental age and emotional instability
are stressed, with the importance of studying individual differences. A section is also
devocvd to experiments in vocational adjustment being tried all over the country.

318. Hutcherson, George E. What experience should tbe counselor have?
Vocational guidanoe magazine, 11: 339-40, May 1931.

A very short article which treats La a summary form what is generally considered
necessary for a counselor in secondary education.

319. Johnston, J. B. Who should go to college? Vocational guidance maga-
zine, 11: 309-15, April 1931.

The article gives a short statement of the present condition In colleges with respect to
selection of student!. Then follows a discussion of the prognostic value of 'the College
ability tests as given at the University of Minnesota and something of the system of
advice and guidance given in Minnesota to high-scbool seniors and college freshmen.

320. Kitson, Harry D. What general educational and specific training should
a counselor have? Vocational guidance magazine, 11: 841-42, May 1931.

The purpose of this article is to stress the fact that vocational guidance is a profes-
sion in itself and requires specific training. A list of courses outlined by the National
Vocational guidance association is included.

321. Langdon, Grace. Home guidance for young children. New York, John
Day Co., 1981. 406 p.

Designed as a parents' handbook. Describes the desirable behavior of children and
how parents can facilitate such behavior. The book is divided into three parts : (1)
Educational beginnings; (2) educational aspects of the child's daily living; and (3) inte-
gration of educational experience. Problem cases -.are pot discussed because the author
feels that if proper guidance is given in the beginning stubborn problems will not arise.

322. Occupational research. Vocational guidance magazine, 11 : 254-85, May
1931.

A series of short articles as follows: 1. Bennett, Lois : History of occupational re-
search; 2. Come, Mary P. : 'An outlive of the program of the coordination plan; 8.
Coordination committeeanti s used In preparing the occupation studies;.,41. List of
technical articles dealing with honal studies and bow to prePare theca ; 5. Bartlett,
Ruth M. : Vocational guidance material used in 13 large citY school system: &aerial
sectkod by luesticomaires ; 6, Ringten, Josephine: Uses of occupational material lin
Small towns and cities in Wisconsin, questionnaire; 7. Wright, Barbara A.: Need, of
Constantly revising occupational pamphlets and suggestions as to bow this is being done;
ti, Rennet Joseph V. : A review and criticism of certain occupational studies already
done and an asconat of the writer's eitperiesce with the Kiwanis club in New York City.
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CURaBlITT EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS

9. Woodhouse, Chase Going: Organisation of the women's professional relations and tbe
!feed for the work it is doing. 10. Rankin, Paul T. : The place of research in a guid-
ance program. 11. List of occupational studies recently published or in the process of
publication.

828. Palmer, Emily G. Why pupils leave school. Vocational guidance paaga-
zine, 11: 295-303, April 1931.

An investigation carried on in California wherein was considered intelligenceioativity,
parental education, economic status, etc. Conclusions are drawn and the neeessiry changes
of school policy and procedure outlined.

324. Smith, Fred C. How guidance should affect the individuaL Vocational
guiaance magazine, 11: 291-95, April 1931.

Guidance conceived not as a system but as to its effect on the individual. Main problem
of guidance is to integrate its ,various functions.

325. Smith, Homer J. Vocational education in the secondary 9Cbools. In-
dustrial arts and vpcational education, 20: 177 'May 1931.

Concerned for the moist part with reasons why the secondary school Is the logical place
for industrial training, and a discussion of some of the changes that will have to be made
in our school procedures. Also discusses tbe place of such school training in the com-
munity with respect to the special vocational schools already in the field.

326. Stuart, Milo H., and Morgan,- DeWitt S. Guidance at work. New
York, McGraw Hill book co., inc., 1931. 104 p.

The educational psychology and theory which are the bases of guidance are brought
out in certain chapters of this book, which presents the results of a study of the problems
of student guidance at the Arsenal technical school in Indianapolis. The faculty are
unanimous in agreeing that guidance Is their primary function and have turned every
resource of thNschool to furthering that aim.

327. Town, Clara Harrison. An investigation of the adjustment of the
feeblO-minded in the community. Psychological clinic, 20: 42-54, April 1931.

A short résum4 of the history and development of the treatment of feeble-minded all
over the world is given. The study reported was done in New York upon those discharged
from the Rome State school. Their adjustment was studied with relation to: (1) ability
for self-support; (2) ability to regulate life without assistance; (8) ability to be law-
abiding. Reasons for the failure of community replacement are suggested and an alterna-
tive program submitted.

328. Viteless, Morris S. Clinical problems in the vocational guidance of the
mentally deficient. Psychological clinic, 20: 38-41, April 1931.

A short discussion stressing mainly the importance of making the method of their
treatment the same as it is with normal children. The significance of the mental age as
such is discussed. Two case studies are included.

Bee also nos. 626-891.

MENTAL TESTING

329. Banker, Howard J. Mental age distributiou in school progress. Jour-
nal of educational research, 23: 273-79, April 1931.

Shows mental age curve from grade one through post-graduitt years. Data are from
numerous studies and are transmuted to equivalent "mental, ages " by Hohs-Proctor
norms. The author states that two opposing forces tend to raise the mean above the
theoretical and depress the mean, selection, and cessation of mental grówth, respectively.
The latter begins to function at grade 10, being associated with the functional changes
of adolescence.

330. Baumgtner, M. The correlation of direct suggekibility with certain
character traits. Journal of applifil psychology, 15: 1-45, February 1931.

Data show that suggestibility may be a desirable trait and seems to be a component of
several eminently desirable traits. Correlations range from .28 to + .28.

831. Conrail, H. S. The measurement of adult Intelligence, and the requi-
sites of a general intelligence test. Journal of social psychology, 2: 72-86,
February 1931.-

Discusses 24 " desiderata of a valid general intelligence test." Ra 70 titles, drawing
many of his criticisms, wholly destructive, from bibliographical sources.

36
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332. Conrad, H. EL, and Harris, D. The free association method and the
measurement of intelligence. Berkeley, University of California, 1931. 45 p.
(University of California. Publications in 'psychology. vol. 5.)

333. Parr, T. J. The intelligence and achievement of negro children. Educa-
tion, 51: 4i1-95, April 1931.

Gave Illinois intelligence seale, Monroe standardized silent-reading test, and Monroe
general-survry test in arithmetic to 200 negro children. A small per cent of negro chil-
dren remain in school until they finis.); the eighth grade.

334. Hendrickson, G. A useful abbreviation of Army alpha. School and
society, 33: 467-68, April 1931.

Author presents data that show a high reliability for an abbreviated Army alpha test.
335. Johnson, Guy B. A summary of negro scores on the Seashore music-

talent test's. Journal of comparative psychology, 11: 383-93, April 1931.
'rested 3,300 negroea, compared with results found by Seashore. In pitch. Degreesbelow whites except in grade 5. In sense of' intensity, scores about equal ; in grade .5negroes superior. In sense of time, negro adults decidedly inferior, grade 8 not so in-ierior, grade 5 equals white. In sense of rhythm, negroes excel, grade 5 cxcels most.In tonnl memory, negroes were inferior.
336. Lincoln, E. A., and Shields, F. J. An age seale for the measurement q

moral judgment. Journal of eddcational research, 23: 193-97, March 1931.
Discussion of Shields' moral-judgment examination. Has eight groups of tests in even-

numbered years from 6 to 20. Tested over 1.300 cases of various ages and types. Finds,(1) There is a gradual development of moral judgment from chikibood to maturity. (saythat maturity is'well over 16) ; (2) Environment and training have a marked effect on
the moral Judgment of boys and girls.

337. Pintner, Rudolf. A group intelligence test suitable for younger d
children. Journal of educational psychology, 22 : 360-63, May '1931. _

Presents the new Pintner primary non-language mental test, published by the
of publications, Teachers college, Columbia university. The test is 'administered by meansof pantomine and examples on the blackboard, and Is thus suitable for use witb youngdeaf children. " The results so far obtained would seem to indicate that u is dis-criminative for ages 4 to 8, inclusive."

338. Intelligence testing: Methods and results. 2d edition. New
York, Henry Holt & company, inc., 1931. 555 p.

,
339. irolansky, S. The association factor in intelligence testing. Journal,

educational psychology, 22: 321-34, May 1931.
A study of the importance of the factor of association as it influences rate of reply in atest.

340. Washburne, Carleton. Mental age and the arithmetic curriculum: A
summary of the Committee of seven grade-placement investigation to date.
Journal of educational research, 23: 210-31, March 1931.

The relation to mental age of ability to learn and retain various toplcs in arithmeticwas tested. One of the conclusions is that a "child's preceding grasp of \those facts
and processes that enter into the new topic be is to sthdy, is even more important* thanthe mental level be has reached."

flee also no. 687.

JUNIOR COLLEGES
. Walter Crosby Itelly* .

ORGANIZATION AND ADMIkISTRATION

341; Carpenter, W. W. Record$ of public junior colleges of Missouri. Pea-
body journal of eclticati.on, 8 : 'May 1981.

Brief discussion of .recOrds forTs In the eight public júnior pplleges ot Missouri.Samples of .80 of these record totniv -are reproduad, dialing with Individual.
pupils in groups, teachers, busineits procedure, and reoests to alumni. . .
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CURRENT IDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS

342. Dorsey, Susan X., chairman. Report of the California commission for
Ce study of educational problems. Sacramento, Calif., State department of
education, 1931. 2 vols.

Contains discussion of tlw present and future of Junior colleges in California, five
major recommendations and considerable statistical and otber supplementary and sup-
porting material. For comments On the report SET entry no. 345 by W. W. Kemp.

343. Hale, Wyatt W. Comparative holding power of Junior colleges and
regular four-year Colleges. Bulletin of the American association of collegiate
registrars, 6 : 305-16, April 1931. 4 tables.

Reprint of article by same author in Phi delta kappan. October 1930.
344. Junior colleges. Journal of higher education, 2: 96-4)8, February, 1931.
.t summary and discussion of recent junior college studies by Holy (Ohio), Bells

(California), Reed and Marrs (Texas), and Hale on the junior college holding power.

345. Kemp, W. W. What price Lay Commission? Junior college journal, 1 :

582-84, June 1931.
A criticism of the recommendations concerning juniór colleges mule by the California

commission for the study of educational problems.
gee no. 842.

316. 'Lawson, Fred. :State aid for public junior colleges. Junior college
journal. 1: 487-93, May 1931.

A detailed study of general Junior-college/legislation, special legislation as enacted in
each of the states, and a summary of proposed legislation.

347. The problem of the small junior college. School review, 33: 250-524,
April 1921. 2 tables.

Editorial discusiion of the results stated by Chira M.' Wallace in Development" of
junior colleges in Iowa " in the Junior colfte journal, January, 1981, and of a somewhat
similar study by L. A. Clark, of Alta, Iowa.

348. Segel, Davi41. Prediction of success; pl junior collegv. Junior college
A

journal, 1: 499-502, May 19h. .

Deals with the prediction, by multiple correlation technique: of success of students at
Long 13e8ch Junior college iu mathematics and physical sciences, In English, tn 4tnguages
in social studies, and in general college success as determined from 'their high-school
record, their total score on the Thurstone test, and ;heir scores on the four sections of
the Iowa high-schoOl content examination..

349. Snyder, William H. The degree of Associate of arts. Abridged. Cali-
fornia quarterly of secondary education, 6: 439, June 1931.

Advocates granting the titleeAssociate of arts" tz grattuates of all California junior
colleges. A motion was unanimously carried by the junior-college section of the wind.
pahe convention at which the address wa3 given, to recommend that thts title be
conferred on all their graduates. .

350. Thurstone, L. L., and Thurstone, 'Thelma G. The 1930 psychological
examination. Educational record, 12 : 160-78, April 1931. .1

Contains data on the use of the American council examinatiOn In 137 colleges, including
a number of 'junior colleges, especially a mup ofMtchlgan institutions: and Stephens
college.

HISTORY AV STATUS

311. Accredited higher institutions. Educational record, 12: 17-98, April
1931.

Includes a list of 75 Junior colleges In 26 states (196-98). .

352. Boyce, W. T. The reiation of the junior eollege to the Pacific ,const
association of collegiate registrars.. Abridged. California quarterly QLffev-
ondary education, 6: 437-39, June .1931.

Historical r6sumé siticle organization -of the asatociation in 1926. Twslve Junior col-
leges were repiesented at the 1930 meeting. " If education to-day is in a flienims, the
junior collége is wear the center of the,dilemma . . . Junior and senior colleOg Can

I better understand their respective tupetions if etich understands better what the otholi
trying to do." qw



JUNIOR COLLEGES

353. Bells, Walter Crosby. The Junior (viiege nt the Detrott convention.
Junior college journal, 1: 437*-40, April 1931.

Report of junior college aspecta of the department of superintendence of the National
education association, and abstracts of addressee given by W. C. &sits, l). S. Campbell,
F. L. Whitney, G. N. Kefauver, and J. M. Wood.

354. Ten representative junior colleges. Junior wilege journal, 1:
552-54, June 1931.

A selection of 10 leading institutions by a jury composed of the editorial staff of theJunior college journal and all past presidents of the American association uf Junior col-
leges. Institutions selected, in order, were Stephens, Pasadena. Sacramento, JohnTarleton, Joliet, Ward-Belmont, Kansas City, Los 'Angeles, Virginia Intermont, Chaffey,Grand Rapids, Gulf Park, Johnstown, Crane. Sarah Lawrence, Christian, and Phoenix.

355. Palmer, Archie M. For the improvement of college administration and
instruction. Buletin of the associiation of American colleges 7 294-96, May, -.6.1931.

Inc ludos summary of eourse on junior-college organization and ffilmlnistration offeredhi American unixersities in the summer sessions of my
X543. Ricciardi, Nicholas. the junior col.leg(---a radio broadcast. Junior

college journal, 1 : 546-51, June 1931.
A se1e.4 questionsiad answers dealing with many pl a.tes of the junior college as

briladcayttid over the school of the air, March 9,1931.

RELATION TO OTIIER EptICATIONAL UNITS
-357. Brown, B. Warren. The significance to the churches of the Junior

college developmentA. Rulletin of the a;:sociatiun a American colleges, 27:
25a-80, Mat 1931.

Considers growth of the movement, claims of pro6gotilst and threat to senior-collegetype, major -social factors in junior-college movement, analysis of educstIonal factors in-volved, and relation (if church colleges to Junior-college type. The Junior college standsno closer to the local church, to the religions education work and church school, or tothe summer conference work .than (toes the senior college. On the other hand, it lacksthe leadership, richness of offering, completeness of equipment, well-organtied environ-ment, financial and education solidaety, and a score of lessor qualities that characterisethe senior.college at its beat."
358. DouglasN Aubrey A. Relation 6f the junior college to the four-year

(ogege.. Abridgod. California quarter4. of secondary education, 6: 431-33,
June 1931.

A detailed atatistical study of the educational destination of high school and junior,.college graduates in California. "More than twice as suni7 fully raeonmeatied studentsare attending the junior colleges as are enrolling in all the liberal-arts collqies in thestate.' Enrollments in liberal-arts colleges have shown little if any increase sinOe .1927.- ."At first.the-bigh-acbool graduates dislike the idea of two more years in the local institu-tion. When the junior college has been established 10 or 15 years, however, this feelingwill,-to ti large extent, have disappeared."
359. Weersini, Frederick J. A deadlo0c in Junior-college reorganization.

Junior collego journal, I : 489-TO, May 1431.
" Higher education and higher institutions geserally are snffertng from a kind of emodern scholasticism, a.piclaatic formalism which the loWer schools are in the process of 4,discarding. Hence the dissenittbes and lack of coordination apparitt to all."
Hec eso no. 467.

FUNCTIONS OF THE JUNIOR COLLEGE
.44J

college.WO. Chambers, H. H. Efficiency of ihe Junior Texas 6utlook, 15:e
161,4 June 1931.

0, &ministry of ilinistigatIon of records of .631 'litode Ms In 24 Texas Jailor olGeges Vbstransferred to senior colleges in 1928-29. Copclusions are : 11) The work 'of tbe jualoi;.collegs4 of /texas 4 up to standard: (2) ihe ¡graduates of these febouls are prepayrd tn.ao a ' higher grade of wort in senior college thaLthose student* who dig their .freainianrid toophomort work In genfor college.; (14 ttill% are fewer- failures among tbit-jujfircollege 'graduates than those who begin tbeti work in senior institupona,
4
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40 CURRENT EDUCATIONAL PtBLICATIONS
/

361. Ganders, Harry S. The junior college. New tork State education, 18:
823-27. April 1931.

An address before the Associated academic principals of New York. A consideration
of the general progress of the .junior college movement and its place in American edu-
cation. Suggests that ultimately the secondary schools of the state may have to expand
to do Junior-college work. Suggests 10 questions to be answered before this new fortá
of education should be adopted. Notes that " there has already been formed a national
association of junior colleges, and a reputable periodical, The Junior college journal, is
being published." .

a
362. Hullfish, H. Gordon,- The opportunity of the junior college. Educa-

,

tional administration and superiision, 17: 195-204, March 1931.
An address before the Division of higher education, Ohio State university. " If the

junior college persists in its Intention of functioning as a specific service institution
for the graduate and professional schools, and of providing particularized training of a
semiprofessional sort, at the gar& time professing to foster a liberal education, it 14

hardly tbe act of a pessimist to suggest that such a junior college will not make a
lasting contribution to our educational progrvss. . . . The junior college seemingly has
viewed itself :is an educational service station . . . Actually, its opportunity lips in
another direction. It may reintroduce us to a tenable conception of a liberal education."

363. Lillard, Je rm iah B. The misconduct of modern youth. Junior colliaw
Journal, 4 : 405-07

.,
April 1931.

" We need to develop our administrative machinery. and at the name time recognize
the fact that this machinery is not an end in iteelf, but only a mean( for helping and
better understanding the young met and women in our institutions."

364. Wahlquist, John T. The junior college and teaching Oficiency.
college journal, 1: 479-80, Mtiy 1931.

" If the junior college succeeds in no other respect, it ham been worth while
of the t.mphasis it has given to better teaching at the higher levels."

4.

CURRICULUM

FRENCH

Junior

because

365. Schwartz, William Leonard. Past or present in teaching French?
Junior college journal. 1: 433-36, April 1931.

Considers goals and mettiods in teaching Junior-college French.

HOME ECONOMICS

366. Sutherland, Elizabeth. Home economics at Ward-Belmont school.
Junior college journal, 1: 494-98, May 1981.

Outline of the content and significance of the home-economics curriculum of junior-
college grade.

LAW

367. Bentley, Byron R. Business law in the Junior college. Junior college
journal, 1: 560-63, June 1931. 44%

An ine of the two-year course as given at Los Angeles Junior college.

ORIENTATION

868. The course in orientation at Northern Montana school. Journal of
higher education, 2: 206-17, April 1931.

Outline of the course and evaluation of it as given to freshmen at this Montana
junior college.

READING

369. Touton, Frank C., and Berry, Betty. Reading comprehension at the
lunior-college level. California quarterly of secondary education, 6: 24541,

_.April 1931.
An analysis of the amount, causes, and possibility of imprpvement of reading Ws-

, %Witty based upon the records of several thousand students at the University of Southern
(Naomi*.

-
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370. Kearns, Kenneth M. School service. Junior college jourual, 1 : 517-18,
May 1931.

Outline of tbe fermlual course for training school-administAtive assistants at Los
Angeles junior college.

371. Paige, K. A. Community recreation. Junior college journal, 1 : 586.87,
June 1931.

An outline of .the terminal course designed to train leaders for community recreation
service at Los Angeles junior college.

ZOOLOGY

372. Bauer, H. L. Introductory course in general zoology in California
colleges and universities. California quarterly of secondary education, 6: 327-
30, June 1931.

Report of a questionnaire investigation of 75 per cent of tbe California colleges, includ-
ing junior colleges. Outlines a Anior-college course in zoology.

LIBRARY

373. Coulter, Edith X. The functions of the junior-college library. Junior
college journal, 1: 481-86, May 193i.

Considers the special functions and obligations of the junior-college library to the stu-
dents, to the faculty, nnd to the community; the desirable qualifications of librarians;
extent and variety of book collections; physical equipment ; and future of the Junior-
coilrge library.

374. Hester, Edna A. Books for junior colleges. Chicago, 111., The American
library association, 1931. 194 p.

A volume complied by the librarian of Pomona (Calif.) Junior college, giving a list of
3,811 titles of books and periodical& suitable for junior-college libraries as selected by the
coop% ration of many university, senior-college, and Junior-college professors and librarians
in all parts of the country. Special symbols indicate books that are recommended for
first purchase and those that are of special value to teachers. Separate lists are given
for general periodicals, reference books, and all subjects of the Curriculum.

375. Steele, Katherine. The junior-college library. Junior college journal,
1": 584-815. June 1931.

Includes a bibliography of 29 titles dealing with the junior-college library.

376. Stone, Ermine. The Sarah Lawrence library. Jun.or college journ' al,
1 : 514-15, May 1931.

Description of the new library and equipment of Sarah Lawrence college, New York.
See also no. 483.

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

377. Hill, Merton E. Chaffey junior-college building program. Junior college
puma], 1: 535-39, June 1981.

The elevation, floor plans, and description of the new building for Cbaffey junior college,
Ontario, California.

STUDENTS AND STUDENT ACTIVITIES

378. Bells, Walter Crosby, and ¿ones, Rally F. Higher education aspirations
of California junior-college students. California quarterly of secondary educa-
tion, 6: 289-44, April 1981.

Reports the proportion of 9,282 California junior college students expecting to eater
each of the principal colleges and universities in tbe oats and average Thurstone and
Iowa test scores for the different groups. Introductory note by the editor discusses the
significance of the data presented.

o
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379. Frost, Inez. The yearbeek oT lie IWO* tfollege. Junior college Journal,
1: 427-28, April 1931.

ralue and mettods.o? filikheinfg I junrot-conbee =Vaal.
380. Gilbert, Luther C. Activities of Junior-college transfers. Junior college

journal, 1 : 418-26, April 1931.
A comparison of extent of participation in student activities of junior-college graduates

attending the University of California and of iitudentt who had their ectire course at the
university. Based on study of 276 cases.

381. Hammond, D. X. The junior-college honor societystate and national.
California quarterly of secondary education, 6: 441, June 1831.

Phi theta kappa has 89 chapters in the country. Conditions for membership outlined.
There are honor societies in 16 California Junior colleges. " In Santa Ana we have dis-
covered so far no serious disadvantages in maintaining both organizations. Eventually
Phi theta kappa can and should supplant the state society."

382. Miller, William Robert, ed. First the blade. Vol. 4. San Bernardino,
Calif., San Bernardino Valley union junior college, 1931. 86 p.

California intercollegiate anthology of verse, containing 74 poems by student authors,
selected from nearly a thousand submitted for publication. Represents 15 California
junior colleges and 16 other institutions of collegiate grade.

383. Noffsinger, H. G. Sororities voted out. Junior college journal, 1:
515-16, May 1931.

Action of the students in abolishing sororities at Virginia Interment college, Virginia.
Bee also nos. 485-492.

POPULARIZING JUNIOR COLLEGES

884. Robbins, C. L. Junior colleges and adult education. Junior college
journal, 1 : 555-59, June 1931.

Opportunity for extension work, even in the *mailer instittitions. Discusses possible
organisation, cooperating agencies, financial sttpport, and types of -activities.

385. Davis, itaymond E. Semiprofessional curricula ill junior collekes.
Abridged. California quarterly of secondary education, 6: 48447, Julie 1981.

" So far as the public junior college is concerned, I believe that it would -tbe sore
quickly reach its placein tbe sun if It should abandon entirely the academic work of the
lower division of the university and devote its entire attention to the work of semi-
professional training."

SPECIAL TYPES

PRIVATE JUNIOR COLLEGES

386. Kelly, Robert L., and Anderson, Ruth E., oomps. [Junior .colleges]
ftl'ebristian educition : handbook Tot-1931. 'New York cif", Council of church
boards of education in the United States, 1931. 5901).

Mitaiols !fits lit ',tinter eotttotts áltrtige'd Witt tit tetitihilrafien. 14T ; 'Mt of
teachers of Bible and religion in junior colleges, p. 889-92 ; standards !tor Itititar &Mews,
p. 410-20; and statistics for individual institutions, p. 472-79. " The TO junior colleges en-
rolled 13,029 students Add laid a 'faddity (if `1,79 tttferi I1t Yekr. their grounds and
buildings are appraised at $19,036,816, and their productive funds amount to $6.605,272,
a per Ospitu endewttittit of 'OM. lohigy !Rifle Wti ftlebtekinlats of 127682,8162, *Mk their
total expenditures for 19029-40 came to14,380,406."

ot.jittial, 588-44,
387. Let, idgar D. Contributions of the private junitir 'coitege.

college 1: Ante 1991.
Discusses fOtr distibft files possefolAt tty the )trnidr "Ooltege lad* Vortviite con
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JUNIOR COLLEGES BY STATES

ALASKA
i

388. Henderson, Lester D. Should Alaska establish junior colleges? Junior
cooTlege tournal, 1: 408-17, April 1931.

Cool ere geograOhical conditions, educational conditions, junior-college needs, pos-
sible en lment, courses, faculty, buildings, and finance. Concludes that junior colleges
at Ketchikan and Juneau would be feasible and desirable for Alaska.

IP

CALIFORNIA

389. Bells, Walter Crosby. The success of the public Junior college in
California. Journal of the American association of university women, 24:
117-21, April 1931.

A consideration of significant developments in California from the standpoint of the
popularizing, preparatory, terminal, and guidance functions.

390. Hill, Merton E. Chaffey schools meet varied demands. Journal of
education, 23: 347-48, March 30, 1931.

History and description of the work at Chaffey junior college at Ontario, Calif.,
especially in its Americanization, extension, and agricultural work.

391. Howarit, Lowry S. The story of Menlo. Menlo Park. Calif.. Menlo
junior college, 1931. Z3 p.

A little book giving the history of Menlo school and junior college, the objectives of
the trustees in reorganising the institution, and plans for its future development.

392. Kersey, Vierling. [Junior colleges.] /n Biennial report of the State
department of education, State of CalifQrnia, 1929-30. ,..Part I. Sacramentc,
Calif., State depettment of education, 1931. 231 p.

Contains numerous references to junior colleges, their growth, legal status, problems
and prospects by Superintetglent sersey, Nicholas Ricciardi, and others, on pages 26. 39,
43, 47, 53, 63, 85, 87, 118, 136-1371, 197, 201.

ILLINOIS

393. Deam, Thomas M. Evolution of the Joliet junior college. Junior college
journal, 1 42D-32, April 1931.

Contains details of early history of the first public junior college in thP country which
is still in existence.

KANSAS

394. Junior colleges showing gains. Journal of education, 113: 588, June 1,
1931.

Statistics of growth pf Junior colleges in Kansas.

MISSOURI

395. Coursault, I. H. Junior colleges in Missouri. Junior college journal,
1 : 471-78, May 1931.

A general treatment of tbe development of both public and private Junior colleges In
Missouri, methods of accrediting, enrollment data and prospects and probletns of the
future in the State.

NORTH DAXOTA

396. Lawson, Fred. New law for Nortli Dakota. Junior college journal, 1:
513-14, May 1931.

Analysis of the legislation passed in 1931, authorizing establishment of junior colleges
in cities of over 10,000 inhabitants.

WASHINGTON

Littel, C. L. Junior co:lege law for state of Washington. Junior college
journal, 1 :.610-82, June 1931.

A criticism of the article " Proposed junior college law for Washington " as published
in ti!, Junior college Journal tbr Mardi, ion.

686119-31-4
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WYOMING

398. Winchell, Karl F. Junior colleges in Wyoming. Junior college Journal,
1 : 540-45, June 1931.

A study of the higher-education needs and opportunities for tbe state of Wyoming.Concludes that four or five junior collcvs are needed in the areas centering in Cheyenne.Casper, Sheridan, and Rock Springs.

FOREIGN

399. At the twnedictiiln of the 'New Athens stte. Missionary herald, 127:208-9, 229. May 1931. 4 illuiktrations.
An aecount of exercises, and extracts from addresses given at the dedication of thenew sit. of the American junior college for girls near Athens, 4;rel ce.

EDUCATION OF TEACHERS
E. S. Evenden

Assisted. by Guy C. Gamble, Marjorie Simonson

GENERAL REFERENCES
400. Ayer, Adelaide. Learnint.: educationaí pr nOples through experience.

Educational adminktrat:( n and supervision, 17: 357-62, May 1931.
A description of stmicnt training at State teachers' college, Milwaukee, Wis.
401. Blauch, L. E. .tn early normal college in the South. Peabody journalof education, 8: 297-304, MarCh 1931.
A pioneering efftIrt hi ti acher training in North Carolina. '
402. Bonser, Frederick G. Needed changes in teacher training. Progressive

education, 8: 271-79, March 1931.
A plea for teacher-training inatitutiong to throw off obstructive traditions and to workout figs themselves a new philosophy of education in accordance with preskt needs andthe trends that seem best for the future.
403. Brown, H. A. Build'ng a profession of education through improvedit

teacher preparation. School and society, 33: 545-56, April 25, 1931.
A survey of the trends inducive to higher education of-teachers with suggestions for theimprovement of teacher-training programs.
404. Some next steps in the preparation of teachers. Educational

administration and supervision, 17: 161-82, March 1931.
The next position of five steps that are desirable in the preparation of teachers.
405. Dearborn, Ned jg. Ach.evements in teacher training, 1929-1930. Educa-

tional administration and supervision, 17: 263-68, April 1931.
A compilation of tbe reports of 104 presidents replying to the questfon, "-What is themost significant educational achievement in your school during 1929-1980?".,
406. Donovan, H. L. A t chers'-college program for 1931. Peabody journal

National education associatio 20: 13142, April 1931.
Ideals and goals of a Kentucky eacber-training institution.
407. Evenden, E. S. New standards of teacher training. Journal of the

National educational association, 20: 131-32, April 1931.
A discusgion together with recommendations for the improvement of standards ofteacher training.
408. Flowers, John G. Organization of teacher-training program.- Educa-

tional administration and supervision, 17: 362-87, May 1931.
A description of the general organisation of the teacher-training program of the NextJersey State teachers' college, Montclair.
409. Gist, Arthur S. Important points of view in teacher training. Educa-

tional administration and supervision, 17: 269-78, April 1931.
A discussion of the four phases of the problem of teacber training: (a) Necessary teach-ing qualities which each individual possesses on entering a training institution; (b)
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EDUCATION OF TRACKERS

thorough academic and professional courses; (e) practice teaching in which public school
conditions prevail: (d) follow-up plans to insure the success of the inexperienced teacher.

410. Horn, Ernest. The training of teachers for a progressive educational
program. National council of primary education, 14 : 11-16, April 1931.

An address given for tbe National council of childhood education, February 23-25, 1931,
Detroit, Mich.

411. Judd, C. H. The training of teachers for a progressive educational
program. Elementary school journal, 31: 576-S4, April 1931.

This article is n defense of modern " unprogressive" education. The arguments pre-
sented are reftitations of certain well-known tenets of progressive education. In addition,
the author proposes a few new tenets for a new type of progresaive education. In the
opinion of, the writer elementnry teachers should find in this article certain important
warnings relative to progressive education and a statement of certain values inherent in
modern " unprogressive education.

412. Xilpatrick, William E. The training of teachers for a progressive
educational program. Bulletin, National council of primary education, 14:
16-22, April 1931.

An address given before tbe National council of childhood education, February 23-25,
1931, Detroit, Mich.

413. MacDonald, Adrian. Cultural backgrounds for teachers in training.
English Journal, 400-06, May 1931.

A plan " to overcome intellectual reticence" by thorough organisation of the expressive
side of teaching and the extension of the seminar method of instruction.

414. Morrison, J. Cayce. The training of teachers for a progr &live educa-
tional program. National council of primary education, 14: 22- April 1931.

An address given before the National council of childhood education February 23- 25.
1931, Detroit, Mich.

415. Newlon, Jesse H. The training of teachers Tor a progr ive educational
program. Bulletin, National council of primary education, 14 1-6, April 1931.

An address given before the National council of childhood educatio February 23-25;
1931, Detroit, Mich.

416. Pollitzer, Margaret. Growing teachers for our sch.ols. Progressive
educatilp: 247-50, March 1931.

An inrerpretation of the creative teacher in the new schooL

41X. Roberts, Alexander C. Teacher-training needs in California. School
and society, 33: 423-26, March 28, 1931.

Next position of the aix needs of California teacher-training institutions: Better facul-
ties, -better curricula, more adequate housing, better understanding of the functions of
teachers colleges, better certification delimitations. and better-study of proper relationships.

41S. Spaulding, Frank E. Practicing the principles we preach. Progressive
education, 8: 267-70, March 1931.

A description of the Department of education of the Yale graduate school.
419. Steere, H. J. The developnwntal trends tid teachers colleges. Educa-

tional administration and supervision, 17: 19144, March 1931.
A plea fo'r specific professionaitzed training of teacbers.

420. ThAlkeld, A. L. The training of teachers for a progressive educationah
program. Bulletin. katioual council of primary education, 14: 23-27, April 1931. '

An liddress given bffore lhe National council of childhood education, February 23-25,
1931, Detroit. Mich.

421. Withers, John W. Important problems for research in the education of
teachers. School and society, 33: 613-17, May 9, 1931.

Address Lef re th.1 general session of the Department of superintendence, Detroit, Mich.,
February .25, 1931.

422. Zachry, Caroline B. Personality adjustment and teacher-training.
Progressive education, 8: 201-63, March 1931.

A plea tor readitistment of teacher-training curritula so as to provide for personality
development.

Bee also nos. 306, 606.
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND

423. Mullins, Virgil R. A summary ot.a five-year study of placement at
Indiana State teachers college. Teachers college journal, 2 : 131-38, May 1931.

Placement phases of tbe supply and demand problem in Indiana.

ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION
424. Clish, Herbert. Cooperation between training institutions and school

systems. Educational administration and suwvision, 17:340-42, May 1031.
Comments on paper read by William C. Bagley, "The. place of applied philosophy in

Judging student teaching." before the Supervisors of student teaching at the Detroit
meeting, February 23 and 24, 1931.

425. Ludeman, Walter W. Certain influenc in11 teachers college standard:za-
don. Peabody journal of education, 8: ,362-70, ay 1931.

A discussion of the history of accteditment of teacher-training institutions and the
trellis toward standardisation and practices.

426. McNeil, Mellicent. A comparative study of entrance to teacher-training
institutions. New York, N. ,Y., Teachers college, Columbia 'university, 1930.
104 p.

I ..A recent study tracing the history of mini' ents for entrance in teacher-training
institutions in various European countries, Australia, 'New Zealand, Canada, and United
States.

427. Sangren, Paul V. The scholarship of faculties in American teachers'
colleges and normal schools. School and society, 33: 642-44, May 9, 1931.

A status of scholarship of faculties in American teachers colleges and normal schools as
exemplified by authorship and scholastic productivity.

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

428. Ayer, Adelaide M. Freedom for the student
education, 8: 256-60, March 1931.

A discussion of the Milwaukee
among student teachers.

429. Cordrey, Everett E.

plan of developing integration of Work and self:activity

teacher. Progrtssive

Attempts to improve college instruction in teachers'
colleges. Peabody journal of education, 8: 282-90, March 1931.

A description of attempts to improve college instruction in teacher-training itutions.
430. Martin, John E. Are methods overemphasized in teacher ¡fining?

Virginia Journal of education, 24: 319-21, April 1931.
An analysis and comments on the preparation of a typical group of teachers in a

Virginia city school system.

431. Mitchell, Lucy Sprague. A cooperative gaol for student teachers.
Progressive education, 8: 251-55, -March 1931.

A discussion of the cooperative school-room method of providing training in practice-
schools for student teaching. a

432. Stratemeyer, Florence B. Guiding the studentIteacher in the develop-
ment and use of " principles." Educational administration and supervision, 17 -._

:146-50, May 1931. 4. e

The seed for student teachers to develop guiding principles, which form the beginning
of their own philosophy of education.

433. The relation of general to professional eduatoti of teachers. In
Departmcnt of superintendence of the National education tissrlation. Ninth

1110orbook, 1931. p. 253-75. Washington, I) C., 'The Department, 1931.6
A r.'port of the Committee on the economic status of the teacher, B.'ft. Buckingham.

ehairiLan. Discusses tile problems of supply and demand, functions of teite'.;er education.
and thefirinciples underlying the solution of problems rillated to the general and profes-

. sional education of teachers.
434., Milian, R. R. The prognost:c value of certain factors related to teach-

. ing success. Ann A Uqiversity of Michigan, 1931. '

Doctor's dissertatio
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STUDENT TEACHTIG

435. Anthony, Katherine M. The development of student teaching. Virginia
6 teacher, 12: 98-100, April 1931.

47

An historical presentation of the development of student teaching at State leachers
college, Harrisonburg, Va.

436. The Harrisonburg program. Educational administration and
supervision, IT: 351-57, May 1931.

A description of the training of student teachers at Ilarrisonburg, Va.
437. Bagley, William C. The place of applied philosophy in Judging student

toachin. Educnt.nifinl administration and supervision, 17 : 330-35, Ma3' 1931.
A plea for the' use of iubjective tests as well as objec4ive tests in judging student

teaching.

43R. Douglass, Harl R. Methods oftlfiolent-teacher rating. Educational
administration and supervision, 17 : 341-45, May 1931.

A description of the use of the detailed check list for the ptirpose of diagnosing teacher
preedures and effectivtbriess.

439. Engleman, J. O. The place 6f objective standards in judging student
teachin. Educational administration and supervision, 17 : 321-29, May 1931.

A plea for the use of subj (live tests as well as objective tests in judging tietudent
teaching.

440. Mead, A. R. Progress in the study of Laboratory school work for tts
preparation of teachers. Educational administration and supen/sion, 17:
370-75, May 1931

A committee report on progress made tif the study of laboratory school work for the
preparation of teachers.

qr

CURRICULUM

441. Bruce, William F; The place of philosophy in teacher-training pro-
grams. Educational adininistration and supervision, 17: 213-23, March 1931.

Philosophy and its place in the curricula of training teachers.
442. Cairns, W. D. The training of teachers of mathematics with special

reference to the relation of mathematics to modern th*ought. Mathematics
teache'r24 : 269-76, Ma y 1931.

An address given at the annual banquet at the National council of teachers of mathe-
matics at Detroit, Mich., February 21. 1931. A plea for the extension of educational
horizons of teachers of mathematic&

443. Carrothers, George E. Selection of optimum candidates for high-school
teachinik High-school quarterly, 19: 151-62, April 1931.

A plan for an effective program in ,selecting candidates for high-school teacher training.
444. Da4tIson, H. Carter. Our college ¡curriculum in English. English

journal, 20: 407-20, May 1931.
A statistical survey of current practices in English curricular construction and propoul

for an ideal curriculum in the teaching of English.
445. Gavit, John Palmer. Lo, the poor college? Progressive education, 8:

164-66, March 1931.
A description of the conference on curriculum for the college of liberal arts held under

the.auspires of Rollins college at Winter Park, Fla., January 1931.
446. Grinnell, J. E. Securing adequate training for junior higli-school

teachers. Educational administration and supervision, 17 : 279-86, April 1931,
An inquiry into the provisions for training of students with junior high-school

teaching in view.
447. Répnert, Martin L., atid Arnold, H. J. Survey of conditions and

facilities for the teaching of psychology in file State of Ohio. Psychological

1

Igulletin, 28'1342-66, May 1931.
Report of the study undertaken by the psychology section of the Ohio college associa-

tion. Data are given concerning personnel of the Achology depttrtmeht and material.
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448. Sayers, F4 V. Some consideraCons preliminary to the building of an
integrated education course. Educational administration aud supervision, 17:
287-93, AprIl 1931.

An article proposing unification of the several courses ordinaril own as Education,
449. Schaaf, William L. Mathematics for junior high-sch era. Rich-

mond, Va., Johnson publishing company, 1931. xiii, 439 p.
Considers subject matter, pertinent backgrounds, educational values, and teaching pro-cedures in connection with each of the following : Direct measurement, geometry of form,geometry of size and position, demonstrative geometry, numerical trigonometry, graphicrepresentation, arithmetic in bome, arithmetic of community, arithmetic in business;

money and banking, investments, insurance, directed numbers, the formula, principles ofalgebra, the function concept, roots and powers, and problem solving. A teacher-training
textbook for mathematks department in preparing secondarr teachers.

450. Ullrich, Fred T. Science instruction in four-year curriculums for
prospective eleuientary-sellool teachers. Elementary school journal, 31: 697-

- 707, May 1931.
A survey of the opinions of various college and normal-school administrators iu regard

to the construction and modification of curricula in science for students who expect to
complete four years of study in elementary education.

451. Wallin, J. E. Wallace. The Baltimore- plan of training special-class
teachers and other workers in the field of special education. Elementary school
journal, 31: 607-18, April 1931.

Outlines the principles in operation regarding general requirements for election as a
special-class teacher, salaries of teachers thus elected, and accypted training courses
which may have bearing on salary schedule.

452. Zachry, Caroline B. Mental hygiene in a teneher-training program.
Childhood education, 7: 409-10, April 1931.

A justification of a' program of mental hygiene in a teacher-training program with its
implied effects on curricula and personnel.

TRAINING FOR SPECIAL TYPES OF TEACHERS

453. Boas, Belle. Teaching of peuciples to art students. Educational admin-
istration and supervision, 17: 367-69, May 1931.

A description of the development of creative power and the growth of appreciation.
454. Dykema, Peter W. How shall we train our teachers? Chicago schools

journal, 13: 320-22, March 1931.
A discussion of the selection of students to be trained for teaching music, And the

training, in public-school work.

'455. Fediaevsky. Vera. Kindergarten teachers training in Soviet Russ.a.
Childhood education, 7: 487-91, May 1961.

A description of the teacher-training program of kindergarten teachers in §oviet
Russia.

456. Punke, Harold H. Professional organizations of teachers in Germany.
Elementary school journal, 31: 514.-23, March 1931..

A deatription of the German teacters unipn and the operation of the local unit in the
State of Hamburg.

TEACHER-TRA4NING SCHOOL BUILDINGS

457. Judd, Charles H. The graduate building, School of education. Uni-
vergity record, 17: 112-15, April 1931.

Address given st the laying of the corner stone of the new graduate building, School
of education, Chicago, Illinois, January 212. 1931. An historical presentation' of the
University of Chicago, School of education, with plans for its future.

. .
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TRAJNING-IN-SERVICE

458. Garretson, Oliver Relearn. In-service training of teachers in high
schools in Oklahoma. School review, 39: 44D--60, June 1931.

Based on 64 replies to a check'list covering five groups of activities. Classroom visita-
tion and demonstration teaching, teachers' meetings, additional college preparation,
professional reading, and experimentation and publication.
- 459. Institute for administrative officers of higher institutions. .The train-

irk of college teachers, including their preliminary preparation and in-service
iinprovement; edited by W. S. Gray. Chicago, Ill., The University of Chicago
press, 1930. 242 p.

A series of discussions by college administrators and instructors on the pre-servici, and
in-service training of college teachers.

COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES, AND GRADUATE SCHOOLS

Arthur J. Klein

Assisted by M. M.%Chambers

GENERAL REFERENCES

460. Boardman, R. S. The arts college in a State university. ./n Transac-
tions and prwéedings of the National asociatiofi of State universities, 1930.
p. 1Z-128.

Discusses the functions and relations of the arts college in a State university. The
statemthat of these functions and relations is prefaced by a historical sketch of the devel-
opment if higher education in the United States. Iu this sketch, naturally, a promine.nt
place is given to the landIrrant colleges. The writer conceives the functions of the arts
college in the State university to be two, viz : Service to other colleges; and the develop-
ment of its own curriculum.

461. Clark, Judith. Education at the college level for marriage, parenthood,..
and family life. Journal of the American association of univ,ersity women, 24:
132-35, April 1931.

Reports the results of a survey which shows lack of provision for development of per-
sonality at the college level. The suggested remedies inolude : general adininistrative atti-
tude, health service, orientation courses, observation of children, redirection of curricular
courses, and redirection ge extracurricular activities.

462. Crawford, Albert Beecher. Too much knowledge. Educational record,
12: 144-69, April 1931.

Thinks illere Ls too much division of subject matter for undergraduates, caused by
specialisation in narrow fields on the part of instructors; the humanities 'have been dehu-
manised; too many young professors are forced, in order to win promotion, to consider
publication Must and teaching second; there should be two kinds of instructors : " teachers "
and " scholars" ; and liberal arts colleges should not become vocational schools., but
should be cultural institutions.

462. Eurich, Alviu C., ed. The changing educational. world. Minneapolis,
Minn., University of Minnesota Press, 1931. 311 p.

This series of papas read on the occasion of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the College
of education of the University of Minnesota comprises twenty-five chapters, by nearly a.
many authors, grouped Into the following five major divisions : Education and the new
world; The University school of education; Educational trends; Educational pioneering
in Minnesota; and The College of education at the Univhsity of Minnesota. Of éspecial
interest to students of higher education is the second division, a stimulating symposium
by M. G. Neale, C. Il. Judd, W. 'C. Bagley, and M. E. Higgerty. The same is true of

.L. D. COffmsn's paper " Educational trends ifl a university," and the editor's final chapter,
"training doctors of philosophy in education."
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464. Kane, Thomas F. Report of the delegate to the 'National conference of
Canadian universities. In Transactions and proceedings of the National asso-
ciation of State universities, 1930. p. 72-75.

President Kane of the University of North Dakota spoke chiefly of public relationshipsbut also regarding points of difference between the American association and the Canadianassociation of universities, namely : the Canadian association is not limited in membershipto State institutions, and is not an association of university presidents solely, beingrepresented also by deans or even professors.
465. Potthoff, Edward F. Who goes to college? Journal of higher education,2: 2f4-97, June 1931.
This article shows the selective character of education at tbe collegiate leveL Ui-reased enrollment in colleges and universities from 1890 to 1928 was 613 per cent,while increased population for the same period was 92 per cent. In 1890, 2.4 per centof those of college age entered a university. In 1928, 11.8 per cent entered college.The selective character depended upon 3 factors: occupation of fathers, mortality offathers, and the university training of fathers. A table showed that the wealthiestoccupational group, the proprietors, comprised 7.8 per cent of the population, but 42.3per cent of all students entering the university. Tbe opportunity for securing a.collegeeducation was conditioned markedly by the occupational status of the father.
466. Rees, Robert. I. The needs of businev for college graduates. In

Transactions and proceedings of the National association of State universities,
1930. p. 89-99.

The author, chairman of a committee of the American management association, dis-muse*, seven essentials in determining the needs of business for coliege-traised men.Accurate data are not available for prognosis purposes, hiring being on the basis ofimmediate demand. There is no shortage now nor likely to be during the next decade.There is a need, however, for more engineers than are now being graduated annually.Discusses also the chances of college-trained men for success in buainess organition.S.
467. Sproul, Robert Gordon. Inaugural address fts president of the Uni-

versity of California. Educational record, 12: 104-124, April 1931.
President Sproul, in this inaueral address, recites the histpry of.the.founding of theUniversity of California ; cites the advantages of a single State university, but pointsout that the State university should not necessarily be the only State institution of highereducation ; discusses the problem of higher odxication as a community, economic, andpsychological problem mentions the effect of tradition and the need to stimulate scien-tific attitude towards progress.

468. Vinson, Robert E. The emerging American university. Cblumbus, Ohio
state university press, 1931. 16 p.

An address on Scholarship day at tbe Ohio State university. Surveyed the currentchaotic condition of American higher education. Four factors are involved: a hetero-geneous, conglomerate life; vocational and professional demands; an expanding universal
secondary education; and a growing consciousness of native strength to Nee tor thefirst time our own educational problems. He thinks an American system is emerging,and as supporting evidence he points to the differentiation of functions in the juniorand senior divisions; to the professional schools requiring 2 years of college work; to the2 universities that have ceased instruction on the lower level; and to the fact that " Theokl self-satisfaction is giving way slowly to reflection and becoming- humility."

469. Wallace, M. W. The representative from the National conference of
Canadian universities. /n Transactions and proceedings of the Nationlii a0-
elation of State universities, 1930. p.

The principal of University college, University of Toronto, discussed the problems of,Canadian universities, and made clear that these problems are quite the same as thosein American institutions. He mentioned, for example, the immaturity of our studentsgoing to Europe for graduate stud;, as compared with the better students of Europeanuniversities. This difference is due to the lateness with which our students begin their
wecondary education.

gee also no. 801, 319, 444-445. .
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470. Chambers, M. M. Conflicting theories of social control of higher educa-
tion. Phi delta kappan, 13: 186-92, April 1931.

A disengsiOn of the theory of higher edueation as a subdivision of the executive branch
of the State government, which underlies tbe current practice in State administiation of
higher ednpatIon in a majority of the States; The theqy of higher education as an
independent function of government coordinkte with the executtve, legislatiVe. and
jAlcial functions, which is now practiced in ta few States ; and the theory of higher
education as a function of society, coordinate with government and indlistry.

471. Law and administration. Journal of higher eOcation, 2:
195-a)3, April 1931.

The author sets forth some court decisions dealing with the administration of college
dormitories, with reference to the means 'of finaqing construction, the maintenanc of
proper disciplilw therein, and the tort liability of the institution for injuries to stu-
dents resulting from housing conditions.

STANDARDS

472. Boyd, Paul P. Standards and standardizing. Journal of higher educa-
tion, 2: 247-53. May 1931.

A report as to how standards are met or not met and some criticism's on faculty, teach-
ing, class size, length of high-school year, and college marking. Raises question of reduc-
ing standards to a few, such as good buildings, good equipment, good teachers, good
administration, with no minute specifications as to class size or teaching loads.

473. Capen, Samuel P. The principles which should govern standards and
accrediting practices. Educational record, 12: 93-103, April 1931.

The philosophy of education has changed, and further changes may be expected; there:
fore standards should be changeable. "A standard is a law " that may he enforced by an
extra-legal agency. But standards of accrediting agencies are too inflexible and tend to
be detrimental in that there are nor" principles " back of them. Publicity against mal-
practice is better than prescriptions. Standards of accrediting agencies are not educa-
tional standards at all. Educational principles should alone be criteria for judging worth
of educational institutions.

TEACHING

474. ],Orown, Edwin J., and Baldwin, Maxele. The term paper in college.
Educational administration and supervision, 17: 306-13, April 1931.

This is a summary of a questionnaire sent to 160 Junior and senior students in Kansas
State teachers college and to 25 faculty members. The data of this report have no im-
portance except as they may be considered suggestive. The faculty give term pap6rs to
increase the student's knowledge in a special field, to arouse interest, and to develo a
technique of research.

475. Hullilsh, H. Gordon. The student rates the tencherotticially. Educa-
tional administration and supervision, 17: 314-16, April 1931.

"Wherever students gather, there instructors are rated." At present it is not
"The whol(Lprocedure, however, is fraught with

uncom-
moni to gath student Judgment.
dangers. If e students are not forced to sign their names to their ratings, personal
animositicke-thay easily enter the picture. If they are forced to accompany their ratings
with a signature, there can be Hatt hope that students will speak frankly to one who
has final authority in giving them &grade." PnlesR the technique can be used to improve
teaching that is already going on, it Is doubtful that it should be used at all. Two other
criticisms are raised. The article tends to show student rating of no great value.

476. Root, Alfred R. Student ratings of teachers. Journal of higher educa-
tion, 2: 311-16, June

Presents an account of the development of a new type of rating scale of teachers by
students. In interpreting adyerse criticism of the instructor on the basis of this critique
a definite relationship has been shown to exist between lack of school success and the
item criticising the type of examinations given by the instructor. It seems possible for
the instructor to get valuable information from the students' opinions and attitudes as
revealed by this critique.

Bee also no. 459.
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CURRICULUM SUBJECTS. 4

477. Itennion, Milton. Orientation through social ethics. Journal of highetedtication, 2: 255-58, May 1931.
A consideration of the value of social .etbics as an orientation course at Uaiversity ofUtali for college freshmen. Main.objecti* to develop creative thinking, with-main objectof development bases for moral and social obligation. Stresses humeri conservation and'responsibility of individual as citizen.
478. Bergen, L. M., and others. Objectives of science teaching. Schoolscience and mathematics, 31 : 550-59, May 1931.
Some objectives set up by a group of students taugbt by Prof. Ira C. Davis during theSummer of 1930 at the University of Wisconsin.
479. Cederstroin, J. A. Gains of the highest and lowest .Journal of highereducation, 2: 320-24, June 1931,
Describes an attempt made to measure the gains in information made by college studentsin a semester's course in zoology. The results revealed that the students having the highestInitial attainments tend to make lower gains than those having the lowest initialattainments, .but in spite of their somewhat greater gain, the lowest 10 per cent can notreact the final attainment of those having the better start. This conclusion is in directContrast to the rather 'commonly held notion that many college students wbo know mostabout a subject tend to gain most from the study of it.
480. Downing, Elliot R. Methods in science teaching. Journal of highereducation, 2: 316-20, June 1931.
This article summarizes 15 -Investigations of the Demonstration method rarest, theLaboratory method in the teaching of science. 'The measure was made through imme-diate and delayed tests given in terMs of four major headings.: what was the purpose ofthe meriment? Whit does, the experiment prove.? What happened in the experiment,and how was the apparatus set up? The Demonstration method proved superior in titsfirst two of these major headings.
481. McPherson, William. The history of the department of chemistry ofOhio State university. Journal bf chemical education, 8: 640-51, April 1931.The growth of the department of chemistry with respect to buildings, equipment, andnumber of Students enrojled is giv'en from the time the institution was established in1872.

42. Miller, E. L. College-entrance requirements in English. North centralassociation quarterly, 5 : 553-69, March 1931.
" The high-schbol course in English should be organized primarily with reference tobasic and social needs." Time devoted to English in grades 7-12 should not be less than5 units. The rest of the report is given to division of composition from literature,composition aims, school situations demanding oral and written expression as well aslife situations, plan for maintaining school standards in English, literature alms, resultsof literature study, individualization, and flexible courses.
483. Palmer, Artie M. Summer opportunities. Journal of highqr, educa-tion, 2: 331-37rJune 1931.
A review of the offerings of courses in higher eduication by the ,univeraities of thecountry during their summer sessions. These offerings have become popular only veryrecently. Last year (1930) a total of 20 institutions offered such courses. This year, 24institutions are offering courses in the various phases and problems of higher education,..including junior college, teach.er-training, management, personnel,, organization, curricula.tendencies, policies, etc.
484. Parr, F. W. Teaching college students how to lead. Journal of -highereducation, 2 :(824 30, June 1931.
Report of a study at the Utlivet-stty of Iowa, in which a group of stUdents who tankedlow in reading tests, twere taken in a special remedial group by de the instructor. Theynot only improved in their reading ability, but improvtid in.-tbeir wort in edUcationalpsychology and also in their general grades, 44 ver cent receiving 'the highest averagegrades they had ever ,received.
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485. Converse, Paul D. Time studies in the university. Journal of higher
education, 2: 258-42May 1931.

A study showing value and place of time as an element in student preparation. Beta
serial charts bearing directly on points of study, and application. .The question is con-
sidered as to whether high marks and other factors.aid a student to use his time to the
best advantag%
.. 486. Hall, Arnold Bennett.' Aptitude teging and the administration of sec-
tional courses. In Tranwtions and proceedings of the National association of
state tiniversithls, 1930. p. 170-179.

This paper explains the use of crrtain aptitude tests used in the Sehool of business
administration of the University of Oregon. Students are sectioned into three groups and
givou differentiated subject matter. Advisement of students and supervision of instruc-
tion are hived on the results of the tests.

487. Lingley, Charles R. Does college develop character? Journal of higher
education, 2: 177-82, April 1931.

Relate:it the substance of sttident fireside discussio-ns eu character nt Dartmouth. In-
ciude the following agencies Its having some relation to character development : the
administrative officers ; the faculty and faculty committees 7- the religious, athletic. and
social organizations; and the dormitory and campua contacts.

4s8. McConn, Max. The cooperative test service. Journal othighor educa-
tion, 2: 225-32. May 1931.

statement of cooperative test service of the American Council on ducation, Including
statements of proposed work and amount of money donated for the purpose. A general
!vt-up of the proposed nation-wide testing of college Sophomores during the Spring of
19:12 and coordinating results throughout many .colleges.

489. Meriam, J. L. Examinations and the honor system. Bulletin of the
AmericAn assOelation of university profors, 17 : 338 41, April 1931.

This article is an adverse criticism of methods employed in colleges for tbe prevention
of chtlating. The llithor does not "outline a substitute for the traditional examination
sys:tem," but implies that he would dispense with the systjrn' and " for Rome tinA. . .
rely upon other means a securing grades for students, ich, .for our nendvnile.
real life purposes, would probably be no more laden with errors than ifs] out present
srtern

490. Reeder, C. W. Report of director of freshmap week. and evaluation
c(Irnmittee. Ohio State university. Columtru,s, Ohio State university. 1930. 75 p.

.k complete program of Freshman week at Ohio State university is given, together withthe report of the Evaluation committee. Of spectal interest is the Master schedule,bringing the entire program together on one sheet. The place and .function cif the
various events are listed. The report of the Evaluation committee is made under theheadings, (a) Recortmendations, (b) Criticisms on the part of students and fOulty: (c)
Suggested changes in events tor next year. The report is concise and definite, and ree-
ommends the continuance of Freshman week.

I a.491. Worcester, D. A. Purpose of college attendancse. Journal of higher
education, 2: 190-94, April 1931.

The difference betwéen the marks of Latin and non-Latin students is attributable toother things than. intelligence, among which I the "persistence of a definite objectivv"-the purpose of attending college while yet in high school. Of two groups studied; Latinand non-Latin, the " Latin group as a whole had throughout their educhtiinlal historybeen definitely pointe4 toward collegt" Other influences favorable to. the *Catin groupivere better-educated liarents, larger accesti to good literature, and more contacts with
college people.

492. tounger, John. Student self-gavernment. JoUrnal of higher education,
2: 204-06, .AprIl 1931..

The author contrasts the practices og industry with those of the college with moppet /tofreedom and independence of the undergraduate. He charges universities frwith pater-nalism to the detriment of the studebt. Should he not "be trying out his wvn wings andlearnips the real measure of liberty?" asks tbe author. Students, be tiiinkits shiold havea decisive voice on matters affecting their own discipline; second, they should have avoice In moters itispecting their rise of automobiles and barking.
*he 873--83.
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ATHLETICS

493. Ruthven, A. G. Control and development of athletics in State universi-
ties. In Transactions and proceedings of the National association of state uni-
versities, 1930. p. 148-165.

Outlines the situation of athletics in colleges and universities, and then offers somesuggestions relative to administrative control. The extended discussion which followedthe presentation of the paper indicates even more clearly than does the paper, the exact
athletic problems which univetsity presidents are facing.

ALUMNI AND GRADUATE WORK

494. Hughes, J. M., and Melby, E. O. Air evaluation of graduate teacher-
training prugraln. ournal of education& research, 23: 394-403, May 1931.

Five types of graluate curricula for the education of high-school teachers are identified,compwd, and evaluated. The evaluations are based upon the opinions of high-schoolteaciPs and department bends, principals, superintendents of schools, and college profes-sors of education and of history. As the training period for high-school teachers tends tobe extended into the graduate school the problem of graduate curricula designed for this
purpose becomes acute.

495. Oldfather, W. A. The character of the training and of the thesis for
t he degree of Doctor of philosophy in the classics. Classical journal, 26: 5S0-88,
May 1931.

Consideration of the character of the reading and the general nature of the thesisrequired at the Ugiversity of Illinois for the Ph. D. in the classics. Recommends athesis subject that is worthy of further research, giving the values of continued researchto one who has the doctotate.
496. Thompson, William Oxlv. The movement for a national university.

lts Transactions and proceedings of the National association of State universi-
tes, 1930. p. 81-87.

Relates how the organization of State universities, aided by land grants, led to theidea of a great national university in the minds of many leaders in the state university
held, especially a graduate school of the upper levelthat is, for students beyond themaster's degree. This po9ed unhersity, to be located at Washington, D. C., has not
materialized, possibly be use of opposition of great institutions in Washington.

497. Webb, Honor What wise men study in sciénce. School science and
mathematics, 31: 38 4, April 1931.

Shows the number of Ph. D. degrees granted in the different fields of science irk 1930

LEGAL EDUCATION

998. Dickinson, John. The aims and methods of legal education.' American
law school review, 7: 133-414 April 1931.

Because of the specialization in the field of law there ii a danger of extending
required courses in the law curriculum and crolvdihg-out electivos, with the result thatlaw students do not get a broad view of the whole field. The objective of " getting aninitial understanding of the legal system " and revision of the curriculum by reducing
some required courses and extending the elective courses are suggested.

499. Hughes, Edwin H. The duty of the law school to the profession.
American law school review, 7: 102-0$, April 1931.

Urges lawyers in practice to approach more nearly the ideals of the profession.
Several instances are mentioned where ideals are forsaken. The force of public opinion in
keeping (lie profession on a high plane is given consideration.

50(). Olander, Victor A. The duty of the law school to the professicin.
American law school review, 7: 112,20, April 1931.

Says lawyers elm ld be more than expert pleaders for particular clients. In order to
have a broad under tanding of the applications of law, lawyers must have full under-
standing of such cond 4tms as labor unlonsoindustrial corporations, and the use of injunc-tions in labor disputes. They should be One to see causes in society as well as effects
merely.
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501. Raymond, Anan. The duty of the law school to the profession. Ameri-

can law school review, 7: 108-12, April 1931.
Criticises the legal profession for lagging too far behind the social and economic order.Says the law schools should train men who know ordinary business processes, who arebetter workmen in their own fields, and who are able to give the community aid inforeseeing its social and economic problems.
502. Sunderland, Edson R. The law schools and the legal profession.

American law school review, 7: 93-101, April 1931.
Discusses the responsibility of the law schools to the profession of law and mentionsthree shortcomings of the law schools in this respect.
503. Wickser, Philip J. The law schools and the law. American law school

review, 7: 121-32, April 1931.
says )aw should be defined in terms of the whole life ratherthan in terms of itself.

Thee agencies are responsible for producing lawyers : schools, the bar politic, and ex-:miners. A number of questibils and problems are raised in reference to the relations:In(l functions of these agencies.

MEDICAL EDUCATION

504. American medical association. Council on medical education and
hospitals report. Journal of the American medical association, 96: 1498-1504,
May 2, 1931.

Names the accrediting associations for approving premedical colleges and gives /heessentials of nn acceptable medical college.

DENTAL EDUCATION

5.05. Skinner, E. W. Physics for the predental student. School science and
mathematics, 31: 431-38, April 1931.

Explanation of how to interest the predental student in physics and what to teach him.

NURSING EDUCATION

;-)06. Minnigerode, Lucy. Nursing education in the United States. Journal
of the American association of university women, 26: 122-25, April 1931.

Reviews briefly the development of education for nurses, points out some problems Inthis type of education at present, and suggests that universities take a leadership inestablishing it on a firm basis. -

SPECIAL TYPES

507. Dannelly, Clarence M. The denominational college. Journal of higher
education, 2: 183-89, April 1931.

The ycars between 1820 and 1880 are known as " the period of great denominationaleffort." Since this date the state has increasingly sponsored and financed higher educa-tion in America. According to the author's opinion, the function of the church college isthe development of Christian character through the medium of a liberal-arts curriculum
administered by a faculty whose members are actuated by lofty purposes.

508. From a graduate's window. Harvard graduates' magazine, 39: 337-48,
March 1931.

The poetic title given above gives no description whatsoever of this article. The titleshould have been " Plutocracy at Harvard university," for the article is a criticism of theexcessive c( st of attendance at Harvard. The author states that the chief requirementfor entrance to Harvard is*s family income of $10,000 annually, and that the scholarshipsprovided for poor but worthy young men are entirely inadequate to care for the numberthat the institution should have. It is claimed that Harvard is thus being administeredon a caste system.
509. Hanchett, Davis S. The extramural school of Antioch college. Cali-

fornia quarterTy of secondary education, 6: 233-38, April 1931.
Antioch college has been thought by some to be a trade school. It is just the opposite.Its extramural school has been instituted for the benefit of alumni and former students.A list of alms of the extramural school is given.
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510. Hartmann, George W. Economy of time in college instruction. Journal
of educational research, 23: 404-4$.). May 1931.

An attempt to discover the effect of differences in teaching tilU upon student ability
in an academic subject. The results suggest that undergraduate college class sections
perhaps meet oftener than is necessary for maximum learning efficiency. The article
reports an experiment recently conducted by the author with his classes at Pennsylvania
State college.

511. Hutchins, Robert Maynard. The university of utopia. Yale review,
20: 456-68, March 1931.

he first two thirds of this article presents arguments for a closer contact between
uiiiersIty instruction and contemporary life. The remaining one-third presents the
general organization of '' The university of utopia," which is, of coarse, the plan which
has been heralded over the country as the new Chicago university plan. "Tbe uni-
versity o utopia is divided into the professional schools and five divisions in arts : The
humanities, the social sciences, the physical sciences, the 'biological sciences, and thr
college.

512. Pendleton, Ellen F. Changes and experiments in colleges for women.
Journal of The American association of university women, 26: 113-21, April
1931

Considers changes taken place recently in colleges for women, some of which were
initiated by Women's colleges. Consideration is given to health, freshmen work, housing
of students, student government, personnel bureaus, and the curriculum.

513. Quintana, Ricardo. The new curriculum at Wisconsin. Journal of
higher education, 2: 233-38, May 1931.

Deals with report of the curriculum committee in revision of the ehrriculum of Wis-
consin for the last ten years. States broad problem of education and deNs with the
three following major problems: (a) Problem of raising Wisconsin's staWards ; (bi
Problem of bringing unity in program of individual student ; (e) Problem of encouraging
exceptional students to reap a rich harvest during four undergraduate years.

LAND-GRANT COLLEGES

514. Johnson, Palmer O. Students of hind-gnint colleges. .1:lurnail of higher
education. 2: 23D-46, May 1931.

A check-up and report from results of questionnaires sent graduates of land-grant col-
leges of periods of 1888-92. 1889-1902, 1909-12, 1919-22..j A report is made as to oc-
cupation and results from those trained in profeNsional oZurses. Shows also the per
cent of distribution In charts of present occupations of former students.

515. Klein, Arthur J. Survey of land-grant colleges. Journal of higher
education, 2: 169-76, April 1931.

The relationship that exists between the land-grant colleges and the other s:nte--sup-
ported institutions is discussed. Brief commesit is made on tbe three parts of the
survey, which include : general institutional activities, subject-matter and professional
fields, and special organizations within the land-grant colleges. The technique of deter-
mining the scope of the survey and of organizing the data is briefly explained.

516. - The survey of land-grant colleges and universities. In Trans-
actions and proceedings of National association of state universities. 1930. p.
63-72.

Discussed matters connected with the land-grant survey that do not appear in the
report, for instance, the tendencli to eliminate liberal-arts colleges as teacher-training
Institutions. the influence qof state departments of education, and coordinated ptiblic
higher-educational service.

RESEARCH

517. Gortner, Ross Aiken. The university and fundamental research. Jour-
nal of chemical education, 8: 679-82, April 1931.

An address delivered at University of Minnesota convocation, briefly discussing the
advances of science and the men and women who have made scientific contributions to
the world. The university and its duty to carry on rets arch work as a contribution to
society is generally accepted.

.
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518. Jessup, W. A.. Some significant problems* in educational research. In

Transactions and proceedings of the National association of state universities,
1930. p. 179-184.

.k general discussion of the need to go beyond surveys of our higher institutions andset up experiments to test out the practices found to be prevalent ; also to set in motion
some of the recommendations of the surveys.

519. Spenser, M. Lyle. Problems in educational research. In Transactions
and proceedings of the National association of state universities, 1930. p.
165-170.

The study deals with revision of curriculam in institutions of higher learning. Thewriter states that the public Is becoming increasingly dissatisfied with the offerings andthat there is great need to eliminate courses of high-school caliber, trade or industrialsubjects. and detailed courses. Says the departments and schools of education are theworst sinners, but that sociology is n close competitor for first place in this respect.History, English, household economics, and the schools of commerce also receive someCriticism.

EDUCATION EXTENSION

520. Rightmire, George W. Educational broadcasting. /n TransaFtions and
Proceedings of the National association of state universities, 1930. p. 128-146.This paper presents a summary of the history, principles ioverning, and problemsinvolved in, educational broadcasting. The presentation -is made largely by means ofexcerpts from articles, speeches, and reports on radio activities.

LIBRARIES

521. Walter, Frank K. Libraries in hind-grant colleges. Journal of higher
education, 2: 305-11, June 1931.

This report shows that while a few of these institutions are s Itisfactorily developingtheir libraries (10 adding from 10,000 to 27,000 books per year) a large portion of themare pitifully behind In number of volumes, periodicals, salaries of staff, and equipment:Ten out of tbe 52 surveyed spend less than 1110 per student per year on the library.

PUBLIC-SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
Carter Alexander-

Assisted by N. L Engelhardt, W. B. Featherstone, Paul R. Mort, Jesse
Newlon, John K, Norton, George D. Strayer, and C. J. Tidwell

[Inqludes references to April and May litera tun) ; Junta literature will he
included in the next issue!

kENERAL REFERENCES

522. Alexander, Carter. A professional Etwary ;or a
schools. Teachers college record, 32: 724-29, May 1931.

Consists of thirty-eight carefully selected references, many of them by the use of ascore card with competent scorers, the result of months of work..
523. Briggs, Thomas H. Jeremiah was right. Teachers college record, 32 :

679-95, May 1031.
An analysis of the ills of education generally, and secondary and higher education inparticular. Ile finds no generally accepted philosophy of education to guide the efforts tof practical workers In the field or to point the way for significant scientific research.Some of tbe research being carried on in education deals with interesting but unimpor-tant matier, while the really crucial needs are brunet because of lack of vision as tothe way education should move forward. The author holds the view that education isan investment by the state for its own preservation and improvement, and as suchstate and nation should begin to recognise the need for a nation-wide study of thereally important problem of education, to the end that all may move forward in terms-of some comprehensive program.
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524. Carr, William G. Public education in the South. School and society,
33: 488-95, April 11, 1931.

An analysis of the educational opportunities in Southern states as shown by various
items of expenditure, attendance percentages, length of school terms. Discusses the
probability that these opportunities may be further curtailed through ill-advised legisla-
tion and warns against those who would use the presunt economic depression as an excuse
tor retarding the development of public education.

525. Chicago. University. Department of education. Education in the
year 2031. School review, 39 : 337-49, May 1931.

A series of nineteen prophecies by as many prophets, outlining the scope and character
of education a century hence. Most of them are projected from recent developments in
education and society. Relatively few of the elements are purely speculative, unsubstan-
tiated by present trends.

526. Deffenbaugh, W. S. School administration in State educational survey
reports. Washington, United States Government printing office, 1930. 34 p.
(Of lice of education. Bulletin, 1930, no. 35)

This bulletin gives statistics and analytical discussion of the machinery of State educa-
tional administration In those States which have been surveyed since.1920. The appendix
contains an article by Commissioner of Education Cooper, reviewing the most significant
experiences and experiments of the States in school administration.

527. Goodrich, T. V. Is the work book a necessity or a luxury? School
executives magazine, 50: 359-51, 396, April 1931.

A questionnaire report which pools the opinions of 245 users of work books on such
!flatten; as the strength or weakness of this form of instructional material, and conditions
ruorable or unfavorable to its successful use. This report should be helpful to prospec-
tive buyers of work books or to users who want to make a more critical appraisal of their
value.

M. Judd, Charles H. How can American educational foroes cooperate more
effectively? School and society, 33; 352-56, March 14, 1931.

This article stresses the idea that cooperation can not be had for the asking, but
requires constant effort on the part of all concerned. Coordination with the educational
system demands clearly recognized differentiation of functions of the various units, dis-
covery of natural sequences, broad vision, and true adjustment of tbe school régime to
the facts of life as n whole. Tfie price of cooPeration is intelligent endeavor.

529. Ohio. State department of education. The learning and teaching of
algebra. The report of the every-pupil test in algebra. Columbus, Ohio, The
F. J. Heer Printing co., 1931. 29 p.

Reports the results of a standardized teat in algebra administered. to 5,557 high-school
pupils in Ohio. Analyzes responses to show the proportion of correct a,nd incorrect
solutions for each of the 50 problems of the test, and suggests reasons for errors. Offers
valuable suggestions for imploving instruction in algebra.

430. O'Shea, N. V. Educational issues of the hour. Nation's schools, 7 :

65-68, March 1931,
A critique of the Detroit meeting of the Department of Superintendence. Calls atten-

tion particularly to the emphasis on problems of articulation within the school, but
regrets the fact that more attention was not given to articulation with the whole of
society. Littk attent:on was given to the financial difficulties of education, the far-
reaching sociological changes and their implications for educationtoo much to
pfaces and generalizations.

531. Smith, H. L., and Franzen, C. G. F. Cooperative studies in secondary
education. Bloominolon Ind., Indiana university, School of education, Bureau9
of cooperative research, 1930. 121 p. nulletin of the School of education,
fudiana university, vol. vi, no. 4, March 1930)

This bulletin reports eight studies as typical of a group of studies in various fields of
secondary education carried on by teachers in the field under the direction of the School
of education of the State university of Indiana. The studies, containing elements of
research and original investigation, are offered as evidence of what may be done by
graduate schools of education in fostering the spirit of investigation and research among
members of a high-school teaching staff.

lies also no. 527. le
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SCHOOL BUILDINGS

CONSTRUCTION

532. Coburn, Ira W. The construction of schools from a contFactor's point
of view. American school board journal, 82: 79, 82, May 1931.

The contractor discusses some essential factors in the construction of schoolhouses, with
special reference to the selection and work of the architect, and the type of service
rendered by tbe building inspector.

533. Engelhardt, N. L. Planning elementary classrooms. Architectural
record, 69: 429-34, May 1931.

The modern cvicept of the elementary classroom is contrasted with the traditional
schoolroom. Floor and wall plans of classrooms in modern schools accompany the text
and illustrate the newer features.

534. Garfield, Abram. School-building competitions. American school boatd
journal, 82: 60, April 1931.

Herein are found some of the expressed opLnions of the American Institute of architects
on various methods of selecting architects. The text is centeifed on a criticism of the
open-sketch competition plan of selection.

535. Harrison, W. K., and Dobbin, C. E. School buildings of to-day and
to-morrow. New York city, Architectural Book Publishing co., 1931. 233 p.

Part I of this book describes and discusses the design of the school building of yesterday
and the school of to-morrow. Part II presents plans and illustrations of a group of
modern schools in foreign countries. Part III discusses the advantages of standardizatiOn,
and submits plans and illustrations to show how this system operates in the New York
city schools. The volume is replete with attractive illustrations, detailed plans, and
diagrams.

536. Martin, A. J. Schoolroom daylighting. American school board journal,
82 : 65, 138, May 1931.

A technIcal discussion of daylighting classrooms as effected by window height, window
width, the width of piers, walls, or mullions between windows. Statistical charts illustrate
the degree to which these various factors influence natural lighting.

537. Moehlman, Arthur B. Appraising the existing school plant. Nation's
schools, 7 : 84, 86, 88, 90, March 1931.

This article explains methods of appraising a school building by means of certain
criteria. The criterion of constructional efficiency is treated at length in this installment.For the completed building, maintenance and operation costs are the only true appraisals.

538. The unethical in tbe school architectural service. American school board
journal, 82. 69, May 1931.

Some criticisms and cautions concerning the employment of educational consultants inthe planning and construction of school buildings.

EQUIPMENT

539. Engelhardt, N. L. Studies in school equipment. School executives
magazine, 50: 426, May 1931.

Summarizes printed studies on equipment and supplies made in the school systems ofBerkeley, Calif., and Atlanta, Ga.
540. Holy, T. C., and Sutton, D. H. Determining essential apparatus. Edu-

cational research bulletin (Ohio State university), 10: 171-77, wo, April 1, 1931.Describes the plan of the State Department of Education of Ohio to secure some objectivedata upon the relative importance of items of science apparatus. The techniques andmethods of obtaining reliable evaluation are explained. The actual list of essentialapparatus does not appear. c
541. In research of a chair. Journal of the National hucation association, 20:

155-56, May 1981.
Reprinted from the Atlantic monthly, March 1981, CoRgributorst club.The writer, in a humorous vein, describes an attempt 'to buy two dozen folding chairsfor a children's room in a library. The buyer is cautioned to seek the advice of a

686398
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research expert. The collection and statistical analysis of data attendant upon thescientific selection of folding chairs is a trifle exaggerated, but the writer opeus a realissue.

542. Jarvis, E. D. Radio education. Article V, Immediate preparation for
radio lessons. American school board journal, 82: 63-64, 150, May 1931.

Radio-program reception in the schools is discussed mainly with reference td edu-cational content and value. The-comparative desirability of classrooms and auditorhhis
as reception places is considered with conclusions favoring the classroom. Disadvantagesin typical classroom; and methods of correcting them are point out.

543, Lovejoy, Philip C. Many improvements feature new school equipment.
Nation's schools, 7: 76- 78, 80, 82, March 1931.

The exhibit of school supplies at the annual meeting of the Department of superin-tendence, National education association, is described at some length. The writer centersattention on the items of equipment and supplies that have been notably Improve0.
544. Morris, Lyle L. Equipment procedure for new schools. Scho61 execu-

tives magazine, 50: 403-00, 434, May 1931.
This prticle offers practioil suggestions on selecting, buying, and installing equipment.The importance of checking equipment specifications against building plans, bidding pro-cedures, and performance bonds IS stressed.
545. Poore, Earl Y. Learning's new tool: radio and the public address

system. Nation's schools, 7: 58-61, March 1931.
This article consists of a brief collection of authoritative statements from eminentsources, dealing with the general and specific advantages pf radio and public addressequIpnwilt as n tool for the educative proces4.
546. Rupert, Frank F. How to judge blackboard crayons. Schoollifecutives

magazine, 50: 409-411, 445, May 1931.
The author discusses the requirements of blackboard crayon under the following heads:brightness of mark, ease of writing, completeness of erasing, freedom from dust, hardness,strength, and economy..

BUILDING FINANCE

547. Goodrich, T. V. Financing the building program. Nebraska educationaljournal, 11: 142-14, March 1931.
Executives facing the need for greater school facilities will find much of interest luthis history of Lincoln's building progiym. An experience with a pay-as-3 go plan isexplained ; schedules for bond retirememts are outlined; and trends over, periods ofdepression and prosperity nre clescribed.
548. Murray, George Stephen. Building-depreciation plan for small school

system. American school board journal, 82: 56-57, April 1931.
The writer insists that some plan for building-depreciation allowance must be made ifthe true cost of providing educational service is to be calculated. A »dime, aitapted tuthe small school system, is presented and its operation described.,
549. Smith, James H. Legal limitations on bonds and taxation for public-

school buildings. New York, N. Y., BurNtu of publications, Teachers, college,
Columbia university, 1031.

.A signifigant inquiry into legal restrictions in bonding and taxing for school-buildingpurposes. The scope of the investigation was national and tlie atialysis is presented foreach state.

BOILDING -MANAGEMENT

550 Broadhurst, Jean. Simplified control of 8winuning povls. Teacherscollege record, 32: 730-41, May 1931.
A non-technical presentation of the aims and principles involved in the sanitary manage-ment of swimming pools. Theappendix describes three simplified tests for swimmingpools that can be administered by auy attendant.
551. Butsch, Russell L. C. Equipment, duties, and salaries of school Janitorsin Wisconsin. American sehool board journal, 82: 43-44, 127, May 1931:A report of a questionnaire study to determine the amount and character of work re-quired per janitor, type of equipment provided, bow supplies are obtained, and certainfacts on janitor tenure. Several tables are included to show variety and tendency in

114practice.
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552. Reeves, Charles E. Promoting efficient janitorial service. Nation's
schools, 7: 37-42, April 1931. .

A clear presentation of the problems involved in securing eflfcient Janitorial service.
Inqtructional as welt as cleaning equipment and materials are evaluated from the stand-
point f facilitating cleaning operations.

BUILDING PROGRAMS

553. Holy, T. C. Making a scientific school-plant survey. Nation's schools,
7: 21-27, April 1931.

Types of surveys as to the perRonnel employed are discussed and evaluated. Thelsurveyby n staff from the State department of education is favored and thkLauthor outlines itsoperation in the State of Ohio during the past year. The details in collecting, organizing,and interpreting data are explained.
554. Moehlman, Arthur B. flow to determine *the building's iji:tructional

efficiency. Nation's schools, 7 : S4 86, 88, April 1931.
The author concludes that since no di t method exists whereby the effect of a buildingOn the efficiency of instruction can- be Ent mired I ecessary to jugge a building indi-greetly by three other factors: Health, curri t, and the mechanical factors related tothe teaching program. Each of ctors in discussed separately.
555. Palm, Reuben R. The determinants of size and popularization of high

schools. School review, 39: 186-95, March 1931.
A brief presentatfon of the most significant portions of an avestigation of the de-terminants of the size of high school and of the popularizatiftn of high-school educationin the United States. Statlstkal measures of the relation between hypothetical deter-minants, or density of poPulation, and size of high school are submitted. The sameprocedure ittAised to secure relation of factors of popularization and size of high school.
556. resman, X. Walter. How landscaped groundA satisfy educational

needs. Nation's schools, 7: 27-34, March 1931.
The author poinis out the contributions that properly landscaped school grounds maketoward educational objectives. To make the case specific he shows how a pleasant envi-ronment may aid in the attainment of the seven cardinal objectives of education. Severalattractive illustrations are included.
557. Spith, Harry P. The school-building program of Syracuse, N. Y.

American sichool board journal, 82: 641--67. 140, 14; May 1931.
A summary of the planning of .tt school-building progi-am in a typical Auterican city.The major factors iiivolved lure briefly discussel. Methods and technique are describedin the text and maps Are included to show locatiou of ki(lhools and population trends.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
558. Brunstetter, M:11/. Business management in school systems of different

sizes. New York, N. Bureau of publications, Teachers college. Columbia
university, 1931. 135 p.

This investigation anilyzes, in terms of established criteria, variations in business pro-cedures of different-sized school sysitems, and develom standards and procedures adoptedespedally fur smaller systems.
559. Conrad, C. W. School suppfy management. School executives magazine,

50: 410-17, May 19.31.
A report of an investigation to determine the most efficient and economical procedureto be followed in the administration of school supplies. The recommendations and sug-. gestions submitted are based upon the opinions of a large number of individuals directly

and indirectly connected with stkiply management.
560. Fowlkes, Xohn Guy. Insuring high-school athletes in Wisconsin.

Nation's schools, 7: 92, IN, March 1931.
The material presented in this article is A summary of the report of the Wisconsin

Interscholastic -athletic association's limited accident-insurance plan, its purposes andprovisions, and how it bas operated in actual practice.
. Protecting public-school funds at all times. Nation's schools,

7: 10-92, April 1981.
A detailed account of an -actual situation in which schoolboard funds and school-

children's savings deposits were threatened with toss. Complications were encountered
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In trying to find a means of safeguarding that would be fair to the school and to the
depository. The various plins considered and the final adopted plan are described.

562. Greene, G. W. Voting el bonds during a period of depressian.
American school board jou e... 58, April 1931.

A brief but interesting r ew of the high points in a bond-election campaign plan as
it was organized and carried out in a Washington town of about 7,000 population. The
pronounced success of the plan in the face of hard times is evidence of its soundness. .

563.. Ketler, Frank C, Reserve funds In public-school finance. New York,
N. Y., Bureau of publications, Teachers college, Columtlia university, 1931.
77 p.

This study sets forth for school administrators the practical and economic limitations
on the employment of the different forms of reserve fund and demonstrates the existence
and extent of these limitations. The following reserve funds are treated separately : The
interim reserve, building and depredation reserves, sinking-fund reserve, insurance re-
acne, and the contingency reserve.

, 564. Linn, H. H. Safeguarding school-board deposits II. American school
board journal, 82: 43-44, 130; 47-48, 128, April-May 1931.

Specific legal safety measures and local preventatives are dikussed in relation to their
effectiveness as safeguards for public-school funds. An anfklysis of statutory provisions
throughout the states of the union for safeguarding school funds is included. In gen-
eral these are : st,curity for the deposits, some sort of guarantee fund, the bonding of
officials, and preference given to public funds in case of bank failure.

565. Lovejoy, Philip C. Saving money by the concentration of service.
Nation's schools, 7: 75-78, 80; 82, April 1931.

In the .ftdministrative, supervisory, instructional. and clerical service of the public
schools much 'economy can be effected by reducing the staff and reorganizing techniques.
The writer explains clearly how this may be done and illustrates by real cases. An
interesting departure is- the reproduction of several news'clippings bearing on financial
retrenchment with special reference to schotl support.

566. Saving money in the personnel budget. Nation's schools, 7: 96,
98, 100, 192, March 1931.

This article considers the current-expense phase of the sehool budget. This is ap-
proached through a consideration of personnel; how to reduce the pay roll by dropping
certain departments, by eliminating high-salaried teachers,: by reduction of salaries.
The author considers these false ecotiottlies and sutímits futther plans that will effect
real savings.

567. Wynkoop, John B. In defense of the businepbs manager. Nation's
schools, 7: 7-49, March 1981.

Consists of a defense of the dual system of control, with the superintendent of schools
and theNusiness manager operating in coordinate positions, both responsible directly
to the Board of education. The author frankly admits he is taking issue with the
majority point of view.

CLASSIFICATION AND PROGRESS

568. Brumbaugh, H. E. Reducing failures by a plan of alternative dis-
missal. Holding failing pupils for additional instruction. Joirnal of educa-
tional research, 23: 240-45, March 1931.

, Results in reducing failures in high school by means ot, polding certain pupils for a
longer school day are reported. The plan is a method of " coaching laggards" is a
systematic manner.

569. Butterfivld, E. W. The school and the community. School and e6clety,
33: 383-90, March 21, 1931.

Substantially the sarhe article appearsin. the Journal et the National education asso-
elation for April, 1981, under the title " School-dull and life-bright."

570. School-dull-and life-bright. Journal of the National education
association, 20: 111-14, April 1931.

An arraignment of some of our school practices and techniques, particularly of in-
telligence tests and such other elements of modern formal education as seem directed
toward the discovery ot Individual differences in terms of the I. Q. rather than In terms
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of individual capacities, ''apiitudes,
illustrative purposes.

571. CooPer, William John. Shftll we lopli the other way? School life,
16: 121-23, March 1931.

The findings of the White House conference ofk Child health and protection are
applied to an average school system of 5,000 childreil in order to show concretely that
little provision is made for the 22 per cent who need\special attention to their physical
well-being. Neglect of the gifted as well as the dehnquent child presents additional
problems.

572. La1, Mary A. Personality traits and maturing ttì children of normal
IQ. Journal of eflucational research, 23: 198-209, March 1931.

A study in the mass actions of pupils to determine whether certain types of changes
that take place in children as they grow up are merely ¡Xining phases of maturity or
are defiNte modifications permanent enough to be reckoneil, with in education.

awl intere s. Hypothetical cases are used for

573. Lund, S. E. Torsten. The personal interv*W in high-school guidance.
,School review, 39: 196-207, March 1931.

This article reports an attempt to* submit the personill interview to an experimental
test in order to evaluate its usefulness in educational kuidance. Two .types of results
are presented, those obtained from activities indirectly ¡elated to scholastic achievement
and those pertaining directly to scholastic achievement :af pupils.

e

5744 Oosthuizen, P. J. Efficiency of the Virfeland adjustment score card
for measuring social, behavior. Journal of edupatiohal research, 33: 280-87,
April 1931.

This articlp reports the results of an investigation, carried on in a South African
tichool, to test the efficacy of a method purporting to measure quantitatively the social
behavior of in individual in relation to his environment.

575. Stetson, Paul C. A suggested reorganliation to improve articulation
and promotion. American school board journal, B2: 40, 127, May 1931.

Suggests a thoroughgoing overhauling of our preseit educational machinery,' particu-
larly along the line of the elimination of all grade ,distinctions up to grade nine with a
recasting of theRe years into three divisions, and the organisation of the content 'of subject
matter upon the basis of the Winnetka technique, the Dalton plan, or any other basis which
allows for individual progress at the maximum rate for4each pupil.

576. Symonds, Percival M. Homogeneous grouping. Teachers college
record, 32: 501-17, March 1931.

This articie reviews four studies, all of which, by placing emphasis on the specificity of
abilities and by a plea for consideration of the whole child, question the wisdom of homo-
geneous .grouping. The author points out the value of these studies in making it clear
that classification of pupils does uot wholly care for individual differences, but questions
their attack on homogeneous grouping since they contain no positive suggestions for
grouping, although education is committed to group instruction. A numbeir of excellent
argumenta favorable tó homogeneoua grouping are presented.

577. Vaughan, W. A. The unit method of teaching and the individual dif-
ferences of pupils. American school board journal,. 82 59-60, 132, May 1931.

Thls article describes a plan which has been worked out and used in the schools of
Charlottesville, Va., under the supervision of the Department of education of the University
of Virginia, in which an attempt is made to .provide for individaal differences through
individualization of instruction without sacrificing group advantages.

57& Watzel, William A. Large-group instruction. Schbol review, 39:
288-92, April 1931.

A discussion of various factors bearing upon the question, " What is a class of normal
size for instnictional -purposes in a secondary school?' Ttie writer submits a number of
principles which may be helpful in directing a program of large-group instruction in any
high school.

See also nos. 10,1 112, 829.

FINANCE, COSTS, AND ECONOMIES
579. Alexander, Carter. Educational finance studies. New York, N. Y.,

BureaU of publications, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1981. 92 p.
'Summaries mild evaluations fdr school administrators of 19 recent educational financedissertations at Teachers college, Columbia university,
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580. Chambers, Jay L. Thirteen principles of public-school financial ac-'counting. American school board journal, 82: 61-62, 135, May 1931.The emphasis of this article is centered on certain largNprinciples in accounting. Theunusual feature is the discussion of the state's participation with special reference to theaudit. Cases are cited to illustrate violations of good practice.
581. Crossman, G. W. An experinwnt in instructional saving. Americanwhool board journal, 82: 41, April 1931.
How a fast section of beginning algebra for boys saved the teaching time of one semesterin geometry in Grand Forks. N. Dak.
582. Denny, Winfield A. A discussion of costs. Anderson. Ind., board ofeducation, 1931. 66 p. (Public school education bulletin no. 31)Include's cost comparisons with 16 other Indiana cities.
583. Mort, Paul R. Tax relief in the financing of public schools. Teacherscollege record, 32: 628-34, April 1931.

$ Shows how " the reconstruction of the system of financing public schools now in processover the nation bids fair to play an important rôle in the whole movement for tax reformand tax relief."

LEGISLATION
584. Current school legislation. Journal of the National education associa-tion, 20: 177, May 1931.
Two paragraphs on 1930 and a brief summary of new and proposed legislation for 1931.
585. Edwards, Newton. Legal authority of boards of education to enforcerules and regulations. Elementary school journal, 31: 504-13, 619-27,March-April .1931.
Judicial opinion and court decisions are quoted and discussed with special reference toauthorities and powers nf boards of education in enforcing health measures or vaccination,pupil conduct off the school grounds and out-of-school hours. Authority of school boardsto require pupils to pursue particular subjects is also considered from the legal viewpoint.

ORGANIZATION
586. Caswell, H. L. A study of Nashville's all-year school. ifabody journalof education, 8: 323-47, May 1931.
" The all-year organization is not justified as a means of rushing children throughschool."

587. Newlon., Jesse H. The status of the new school. Teachers collegerecord, 32: 608-18, April 1931.
Describes and appraises the new school; discusses its failures and the four mostimportant tasks befoie it.

588. Roe, Warren A. Comparative costs of integrated all-year schooling andof part-time schooling. Educational method, 10: 350-58, March 1931.Shows lower unit cost of all-year orginization, using mainly Newark, N. J., statistics.
RURAL ADMINISTRATION

589. Atkinson, Carroll. The county sulperintendent as aqi school supplydistributor. School executives magazine, 50: 413-14, May 1931.Describes the county Purchasing plan, discusses its operation, its advantages, and sub-mits figures to show the savings toindiVidual schools.
590. Improving school transportation. American school board journal, 82:45, 138, May 1931..
An interesting description of the organization of the control of bus transportation InSanklusky County. Ohio. The essence of the article is the spirit of cooperation exhibitedby individual districts and the Improvements being effected by the pooling of experiences.
591. Morrison, J. Cayce. Clarifying the aims of' rural-school service.Nation's schools, 7: 21-26, March 1931.
An analysis of the functions of the district,superintendent in New York State and theway the character of rural education has changed due to economic and social changes.
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Points out that there is no longer any significant difference between rural and urban
education and suggests various modifications in administrative and supervisory organisa-
tion to meet changed demands.

4

592. Pittman, X. S. Transportation methods ,that succeed in Michigan.
Nation's schools. 7: 53-57, March 1931.

Objections to bus transportation are classified roughly as : Danger, expense, incon-
venience, discipline, and poor management. Each of these objections may be met, and
the writer explains how this was achieved by the Lincoln consolidated school, just south
o' Ypsilanti, Mich.

SOCIAL ASPECTS OF EDUCATION

593. Briggs, Thomas H. Why do we do it? Teachers college record, 32:
5S9-9S, April 1931.

This article presents an analysis of social psychology with respect to the financial
support of secondary and higher education, proposes basic principles which should governthe development of better secondary schools, and indicates some ways in which individuals
and groups may further 'the development of a genuinely useful and dynamic educational
philosophy and practice.

594. Russell, B.. D. What benefits do pupils derive from school clubs?
Nation's schools, 7: 35-40. March 1931.

Based on a questionnaire sent high-school administrators ot four Northwestern states,the study demonstrates that in their opinion the advantages outweigh the digadvantageso clubs in their schools. The questionnaire covered types of clubs, relative importance,
relationship to scholarship, and educational values.

595. Snedden, David. The culture of John Doe. Teachers college record,
32: 619-27, April 1931.

The writer protests against the attempts of philosophers to merge vocation and culture,
since many vocations are routine and uninteresting. He pleads for " specialisation of
production, generalization of utilization,". and outlines the cultural possibilities of thelat ter.

596. Walker, Helen M Democracy and statistical method. Teachers col-
lege record, 32: 599-607, April 1931.

This article traces something of the development of statistical procedures under theimpetus of democratic types of government and points out the contribution of statisticsand statistical method to more adequate understanding and ordering of social progress.
See also nos. 82, 118.

THE SUPEVINTENDENCY

597. Engelhardt, Fred. Selecting the superintendent. American school
board journal. 82: 37-38, April 1931.

Discusses the ill effects of certain unfortunate appcintments to superintendencies anduses this discussion for a foundation on which to build his argument for more direful
scientific procedures in personnel selection. School boards do not have adequate meansfor judging, selecting, and testing professional leadership. It is the responsibility of
professional leadership to bring to the attention of school boards the most satisfactory
standards that can be devised.

598. Hand, H. C. Vocational histories of city school superintendents. Ameri-
can school board journal, 82: 47-48, 132; 57-58, 1324ipril-May 1931.

Two articles showing definite type avenues of advancement in the profession. Thosewho had their earliest educational responsibilities in larger communities hair enjoyedsome advantage in the competition for more desirable superintendencies over those who
began in smaller towns.

TEACHER PERSONNEL

GENERAL

599. Anderson, Earl W., and Morrill, J. L. Do you want to teach? Sug-
gestions for students. Revised. Columbus, Ohio State university, 1931. 27 p.

Briefly covers these topic*: Knowledge of what teaching isits advantages and dis-advintages; individual fitness for this profession; capability of becoming a good teacher;and real personal satisfactions or annoyanees which teaching may bring.

N
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600. Authority of boards of education to refuse to employ teachers wbo tre
members of teachers' unions. Eleinentary school journal, 31: 481-83, March
1931.

This is a report of case law on
employ teachers who are members of
chool boards may hire whom they pl

601. Cammack, Jams W., jr.
public officers? American school

This article represents an attempt
connected with the public schools are

tbe authority of boards of education to refuse to
teachers' unions. The consensus of opinion is that

ease.

Are public-school teachers and administrators
board journal, 82: 61-62, 140, 142, April 1931.
to throw light on the question as to which peisons
public ()peers, through a study 9f case law.

602. Teacher personnel. Review of educational research, 1: .65-159, April
1931.

Briefly iurveys Investigations, presents selected bibliographies, bearing upon 18 topicsIn the field of teacher personnel, such as teacher supply and demand, training, salaries,load, legal status, etc_ An important contribution to the field.
16'

CERTIFICATION

603. Dynes, John J. How certification is practiced in the various states.
Nation's schools, 7 : 67-71, April 1931.

A detailed study of- teacher-oertlfication situation in the various states. Certificationfunction is passing from local to state authorities.

TEACHERS' SALARIES

604. Norton, John K. Major trends in teacher-salary scheduling. Teachers'
college record, 32: 719-23, May 1931.

Discusses planning, emphasis on training, increasing the period of incremetts, adjust-ing to teaching efficiency, and increase toward a professional level.
605. Scott, Zenos, and Granrud, John. Program for the revision of teachers'

salaries in Springfield. American school board journal, 82: 39-40, 127, April
1931.

Describes program followed In Springfield, blase, in increasing salaries of teachers-without Increasing school costs and without decreasing school efficiency.

TEACHER TRAINING

606. Anderson, Earl W. Graduates and positions they fill. Educational
research bulletin (Ohio State university), 10: 87--94, February 18, 1931.

A statistical study of positiens secured by 1,867 graduateit from courses for secondary
school teachers from teacher-training departments of Ohio colleges, September, 1928, to
September, 1929.

Bee also, section, Education of teachers, nos. 400-404, 406-459.

TEACHER TENURE

607. Decision dismissing a teacher. Education bulletin (New Jersey Depart--
ment of public instruct!on), 17: 668-71, Aprik 1931.

Presents the decision of the State board of klucation in dismissing a teacher undertake

SCHOOL REPORTS

National education association, Department of superintendence.
Of61al report of the meeting held at Detroit, Mich., February 21 to 26, 1931.
Wasitington, D. C., Department of superintendence, 1931. 316 p.

The usual printed report, stressing articulation problem&
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609. Then and now in public education in Montclair. Annual report of the
Board of education for the school year ended June 30, 1930. Montclair, N. J.,
Board of education, 1931. 123 p.

A beitutifully printed and illustrated annual report which shows progress, particu-
larly in the last 30 years, on an evidential. basIs. Supports the position that when a
residential suburb demands and obtains the best in schools, it not only gets these but
also obtains steadily incrvasing property values and prosperity for merchants.

ADULT EDUCATION

Alonzo G. Grace

610. Adams, J. Menace of leisure. School and society, 33: 651-56, May
16, 1931.

A discussion of the need for the profitable use of leisure.
611. Adult education in Jug slavia. World association for adult education,

47:8 7-15, February 1931.
A description of the Adult edu tion program ugoslav
612. Ali, A. Y. Adult ed ation dia. World associarn for adult

kucatio0 47 : 1-6, February 1
The extent of adult education in chil rev
613. Baker, Newton D. The answer is ucation. ournal of adult educa-

tion, 3: 261-67, June 1931.
A plea for the sort of education that promotes disinterested thinking and suspelded

judgment. A presentation of the problems of adult education, a moat' important one
being the abiqty to keep pace with ctirrent knowledge and the development of the
times.

614. Barnard, Seymour, Education's dark continent Journal of adult
education, 3 : 181-84, April 1931.

The "dark continent " is defined as the great group of American people designated
as the " nonatudlocis."

t15. Bittner, Walton S. Individual instruction. Journal of adult education,
3:173-80, April 1931.

A discussion of home-study methods and " some facts about university study."
616. Eddy, H. N. An intelligence.study of adult students. Adult education,

6: 3-6, March-April 1931.
The abilitY of adults as revealed by the Detroit advanced test form V & W. The study

was made in the etroit evening schools.
6i7. Haiisomé, Marius. World workers' educational nOvements. New York,

Columbia univer41ty presa, 1931. 594. p.
An analysis ot piesent-day workers' institutions. A study of Vie problems or workers'

education and their social implications.

618. Overstreett H. A. The enduring conquest. New 'York, W. W. Norton
co., 1931. 283 p.

A philosophy of e. At thoughtful study of the changes that have taken place is
philosophic thinking s a result .of new discoveries and theories.

619. Pangborn, W.. W. Leisure and the seven objectives. Journal of the
. National education association, 15: 121-22, April 1931.

.

A discuisfon'of the wise use of leisure and training for leisure in tile litht of Ibe seven
csirdinal principles.

t.

620. Parent education as a factor in educating boys an4 girls. Adult educa-
tion, 6: 14-18, March-April 1931.

A suggested prOcedurs for the education of parents with respect, to school organisation
and problems.
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621. Proceedings and reports of the National commi:.: -1 on the enrichmentof adult life. Adult education, 6: 1-48, January-February 1931.
Committee reports and proceedings of the meeting of the National commission on theenrichment of adult life.
622. Report on adult immigrant education. Adult education, 6: 1-32, May-June 1931. I #
Adult immigrant education in California.
623. Russell, William F. The frontier within. Journal of adult education,3 : 283-89, June 1931.
Education in a changing social. economic order.
624. Waples, Douglas, and Tyler, Ralph W. What people want to read

about. Chicago, University of Chicago press, 1931. 314 p.
The report of an elaborate investigation of the nature of adult reading. The volumeincludes data on what adults like to read about, variations in interests of special groups,and techniques for investigating reading interests. Valuable not only to those interestedin adult education, but also to those interested in the Koblem of reading and the problemof the course of study in public schools.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND GUIDANCE

Edwin A. Lee

GENERAL REFERENCESr,625. Frank, Glcnn. Bu es defeatism and economic recovery. Managementreview, 20: 163-72, June 931.
Ak penetrating article on the current depression, which should be read by every voca-tional educator.
626. Love, John W. Some aspects of technological unemployment. Personneljournal, 10: 38-44, June 1931.
A thought-provoking discussion of the problem faced by men whose vocation is lost.because of machines, moÑion study, or mergers.
627. Mays, Arthur B. An introduction to vocational educaliou. New York

eitS-, The Century co., 1930. z, 323 p.
A general text covering the-field of vocational education of secondary grade, but includ-ing a chapter dealing with professional education.
628. Williams, Whiting. There is no substitute fOr work. Trained men,11: 51-63, 65, Summer 1931.
A plea for vocNtiorial education and the right to worL
629. Wright, J. C. The evolution of education for work. Agricultural educa-lion, 3: 167-68, May 1931.
A stimulating rOsnm6 of the ebb-and-flow of productlin as it relafes to vocational edu-cation, by the Director of. the Federal board for vocational education.
630. --- How vocational education 'may relieve unemployment. Arriericanvocational association news bulletin, 6: 14-15,.May 1931.
°A common-sense statement which every vocational educator ihould take to heart.fire also nos. 817, 325, 509, 888.

4.

AGRICULTUkAL VACATION
1 GrOiam, E. C. School shops for vocational agriculture. Industrial

uctition Magazine, 32: 331-35, April 1931.
Plans and lists'of equipment for farm mechanics as developed by the associate 'peofeesorof Shop practice, Kansas state airicqltural coilege.
632: Howell, David J. Agriculture for the Apiafened. Auditory outiciok,2: 225-28, May 1931.
The opportunities of oicharding as a, vocation for the deafehed.
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633. United States. Federal board for vocational education. Progress in
agricultural education. Agricultural education, 3 : 152-64, April 1931. illus.,
diagrs., plates, tables, charts.

Brief reports by regional federal agents of material to be found in more extended form
in the current annual report of the Federal boaid for vocational education. A. P.
Williams, Federal agent North Atlantic region : Methods of teaching. W. A. Ross, Special-
ist in agricultural education : Subject-matter for instruction in vocational agriculture.
H. B. Swanson, Specialist in agricultural education : Teacher-training. R. D. Maltby,
Federal agent, Southern region : Supervised practice. James H. Pearson, SpecIalist in
agricultural education : Evening and part-time school. F. W. Lathrop, Specialist in agri-
cultural education: Studies and investigations. ff. O. Sargent, Federal agent, Southern
region : Negro schools.

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION

634. Abrams, Ray. Is office machinery changing_the scope of commercial
education? American shorthand teacher, 11: 307-12, May 1931.

An aualysikof the place of the machine in business education, based on several surveys
of business boNes in New Orleans.

635. Brewer, John M.; Hurlbut, Floyd; wid Caseman, Juvenilia. Workbook
for elements of business train1ng.41 Boston, Ginn & co., 1931. 111 p.
diagrs., plates, charts, forms.

A revised edition of the workbook to accompany the authors' Elements of business
training. Bee Bulletin, 1931, no. 9, Item no. 683.

636. Cocanower, C. D., romp. A business counselor's reference books. Jour-
nal of business education, 6 : 30-31, 45, April 1931.

A helpful list of references for the counselor faced with the need for information
concerning business occupations.

637. Cole, X. S. A descriptive research investigation and study of the com-
mercial educational needs of Marion, Indiana, based on tb;s tabulated results of
a questionnaire. Ball state commerce journal, 2: 19-25, May 1931.

Vie last of a series of reports dealing with the commercial educational needs of
Marion, Ind.

638. George, Guy G. Prognostic typewriting tests have not always succeeded.
Journal Of business education, 6: 17-18, 28, April 1931.

A review of certain studikes to discover what, if any, relationship exists between " maze "
learning and " typewriting" learning.

639. Gregg, John R9bert, ed. Spendipg a month in twenty vocations. Gregg
writer, 33:455-56, 360-62, April 1931. ft.

A techniCal vocabulary for stenographers, arranged in 20 groups of 25 words each.
M. Jessup, Evit M. Overcoming beginners' difficulties in typewriting.

Balance sheet, 12: 301L44, 342, May 1931.
A helpful discussion of an important phase of teaching typewriting.
641. Kirk, John G. Are you insured against teaching deterioration? Journal

of business education, 6: 14-15, 19, May 1931.
A challenge to the coMmercial teacher to keep professionally improving, by the director

of. commercial Pd uca t on of Philadelphia.
642. St aloft, J. O. Procedure for determining the objectives of commercial

education. Ball state commerce journal, 2: 3-9, May 1931.
An extract of address delivered at the Eleventh annual conference on commercial

..educatiop at Ball state, February 21, 1931. II

643. Moore, William L. Our curriculum emphasizes training for the job.
Journal of business education, 6: 16-18, 34, May 1931.

A vocational commercial curriculum presented in some detail by the principal of the
John H4y- high school of Cleveland, Ohio.

644. National association of commercial teacher training institutions.
CoMmercial teacher training.' Sèhool and society, 83 :11/2-04, May 1981.

A report of the fourth annual conference of the National assoOation of commercialteacher training institutions.'
. ,
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. 645. Ramsbottom, J. W. England favors part-time business curricula.Journal of business education, 6: 23-24, 26, 35, 42, May 1931.The English pot of view of part-time education in business.
646, Smith, Harold H. Design in typewriting. Gregg writer, 33; 383-88,April 1931.
A splendid article dealing with an aspect of letter writing all too frequently dis-regarded by teachers of typewriting.
647. Wood, Hester C. Objectives of teaching shorthand. Ball state com-merce journal, 2: 13-18, May 1931.
The report of an investigation which sets forth specific objectives for four semesterswork in shorthand.

HOME ECONOMICS
648. Baylor, Adelaide S. Training leaders for education in relation to horn()aftd family life. Journal of home etbonomics, 23: 411-17, May 1931.An important article based on part of a report of the White House Conference on childhealth and protection.
649. Cooper, William John; Leib, Karl E.; Todd, Arthur J.; and Lancelot,William E. A symposium on home _and family life in a changing civilization.Wa1ington, U. S. Government printing office, 1931. vn, 34 p. (Office of edu-cation. Bulletin, 1931, no. 5)
Addres s delivered at the Second regional conference on home making held at Ames,Iowa, November 10 and 11, 1930.
Contains: 1. William John Cooper: Introduction, p. 1-6. 2. Karl E. Leib: Recenteconomic changes and their effect on home and family life, p. 5-20. 8. Arthur J. Todd:Social trends and their effect on home life and family relationships, p. 21-25. 4. Wil-liam E. Lancelot : Education for borne and family in the light of recent economic andsocial changes, p. 25-33.
650. MacBride, Sarah, and McGewan, Ellen Beers. Fabrics and clothing.New York city, The Macmillan company, 1931. rin, 225 p.A text In the teaching of fabriefi in junior-high schools and upper elementary grades"adaptable to any course of etudy in Connection with technical work in clothingconstruction."
651. McGcwan, Llien Beers, and Waite, Charlotte A. Textiles and clothing.rev. ed. New York city, The Macmillan company, 1931. xn, 344 p. illus.A revised Anon of a text first published in 1919. Deals with the study of textiles asrelated to clothing.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
652. A course in furniture. Sketches and drawings by Lurelle Guild. Ameri-can home, O : 16-17 ; 110-11; 194-95, April-June 1931.A series of articles dealing with fine furniture. No. 1, The furniture of ThomasChippendale, p. 16-17 ; No. 2, The furniture of Thomas Sheraton, p. 110-11; No. 3, Thefurniture of George Fleppelwhite, p. 194-06.
653. Day, O. H. Standard shop equipment lists. Industrial education maga-zine, 33: 320-23, April 1931.
The standard list of equipment for shops in Kansas City, adopted after extended studyand research.

664. Elwood, F. G. Architectural drawing plates. Peoria, lU., The ManualArts Press, 1931. 14 p. plates.
44 Tile purpose of this series of plates is to present, in. a comp:Net form for the ue ofstudents, a collection of the common details or elements which comose a house."
655. Lacour, Albert A., and Shaeffer, Glenn N: Introauctor mechanicaldrawing. Milwaukee, The Bruce Publishing co., 1931. 23 p.A three-chapter pamphlet which the authors designate "An slam tntary course inmechanical drawing, which isirepared primarily for students of junior high-school age4
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656. Nash, Harry B., and Van Duzee, Roy R. Tests and the classroomteacher. Industrial arts and vocational edustion, 20: 117-22, April 1931.A erefni treatment of tbe use and interpretation of new-type tests as applied to shopreaching.

657. Selvidge, B. W. A cooperative anaiysis of trade and industrialartssubjects. Industrial education magazine, 32: 39547, June 1981.The first article in a cooperative project. Includes woodworking and sheet-metal work.for high schools.
658. A cooperative analysis of trade and industrial-arts subjects.Industrial arts and vocational education, 20: 189-91; 232-33, May-June, 1931.The first and second articles in a cooperative project. Includes summary of plan andanalysis of woodworking and sbeet-metal work.
Personnel of the American vocational association committee on standards: William T.Bawden, chairman; Charles F. Bauder, Clyde A. Bowman, Emanuel E. Ericson, Maris M.Proffitt, William E. Roberts, Robert W. Selvidge.
659. Van Westrienen, Harold J. Planning a school-building program. In-dustrial arts and vocational education, 20: 159-65, May 14331.Emphasizes the need and present plans for adequately providing for shops in anyschool-building program.
660. Yager, Syhran A. Cement aud concrete work for junior pr senior highschools. Industrial arts and vocational education, 20: 197-99, June 1931.Objectives, equipment, and outline of a course in cement and concrete work.

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
661. American vocational association. Coordination in trade and industrialeducation. Indianapolis, Ind., The association, 1931. 67 p. (Bulletin no. 7)A comprehensive study of the place of coordination in trade and industrial education bythe committee on part-time education of the American vocational association.
662. Bowen, R. Sidney, jr. Flying from the ground up. New York city,McGraw-Hill Book co., 1931. vi, 234 p., diagrs.
A chatty text for the person just beginting or contemplating beginning to fly, by themanaging editor of "Aviation."
663. Brady, George S. Materials hfindbook. New York city, McGraw-HillBook co., 1931. xxIII, 588 p., tables, charts.
A second editionof a handbook designed to give in convenient form tbe chief dis-tinguishing data on the raw materials of engineering and manufacturing."
CM. Bruner, Carl G. A study of the possible and achieved values of printinginstruction in the public schools. Printing education, 7 : 114, 117-25, Mny 1931.A careful evaluation of the present problem of printing education, together with areasonable solution.

6 4

665. Dingman, Charles F. Estimating building costs. New York city, Mc-Graw-Hill Book co., 1931. xv, 277 p., illus., tables.A second edition of a standard handbook dealing with estimating.
666., Ewing, Claude H., and Clark, Arthur L. Instruc ion manuals forpaper hangers, Subtitle, Unit II: Hanging side-wall and ce Ang paper. ¡JewYork, McGraw-Hill Book co., 1931. xiii, 58 p. illus. (McGraw-Hill vocationaltexts. Edward A. Lee, consulting editor)The second of a series of manuals dealing with tbe trade of the paper hanger. Thematerial was organized and arranged by means of a trade analysis. See Bulletin, 1881,no. 8, item 1978.

11

667. Itebb, George K. Developing man power for the printing industry.Journal of adult education, 3 : 201-06, April 1931.A concise description of the educationki program of the United typothetae of America.668. Holland, Harvey K. Avigation. New York clty, McGraw-Hill Bookco., 1931. VII, 272 p. titus., diagrs., tables.A text which presents the principles and methods of avigation practice.
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689. BArch, R. Randolph. How to teach layout work to printing students.
Industrial arts and vocational education, 20: 175-77, May 1931.

A provocative study of the upgrading needs of vocational insteuctors which should be
met by teacher trainers.

670. Miller, I. W. The aircraft mechanics handbook. New York city,
McGraw-Hill Book co., 1931. vm, 174 p. illus., tables.

A book adequately described by its title.
671. Moyer, James A., and Wostrel, John F. Practical radio. New York

city, McGraw-Hill Book co., 1931. ii, 410 p. illus., diagrs., tables, charts.
The fourth edition of a text dealing with radio. Includes a chapter on television.
672. The radio handbook. New York city, McGraw-Hill Book co.,

1931. x, 886 p. illus., diagrs., tables.
A comprehensive and tip-to-date reference dealing with radio, comparable in form and

excellence to the publishers' Machinist's handbook.
673. Oliver machinery company. Installation, care, and operation of" ()liver" circular saw benches. Grand Itnpids, Mich., Oliver Machinery com-

pany, 1931. 35 p.
A complete manual for the operation of circular saw benches, available for the asking.
674. Stone, William Il. The place and importance of research in vocational

industrial education: American vocational otsociation news bulletin, 6: 36-38,
May 1931.

A plea for adequate recognition of the need for basing industrial-education programs
.upon the solid foundation of research.

.675. Tarbell, Robert W. Providing effective shop training for apprentices.
Industrial arts and vocational education, 20: 200-02, %Trine 1931.

The first of a series by a member of the staff of Milwaukee vocational school.
676. Thayer, H. C., ed. The electricity unit: Part II. New York city, Me-

Graw-Hill Book co., 1931. 21 p.
l'rocess and information slwets devised for use in an exploratory course in electricity.
677. Thomason, C. C. foreman job analysis. Personnel, 8: 11-15, May

1931.
A comprehensive analysis in outline form which should be in the hands of every con-

ference leader.

678. Towne, Harriet E. Service clubs and vocational guidance. National
altrusan, 8: 3-6, March 1931.

A timely discussion of the vocational guidance activities carried on by nine nationally
organized service chiba, six of which are women's organisations.

679. Weaver, G. G. Some problems of cooperative education. Industrial
education magazine, 32: 352-55, May 1931.

A careful analysis of the obligations and opportunities of both parties involved in a
cooperative vocational program.

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

680. Allen, Richard D. Child growth and school wastes. Journal of the
National education association, 20: 205-06, June 1931. itt

An argument for more understanding on the part of administrators concerning the
functions of guidance.

4

681. Commonwealth club of California. Section on occupational restric-
tions. Harvey D. Miller, chairman. Legislative occupational restrictions.
San Frandsco,`Calif., Commonwealth club of California, 1931. 49 p. (Trans-
actions, vol. XXVI, no. 1)

A section report to the Commonwealth club of California concerning the legislative
restrictions surrounding those wbo wish to entei certain vocations. The study covers
18 states.
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682. Corre, Mary P. The coordination plan. Vocational guidance magazine,
9: 355-61, May 1931.

An article including the standard forms for occupational research as approved by the
Occupational research section of the National vocational guidance associatio'n.

683. Gallagher, Edward J. Vocational guidance and success. Milwaukee',
Wis., The Bruce Publishing co., 1931. xi, 201 p. illus.

A book -"slid), according to the author, " should be placed in the hands of pupils at
least a rear before the age at which the law allows them to go to work."

684. A handbook for counselors. 'California quarterly of secondary education,
6: 287-305: 331-3, April-June.

A handbook developed through a series of conferences of California high-school princi-
pals and counselors. Chapter 2 : A guiding philosophy of secondary education. Chapter
3: The functions of counseling. Chapter 4 : Training program for counselors. Chapter
5: Technique of counseling.

For chapter 1 of the handbook, see the January nuinber cif the California, quarterly of
secondary education, page 211.

685. Hutson, Percival W., romp. Measuring the need for guidance in West-
ern Pennsylvania. University of Pittshurgh School of education Journal, 6:
115-54, May 1931.

An issue devoted to reporting three studics carried on in a class at the University of
Pittsburgh In an attempt to answer the question implied in the tick,.

686. Institute of women's professional relations. Occupations for college
vimien. A bibliokraphy. Greensboro, N. ., North Carolina college for women,
1931. 22 p. (Supplement no. 2. February 1931, to Bulletin no. 1, October
1929)

Supplement no. 2 to Bulletin no. 1 of the Institute of women's professional relations.
Covers books and magazine articles which appeared in 1930.

687. Jones, Walter B. Traits of vocational counselors. Vocational guidance
magazine. 9: 348-53, May 1931.

A study attempting to tietermine essential traits and their order ofImportance for
succenful counseling.

-688. Lapp, John A., ed. Careers. Chicago, the Institute of Research, 1931.
11 'v.

Additional monographs in this series include: 9. Publishing. 13. Landscape archi-
tecture. 29. Hospital Management. 31. Banking. 36. Mechsanical engineering. 38. Ac-
coustical engineering. 41. Dietetics. 43. Social work. 46. Clay working. 49. Dramatic
art. 50. Recreation leadership.

For previous numbers in the above series, see Bulletin, 1931, no. 3, Item no. 2007; and
Bulletin, 1931, no. 9, item no. 743.

689. Myers, George E. What stupid be the ()titles of the counselor? Voca-
tiodhl guidance magazine, 9: 343-47, MAy 1931. ,

A comprehensive list of the counselor's responsibilities, presented by the president of
the National vocational guidance association.

690. Smith, Fred C. Vocational guidance in American colleges. Personnel
journal, 10: 34-38, June 1931.

A report by the editor of Vocational guidance magazine, conserning the techniques of
vocational guidance usel in sixty American colleges.

691. Stuart, Milo H., and Morgan, DeWitt S. Guidance at work) New
York city, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1931. yin, 104 p., illus. (McGraw-Hill voca-
tional monographs, Edwin A. Lee, consulting editor)

Deals with the organization and administration of the slirlous guidance agencies of
the Arsenal technical school, Indianapolis, Indiana, giving a descriptIon of the plan, with
courses of study, personal records, employment opportunities, etc.

Sce also nos. 143, 229, 328, 878, 578.
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NEGRO EDUCATION

Ambrose Caliver, assisted by Theresa A. Birch

692. Bullock, B. F. The present status of agricultural education in Negro
schools. Bulletin (organ of the NaUon1 association of teachers in colored
schools), 11: 4, 17-18, 24, April-May 193

Only the beginnings have been made in gricultural educittion in Negro schools, par-ticularly in land-grant colleges, in which the major portion of tills work is done. The.
author gives four precautions: (1) Warning against premature development ; (2) need for
placing emphasis where it is nIpst needed ; (3) Possibility of the existence of a lack of
sincerity ; (4) the danger of making agricultural education too academic.

693. Cooke, Dennis H. The negró rdral-school problem. Southern work-
man, 60; 156-60, April 1931. tables.

This article reports a study of 25 counties in North Carolina to ascertain the facts on
school availability Or Negroes. It was found that : (1) The prbblem of poor schoolattendance is greater in counties whose population is dominantly Negro ; (2) as the percent of Negroes in the total populatiou decreases, the problem of the average per capitacost of instruction ; (3) the per cent of 1-room Negro schools and the percentageof Negroes in the total population vary inversely ; (4) it is a greater financial burden perpupil enrollee for counties having less than 10 per cent Negro population to provide build-ings commensurate with larger per cent 'of Negro population in other counties; (5) libraryfacilities are slightly better in counties having 10 per cent Negro population than in othercounties with gr'eater Negro population.

694, Dabney, Charles. William Penn school, St. Helena Island. Southern
workman, 60: 277-281, June 1931. illus.

A description of the events of April 15, 1931, at Penn school, the 'date upon which abas-relief memorial of Doctor Frissell of Hampton was unveiled, and the new buildinggiven by the Genemi education board was dedicated.
695. Davis, Jackson. The Phenix school. Southern workman, 60:264-8,

June 1931. illus.
An addross delivered at the cornerstone laying of the Phenix demonstration school.erected by Hampton institute and the General education board as a pr4ctice school forteacher-trainibg, and dedicated to George P. Phenix.

' 696. 1Cidd, A. L. The Florida agricultural and mechanical college. Bulletin(organ of the National association of teachers in colored schools), 11: 13-14,
'43, April-May 1931.
4 The writer summarizes the recent developments at the Florida state college and predictsin even greater usefulness than has been characteristic in the past.
.697. Magic yeast of Tuskegee. Literary digest, 109: 23, May 9, 1931.T,LiriTait of the work of Booker T. Washington has been the " magic yeast " which hasafded both racial groups in America ty Hyttematizing industrial education.
698. Martha Schofield and Negro education. Southern workman, 60;f 150-51,April 1931.
A description of the work of Martha Schofield, founder of Schofield school, Aiken, S. C.
699. President Hoover's address at the Tuskegee institute. .School and society,33: 571-72, April 25, 1931,
The Pre.sident's address commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the founding ofTuskegee institute. "The greatest single factor Ir the progress of the Negro race hasoeen the schools, -private and public, established and conducted by high-minded, self-sacrificing men and women of bott) races and all sections of our country, maintained bythe states and by private philanthiopy, covering the whole field of education from primaryschool Orough to college and university.
700. Sumner, F. C. Mental health statistics of Negro college freshmen.School cud society, 33:574-76, April 25, 1931. tables. Th.

Reports the results of the administering of B. Dani.l House's Mental hygiene inventoryto 208 freshmen at Howard university. The writer found, (1) the mental health ofNegro freshmen Is approximately normal ; (2) the Negro is slightly more psychoneuroticIn childhood and slightly mote,mentally healthy in maturity; (8) the male Negro college
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FOREIGN EDUCATION 75
freshman is slightly less normal than the female in childhood and more noticeably super-
normal in maturity ; (4) the more intelligent the freshman the less normal in mental
health he was in childhood, and the more intelligent the freshman the more mentally
healthy he is in maturity.

701. Whiting, G. W. The present status of elementary education among
Negroes in West Virginia. Bulletin (orgin of the National association of teach-ers in colored schools) , 11: 21-2, 26-7, April-May 1931.

After summarizing the topics, Qualification for principals, Supervisory duties of prin-
cipals, Types of schools, Length of term, Enrollment and attendance of pupils, Equipment,
and Salaries and trainii* of teachers, the writer concludes that West Virginia has one ofthe bAt outlooks of any state South or North. The observation IA made that closer super-4vision with a good scientific technique, trained elementary principals with a corps ofteachers thoroughly acquainted with the child aryl, his problems, are needed to keep pacewith modern development in elementary educat.ton!,

(aim nos. 333, 335.
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INTERNATIONAL

t.

702. Alobott, Mary Allen. Children's responses to the motion picture " The
Thief of Bagdad." A study of the fifth and sixth grades, Horace Mann school,
Teachers college, Columbia university. International review of educationaJ
cinematography, 3: 65-80, 457-64, 241-64, 469-82, January, February, March,
May, 1931.

A careful study, not yet fully reported, of children's responses to a motion-plcture film.Bibliography.

703. Brainerd, Heloise, Intellectual cooperation betw(ken the Ame:-icas.
Bulletin of the Pan American union, 65: 383-99, April 1931.

A historical, descriptive sketch including statements about interchpnge of students nndprofessors, Pan American studies, medicine and public health, international law, geography,history and archeology, science, fine arts, the press, libraries and bibliography, women'sorganizations, the inter-American institute, and the Pan American union.
704. Drummond, Margaret. The mental health of the preschool child New

.4

era. 12: 191-94, June 1931.
The author reviews the work of Watson,.and Pavlov and pointsnurscry out tht value of the

705.' Findlay, Leonard. The study and teaching of pediatrics. Revue inter-nationale de l'enfant, 11: 219-41, Afars 1931.
An address delivered In Belgrade by the former professor of'pediatritbq of Glasgow uni-versity, in which the main argument is for much better training of all physicians in diag-nosing and treating tbe diseases of children.
706. Galdames, Luis. El instituto Panamericano de geografla e historia.Anales de ln Universid n Chile, 8: 1907-40, Cuarto Trimestre de 1930.An account of the founding 4t tbe institute and of its purposes; includes its statutes.
707. Harley, John Eugene. International understanding. Agencies educat-

anford University, Standard university press, 1931.
ing fcir a new world.
604 p.

This is a guide book of precise and useful information about the recent developmentsin higher international education, particularly in the field of social sciences. It includesdata about International `polls., official international organizations, academic instituteswith jearly programs rep( g to international relations, summer or vacation schools andinstitutes, special !Wit or associations et a permanent nature, and major endow-ments and foundations:4'
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708. Institut Intetnational de SooPération Intellectuelle. Actívité de
Forgamisme de coop(bration intellectuelle. .Bulletin de la coopération. Intel-
actuelle. 5 : 213-35. Mai 1931.

An account of the work of the International institute of intellectual cooperatipn which
includes the 'response to a request of the Chinese goverrmeat .for help in reorganizing
education in China. new appointments to the staff, announcements of meetings, the inter-
national rtje of pedagogical museums, ac.

709. International bureau of education. Plan for the classification of edn-
cational documentation intended for current nz.e. Bulletin of the\Internatiiinal

4 bureau of educa;ion. 5: 46-717. April-1931.
This is an abridgement of a complete plan of citn1 classification of educational

material that is beinz developed and used in the documentation section of the Inter-
national bureau. The hope is _that it will eventually bring about a standardization of
the bibllozraphy of ',duration.

710. Marlatt. Abby L. " Foreign day at the practice cottage. Journal of
home e4.onwnil., 23: 41S-22, May 1931.

Th author states that tuilyijig foreign !I-1(41s as a moans of enlarging the interna-
tional horizon ht-zan at the cottage in fte University of Wisoonin during the war. At
Tires( nt on one day each wook a hill of fare typical of sorno foreign country is prepared
and s..rvi'd in .onform:ty with the cuNtoms of that country, Gonuine educati(inal worth
(loies from the ussions thus onrted. t;ood menus for Cornish, Norwegian, Japanese,
and Syrian day¡ are outlined in the 'article.

711. Biehard, E. Tabular survey of the present statt of cotnnwrcial school-
ing in various countries. 2nd cx(1. Glarus, Switzerland. Typ. Glarner Nach.
richten, 11C1. 42 p.. tables.

This tabular survvy prtited under the auspices of the IntPrnntiowl socitty for com-
mercial education gives tabulated data for '22'eountrioti on commercial education in those
countries. It is an unusually valuable synopsis and Is presented in German, French. and

t
712. Bossello, P. Le bureau international d'Mucation. Genve, Bureau in-

ternational d'klueation. 1931. 20 p.
A brief account of the history, activities, and organization of the International bureau

sot education. Geneva, Switzerland.
See also pos. 399, 611.

AFRICA

713. Hoernle, A. W. An imtline of the native conception f education in
Africa. Atrial, 4 : 145-63, April 1931. q0

fundamentif aspectsAn attempt to outline certain of the African cultures basististi
for aiding their educational' development.

714. Yousef, Nagib. The volution of commercial*.edtication in Egypt.n-
ternatiobal review for commercial education, second series, 10: 698-701, May
1931.

An ezpotihori acmunt of commercial education in Egypt.
4.4

ALBANIA

715. Burgess, Aline. Home economics in an Albanian sch6ol. Journal of
home kohomics, 23: 532-34, June 1931. e,

In tbe Albanian-American school at K..aja the courses 'are being developed *around plans
for a inodol vintage into which the stuaents will move as rapidly as cottages are com-
pleted. The aim of th.e Work in home economics is show the students how, with the
tools and materials at band, theysrmay build fortheir Nation a more beautiful, healthful,
and bappy life.

`s; AUSTRALIA
I

716. Adelaide Utiversity. Manual of the publie examinations board, 1031.
Adeltkicle, At the nalsell Press, 1931. 297 p.

The mantial contain the regufations and syllabub for tke year 1931, the examination
papers for 1980, the report for:1980.
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717. Australia. Commonwealth bureau of census and statistics. Official
yearbook of the Commonwealth of Australia. Melbourne, H. J. Green, 1930.

("):") p. (No. 23, 19301
Chapter X clf tbe Yeaibook is dev'oted to education in Australia. It is largely a statis-

tical summary. the data being for the yPar

Nest South Wales. Legislative assembly. Report of the Minister of
in,--truotion for the year 19429. Sydney; Alfred James Kent, 1931. 35 p.

The anrual, Alcial report on educatiA in New South Wales, with appendices.

BELGIUM

719. De Laet. Maurice. La physio-pathologie du travail dans l'enseignement
universitaire. Revue de l'Universitó ide Bruxelles, 36: 273-90. Décembre 1930-
Janvier 1931. 1931.

The inaugural address delivend at the opening f the freti clinic on the physio-,

of Brussels.pathtplozy of work t the University October 27. 1930. The spvaker outlined
the history of lozislation for the ,care of workers in Belgium and announced that the
wyrk f tbr clink will include the physit logy of labor. a study 4)f the pathological states
&R:t i z zonoral tu iabor or to accidtnts. the early diagnosis and treatment of professional
mal:IdIcs2 and the laws from 1903 to 1927 onevrning th-e practice of medicine as it relatei
to lahor.

e

BRJTISH COLUMBIA

720. British Columbia. Educahon department. Fifty ninth annual report
the public schools of tile provinco of British Columl4 192940. Victoria,

Charles F. Bonfield, 231 p.
The annual official reptirt of education in British Columbia.

BULGARIA

731. Piryov, G. D. OAnovnitis Probleml na nasbvt() srkino obrazovanie.
1.chitelska Smtia. Bulgaria 1. 7 : 440- .-)4). rch 1931.

New pzoblems of secondary etrtmkition in Bulgaria. The author advises that the
curriculum should include vocational courses for tftse students who do not intend or are
unable to continue their higher education.

CANADA

-,I.... Cahn. Gaston. L'Enseignement commercial au Canada. International
I

review for commercial education, second series, 10: 6$9-95, May 1k931.
An ozpository account of commercial education in Canada.
723. Quebec (Province) Bureau of statistics. Statistical yearbook, 17th

year. Quebt., Redempti Paradis, 1930. 456 p.
The YearbooX contains an excellent account of education in Quebec with historical

statistical tables.
724. Toronto lefty] Board of education. Annpti financial stiitement an0

educational statistics, 1930. Toronto, B. M. & F. M. Brown, ltd., 1931. 134 p.
illus.

The annual ofIldal report for the school system of Toronto; Canada. Among other mood
data are detailed figures on unit and per pupil cost&

;CHINA

725. China foundation for the, promotion of educAtion and culture. Fifth
report. Peiping, The Commeicial 1930. 109 p., illus.

The'report covers the period from July, 1929, to June, 1930, Inclusive, giving a detailed
account of the foundation,and of its activities.

726. 14eng, Chih. Recent educational events iu China. Educational review,
45: 142, March 1981.

A brief summary of the larger Aases of educational reform bi China_
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COSTA RICA

727. Costa Rica. Secretaria de educacion publica. Plan de estudius pro-
d'

gramas y regiamento de los eolegios de segunda enenanza. San Jose de Costa
Imprenta nacional, 1924. 110 p.

The plan of studies for tbe secondary schools of Costa Rica.

79R . Skolska

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

organinisace a reformy. Vestnik Pt-idagogicky. ;:2(_-'4--57. Sep-
terubvr 1930.

The article describes reorganization of the Pedagogical academies at Bratislava and
Brne in force since 1930-41.

720. §torch, Ed. .1.ko1ni fanny. Vestnik Pellagogicky. S: 241-46. September.
tember 1930.

in thesecity children. In 1930 abc.ut 10,000 pupilspvnt thtir summer
mrs in Czechoslovakia are organized through the country to provide vacs-

fon places f
farm-: under supervision of physical directors.

C'

730. Tchecoslovaque Republique. Office de statittique. Apemu statistique
de la Republique Tchecoslovaque. Prague, Office d statistique, 1.30. 320 p.
maps and charts.

The official statistics of Czechoslovakia. Contniis those fnr education for the school
year 1927-2.5

731. Ziskal, J. Nora u4'ebnii osnova pro obchodni akademie. Vestnik reds-
gogicky, 9: 152-5J. April 1931.

The author givR a br:ef account of the now curriculum of the four-year commercial
8ch4,O1s in Czechoslovakia, known as 4cadem1ps of commerce, which will be in force in
131-32 The main benefit of this curriculum is compulsory fztudy of two foreign Ian-
guagPs and a more extensive course in ac\-ountancy.

DENMARK

732. Forslag til Los. orn Lonninzer m. m. for
48: 277-83, April 16, 1931.

A law of March 30. 1930. to be put in force July
teae Pi-s' salaries in Denmark.

ENGLAND

Folkskolens Laerere. Folks-

1. 1931, grirerning public school

733 Burnham committee. The Education mintster inaugurates the new
negotiations Schoolmaster and Woman teacher's chronicle, 119: 826-2S, April

1931.
Trlichers' galaries in England and Wales have for the last 12 years been fixed by

negotiations carried on before a cnmmittoe. of which Lord Burnham ts chairman. by
representaaves of the teachers and of tbe local authorities. A new scale must come
into force in April, 1931. The article is an atcount ,of toe opening meeting for begin
ning the work of setting tipe scale. t)

734 Cambridge University. Local euminations [school certificate and
jtinior] Examination papers, Decembr 1930. Cambridge, Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 1931. 302 p.

These examination questions used by the University of Cambridge in its local exam-
inationecover a wide variety of subjects. They are stggestive to- teachers and very
valuable in making comparison& They include religious knowledge, English, history.
ancient and modern languages, tile sciences, and mathematics. In ail, 56 papers are
set for the school certificate and 44 for the junior local ,examinations. Such subjects
as Sanskrit, Arabic, Hinal, Malay, handicrafts, needlework, itt, and musk are included.

4 735. ancation *estimates. Schoolmastex and Woman teacher's chronicle,
119: 54VMarch 28, 1961. a

brief tnalysis of tbe civil estimates for education in England for the year 1931,
includes a &mparison with those tor 1930.
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736. Eleven to fifteen. Times educational supplement, 21 137, April 18, 1931.
The division of adolescents for purposes of secondary education is working out in

England by allotting them to (a) secondary schools. (b) central (selective) schools, and
(c) senior (nonselective) schools. The division is to be made when the child is 11-plus
years of age. He doubts whether it can be made fairly at that time. He suggests a
Np-y few schools for the plainly supernormal. a few for the obviously subnortqal. and a
four-year school for the average. The first two years of the four-year school would offer

co.mmon curriculum for all pupils; in the last two years a bifurcation would be made
to'take care Of the stronger pupils.

737. Great Britain. Boaid of educailon. Elementary education [England
and Wales]. Cost per child. London, His Majesty's Stationery Office, 1931.
35 p.

These data are for the years 1927-28, 1928-29. and 1929-30, and based on the actual
net expenditures of the local education authorities. The expenditure is analyzed under
six beads: Salaries of teacheA, loan charges, administration and inspection, otber
eXpenditure, special serviirs, and employers' contributions under the teachers' superannua-
tion act of 1925.

738. Report of the consultative committee on the primary schooL
L(Indoki. His Majesty's Stationery Office, 1931. 290 p.

In 1926 the consultative committee hawed a report on the education of theoltdolescent,
a report that was widely read in many countries and probably will long be considered a
standard work on that subject. In that report the committee held that primary education
should end when the child is between 11 and 12 years of age. The report on the primary
school comes as a natural sequence to that on the education of the adolescent. It deals
with children between the ages of 7 to 11 and with special reference to the rural areas.
An unusually fin/1 study.

9 739. University grants copimittee. Returns from universities and
university. colleges in receipt of treasury grant. Academic year, 1929-30.
London, His Majesty's Stationery Office, 1931. 22 p.

The annual descriptive and statistical report for tbose'institutions that receive aid from
National funds.in the United Kingdom.

is
740. Howard, B. A. Coeducation in state secondary schools. New era,

12: 153-55, May 1931.
A brief article on coeducation in public schools in England. This number of the New

era is largely a symposium on the question of coeducation. Articles other than the one
cited are: The difficulties of coeducation in England ; Coeducation as training for living by
living; Tbe advantages of coeducation; Coeducation in practice.

741. The infant school. School government chronicle, 290-96. April 1931.
This is the second of a series of articles on school types; the first was on the nursery

school. The author sketches the history of the infant school. offers giood plans for a
building, and describes well the work of the school.

742. Lloyd, I. Typical school curricula and time tables. IT. A junior tech-
nical school. Journal of education (London), 63: 229-30, April 1, 1931.

The fourth of a series of articles dealing with typical school curricula and the tablesin England.

743. Lunn, H. P. Typical hool curricula an4 time tables. V. A coeduca-
tional secondary school. Journ 1 of education (London), 63. 295-97, May 1, .
1931.

This is the fifth of a series of ar on types of school cur-Attila and time tables isEngland. The school described, Y tdIey secondary school, 'Birmingham, has some 520
pupils. boys and gir la in about
grouped together in all the subjects taken by the exciption of science.

744 . mThe nursery school, its developent, c a eteristics, and futikre. SchOol
government chronicle and education authoriti

t
gazeite, 113: 25447, March

1931. /
The first of a aeries of articles to be presented on school types. TOP author statesthat the nursery chodi Is gaining repute as the true foundation bf the educationalDrama- and a generation hence is likely to be accepted as a desirable thing for allciildren. He deals with its development and alms, the curriculum, buildings and equip-

meat. size, OILS, and social telitioua. At'good bibliography ivinduded,
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745. The primary school. School government chronicle and éducation au-
thorities gazette. 123: 321-24, May 1931.

The thin" of a series of articles on school types. It k of special interest because of the
Consultative committee's recent report on the primary school. The author sketches the.41story of the elementary school and givPs its general characteristics as they are at
present. The article Is illustrated.

746. Roberts, Angus. Current educational quest;ons. Schoolmaster and
woman teacher's chronicle, 119 : 647-54), April 10, 1931.

This is the presidential address delivered at the opening of the sixty-first annual con-
ference of tbe National union of teachers. held at Yarmouth. England. during Easter of
1931. P deals with the pressing problems of education in England. The entire yumber
of the Chronicle is given to the proceedings of the conference.

747'. The Senior !tchool. I. Organization find curriculum. School government
chronicle and education authorities gazette, 123 : 360-6S, June 1931.

An excellent descriptive article, the fourth of a series on school types in England and
Wales.

748. Sharp, Evelyn. A boys' university Abinger Hill, 11ohnbur3' St. Mary.
Surrey. New era. 12: 13:1-39, April 1931.

An account of a school for boys in England in which a combination of the tutorial
syotcm with a few fixed classes is practiced.

749. Ten years of the Burnham scales. Times educational supplement, 21 :
121, ApriN, 1931.

The adop-tion.of the,Burnham scaled of salftritor teachers in England was one of the
very important,educational develcpments imrnediatly following the war. The article is
a review of bow the SCRIPS have worked o'ut.

750. Wood: G. S. Typical school curricula and time tables. VI. A rural
sehonl, Brampton County secondary school. ,Jourim1 of educatio4 (London),
63: 375-70, 381, 3S4, June 1931.

The sixth article of a valuable series on schoofetti; England.

FINLAND

751. Fil6idfind's ofticiella statistik". IX. LiirdomsskoJorna. 56. Statistik över-
sikt av Lifrdoirskolornas tillstand och verkamhet under läsAret 192*J-1930.
Heisingfons,"StalsrAdets tryckeri, 1931. 139 p.

The annual statistical survey of secondary schools in Finland. Contains many his-
torical tables.

e FRANCE

752. Callon, Marguerite. Cinquante ans de vie de l'enseignenient secondaire
ffiniinin (1881-1$31). ItevuQ universitaire, 40: 39S---409-, Mai 1931.

The ear 1931 is the fiftieth anniversary of public secondary education for women in
.France. 'The article listed deals with the history and present status of that phase of
education in that country. ..

a8. Le, carrires de nos (Infants. [Euquke de l'Éducation] L'IlMucation.,
nouvelle s4rie, 22 : 3g.'S-415, Avril 1931. -

Teo entire number of Education is devoted to an inquiry on the careers that are open
to young' people. It includes articles on The military carFer, university careers. the
magistracy, business, and positions in the colonies. Short descriptions of each of the
great schools in France that prepare for careers are given.

754. Georget, L. X. Nriodiques Français triptant de questions d'enseigne-
ment et de ptsclagogie. Bulletin du Mu9ée rédagoglquel 4 : 115s-115, lqvrier 1931.

A list of 192 French periodicals dealing with questions of education and pedagogy.
ror each the title, the name of the publisher, and the publisher's address is given.

1
755. Guenot,, Helene. A propos du cinquantenalre de l'tcole normale

suOrieure de §4vres. Itevue universitaire, 40: 410-33, Mai 1931. ie

alle year ,1981 is the 4ftleth anniversary of public secondary education for women in
France. The article psted deals with the bistory and prestint status of that phase of
edscátion in that country.
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756. L'Hopital, Ch. L'enseignement musical dans les ticoles primitires et les
classes 61émentaires fit moyennes des lyabes et collNes. L'Enseig-nement public.

a105 : 193-214, Mars 1931.
The first of a series of excerpts from the report of the Inspector general of public

instruction ins France to a commission appointed to reform and develop the study of
music. The entire report, consisting of five parts. was presented in October. 1930. The
second, third, awl fifth parts will be publisbei in L'Enseignemtnt

757. L'enseignement musical dans les classe* les plus élevées des
13-cC-es et des collèges et daus les universités. L'Enseignement public, 105: 289--
315. Avril 1931.

The second part of a report presented by the inspector general of public instruction to
the commission for the betterment and development of musical studies.

75S. Instructions pour le
40m..

nouveau -programme de l'enseignement secondaire.
nflirmation universitnire, lo : 5-6. 9 Mai, et 16 Mai, 1931.

By an arrete of April 30. 1931, the hours of study in the secondary schools were
Micut.what changed in the matter of their distrihution among the different subjects. The
article explains the changes and gives the table of hours under the new regime.

759. Lacroix, Maurice. Le budget de l'instruction publique (levant le pole-
ment. Revue univtirsitaire, 40: 321-41, Avril 1)31.

An account ,of the discussions in the parliament of France over the budget for public
instructibn. Thf:i article deals particularly with the report made by M. Hippolyte
liticos, deputy for Ilaute-4ronnp. It k a discussion of the general educational policies
of Franco and the present attempts at reform, not ir mere analysis of.the budget.

760. Lait.it. L'Enselpmement public, 105: 385-408, Mai 1931.
The firs't part of an article in defense of lay public education in Prance.
761. Ozouf, René. Les lois scolaires et leur histoire. Journal des instituteurs

et des institutrices, 77: 493-500, 2 Mai 1931.
This number of the journal is deilitated to the fiftieth anniversary of the lay schooland the centenary of the birth of Jules Ferry. The article cited is a concise account ofthe Listory of the school laws of. Frame.
762. Parmentier, A. Jules FerryL L'Ecole et la vie. 14: 537-39. 2 Mai 1931.
.k short sketch of the life and work or)ules Ferry. This aumber of L'Ecole et la vieis largely devoted to the fiftieth anniversary of the lay school in France. Besides thearticle on,the life of Jules F'erry, there are: Why France honors Jules Ferry ; Tbe devel-

oi)rnent of the lay school; Gratuity ; Laicity; and Conclusion.
763. Wallon, H. L'Étude du earacOre cliez l'enfant. Revue de l'enseigne-

ment secondaire des jeunes.filles, nouvelle r i e , 4: 210-14 ; 225L-29; 24G--49,
15 Avril, 15 'Mal 1931.

A series of three articles on character in little children.
See also no. 247.

GERMANY

764. Abramson, J. Notes surdquelques visites A des lahoratoires d'orientatiob
vrofessionnelle. IV.-Stuttgart. Bulletin de l'Institut National d'Orientatiat
Profe,ksionnelle, 3 : 69-72, Mars 1931.

This is the fourth. of a series of.articles describing laboratories of professional. orienta-tion: The one described at Stuttgart is the.centrsb of 35 offices for such work in south- 1West Germany. In it many tetts,re tried out, especially those for determining aptitudes.
7(15. Bosch, Franz. Die gtellung der Mathematik am Gynmasium. Monat-schrift für Inhere Schulen, 30: 425-43) 28 Mai. 1931.

4"' A discussion pf the place of mathematics 1.13 the gymnasium. This number of thelionatschrift contains other good articles on the teaching of rnattiematics in sicondarlyschools.

760. Brossmer [Oberregierungsrat]. Die geistigen Grundlagen des Jugend-herbergswerkes. Körpererziehung, 9: 7741, Mitrz 1931.An illustrated, descriptive article on the hostels for youth lu Gemany.
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767. Erlacher, Carl. Vergleidrende Untersuchungen ilber die Alkoholwirkung
bei Schfilkindern. Zeitschrift für Piidagogische Psychologie, 22: 185-96, April
1931.

An account of an experimental psychological investigation into the effects of alcohol in
boys 10 to 14 years of age.

168. Fadrus, Viktor. Das neue schulhaus. Neue erziehunsstatten im
Dentschen Reich. Schulreform, 10: 301-14, Mai 1931.

A well-illustrated article on the new scboolhouses and schoolhouse plans in Germany.
769. Pischer, Von Aloys. 'William Sterns personalismus. Zeitschrift ftir

pada4ogisché psychologie, 32 : 209-20, Mai-Juni 1931.
A sketch of William Stern's personality, the occasion being the sixtieth anntvergary of

his birth. This number of the Zeitschrift contains also an article on the conception and
significance of introspectian in tbe personality system of Stern.

770. Gremminger, O. Die Klassenwanderung und ihre Piesiehung zum
linteiricht. `Schweizerische lehrerzeitung, 76: 207-11, 9 Mai 1931.

A discuosion of the advantages of class excursions in secondary schools.
771. Hagan, John R. The Arbeitsehule in Germany. Catholic educational

review, 29: 257-65, May 1931.
The author discusses the changes made iu the elementary schools of Germany after the

war and describes the workings of the activity method in a special school for backward
children which be visited in Cologne.

772. Hildebrandt, Paul. Das Wesen der Schillerselbstverwaltung. Monat-
schrift fOr höhere schdlen, 30 : 249-74, biltrz 1931.

A careful discussion of pupil self-government as it is (,leveloping in Germany.
773. Liidtke, 'Friedrich Wilhelm. tber das staatsbürgerliche Wissen und

Denken von Volksschulkindern. Borna-Leipzig. Robert Noske, 1930. 74 p.
This report gives the reaults of an investigation .into the civic thought and knowledge

of children in the final classes of the folk schools in an average German city. It was
prepAred for' a doctor's thesis in the psychological-pedagogical seminary of the UaiverNity
of Königsberg.

774. Mies, Paul. Fti,uf Jahre Mufaunterricht. Monatschrift ftir h5-
here Schnlen, 30 : 299-306, 26 Mätz, 1931.
, 4 review of the, teaching of music in the secondary schools uncle; the progrims that
have been it Pffect for five years.

775. Muller, Kurt. Neuere .Untersuchungen.. zum Aillieuproblem. Wissen-
schaftliche Beilage der Leipziger LehrerzeiturK,' 61 : 481-88, Apri1.1931.

A careful analysis of the environment problem in the development of. children.
. 776., Pafford, J. H. The Getman library system. Minerva-Zeitschrift,
1:41 JanutfrFOruar 1931.

The first instalment of notes on a short visit to the libraries of Germany, made by a
librarian from Birmingham, Engfand.

777. Preussen. Stattsministerium. Handbuch fiber den Preussischen
Staat . . für daii Jahr 1930. Berlin, R. von Decker's Verlag, 1931. 1,251 p.

The official annuttl handbook of Prussia.
778. Schappi, Emilie. Dail; Wahdern auf der Elementarstufe und setpe

hungen zum Unterricht. Schweizetliche lehrerzlitung, 70: 223-25, 16 Mai,
1931.

,A discussion of tbe value of clau excursions on elementary school levels.
ITO. trnsere. Frankfurter Versanunlung. Aligemeine Lehrerzeitung, 60:

433-37, 4 JuñI, 1931.
An account of the FranIfurt meeting of the Germdn Teacher,' union (Deutschen

Lehrerverein).
780. Urbigthat, Frith. Einfinss der Berufserf ; e ung auf den Erfolg des kauf-

mannischen. Untertichti. Freiberg, kunst Mauck h,
.

1929. 75 p.
, .

"-. A study of the influence of professional 'experience on tile restpts oldebmmercial li-
ef:ruction. Made by a student in the faculty of philosophy of the Albert university fit

. .Konigsberg, Germany. .
_
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,GUATEMALA
."

781. Guatemala. Ministro de Educacion Publica. Memoria de las labores
del ejecutivo en el ramo de EducaciOn Pub li&t durante el ano administrativo
de 1929, presentada A la Asamblea Legislativa en sus sesiones ordinarias de
1930. Guatemala, La Tipogritfia Nacional, 1930. 103 p.

The official report of the Minister of public education Dade to the National assembly
in 1910. The data are for the year 1929.

782. Estatutos de la Tiniversidad Nacional de Guatemala. Guatemala,
Tipografia Nadonal, 1930. 68 p.

The statutes of the 'National university of Guatemala promulgated December 20, 1929.
783 Plan de estudios de la escuela normal dewmaestras para parrulos

y programas para las mismas. Guatemala, Tipogriaffa Nacional, Enero de 1930,
32 p.

The official program of studies for tee normal school for teachers of infants in Guata-
thala, effective from January 1930.

784. Plan de estudios para las escuelas.nacionales comeiclo y pro-
gramas para las mismas. Guatemala, Tipografia Nacional, Enero de 1930, 44 p.

The official plan a studies and programs for the national commercial 'schools in
Gua temala.

785. Plan de estudios y programas para las escuelas normales de
preeeptores. Guatemala, Tipograffa Nacional, 1930. 75 p.

The official plan of studies and programs for the eormal schools for teachers in
Guatemala.

786. s Plan de estudios y programas para las institutos de. ensefianta
s(Tuntjariaen vigor desde el lo de enerp de 1930. Guatemala, Tipografia
Nacional, Marzo,4de 1930. 148 p.

The official plan of studies and programs for the schools of secondary 4ducation in
Guatemala, in force from January 1, 1930.

787. Plan de estudios y programas para las escuelas normales in-
tegrales----en vigor desde el lo de enero de 1930. Guatemala, TIpograffa Na-
cional, Febrero de 1930. 192 p.

The official plan of studies and program for the normal schools in Guatemala, effeotive
from January 4, 1930.

7S8. Secretaria de Educacion Public& Plan de. estudios y pro-
gramas detallados de las escuelas preparatorias y primadas urbanas. Guate-
mala, Tipografia Nacional, Diciembre de 1929. 64 p.

The present plan of studies and programs to be used in the prTparatory and city pri-
mary schools of Guatemala.

. HUNGARY

789. Radits, Margherita. L'educazione nazionalel popolo ungherese se
condo la riforma Klebelsberg. Rivista Pedagogica, 24: 79-120, 227-50, Gennaio-
Febraio, Marzo-:Aprile, 101.

An acconpt of the recent reforms of education irr Hupgary, a pgblication of the school
of pedagogy in the University of Rome.

INDIA
.

790. McKee, William John. New schools for young India. A survey of edu-
tational, economic, and social conditions in India 'with special reference to more
effective education. Chapel Hill, University of 'North Caiolina press, 1930. 435
p. illus.

This volume consists of four parts, each taking up some phase of Indian life 'with ref-ei.ence to curriculum making. They are : A review of education in India, present-dayeducational practices, social analysis of village life, and modern social and educationalIdeals. The author hsti carried on a guccessful school at Moga and is acquainted with thethings of which he writes.
lì
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ITALY

791. Volta, Ricardo Dana. L'Ilisegnamento conimerciale superiore in Italia.
Internarfonal review for commercial education, second series, 10: 681-89, May
1931.

An expoqtory account 14 higher commercial education in Italy.
e

MEXICO

792. Mexico. Secretaria de educacion publica. Boletin (le la secretaria
educaton publica Ton14) N. Noviembre y diciembre de 1930. enero y febrero
de 1931. Nurns. 1 a 4. Mexico. Talleres graficos de la nacion, 1931. '209 p.

The official bulletin of the Secretariat of public education in Mexico for the months
named. It comprises reports from the eleven divisions of the secretariat, such nFiadminis-
tration, rural schools. cultural missions, secondary education, psycho-pedagogy and school
hygiene, fine arts. and libraries.

791 Noticia estadistica sobre la education publica en Mexico gorre-
spondiente al ano de 1927. Mexico, Talleres graticos de la nacion, 1929. 1,077 p.
graphs.

In 1925 the Secretariat of public education in Mexico undertook to gather and publish
finnually statistie on education throughout all that country. The volume cited above is
the third of the series. It is comprehensive and ranks well among the reports of this
nature that are issued by national ministries of education.

793 A. Notica estadistica Rohre la edficnclon publica en Mexico corre-.
sponiente al lino de 1928. Mexico, Talleres grafico de la nacion, 1930. 775 p.
graphs.

The fourth of the series nentioned above.

NEW ZEALAND

794. New Zealand. Taranaki education &strict. School surveys,1927 and
1929. Arranged by N. R. McKenzie. New Plymouth,North and South Taranaki
branches of the New Zealand edwational institute, 1930. 60 p.

A summary of pioneering attempts in the Taranaki District to apply modern scientific
measurements to the products of school education. .

a
NORWAY

795. Egge, Karl. Undervisningsplanen for laerarskulane.
195-98, April 18, 1931.

The author gives'a brief account of the new four-year normal schools in Denmark.

Skolebladet, 34:

NOVA SCOTIA.

796, Nova Scotia. Annual report of the Superintendent of educatton for
Nova Sleotia for the year erkded July 31st, 1930. Halifax, King's Printer, 1931.
191 p.

The regular official annual report of education in Nova Scotia.
797. Statistical survey of Nova Scotian schools. Journal of education, 2:

18-27, March 1931.
A rOsunW of the annual report of the Superintendent of education for 1929-30.

PANAMA

79g. Panama Asociacion de maestros. Memoria de la asociacion de maes-
tros de laltepublica de Panama. Panama, Star and Herald, 1930. 128 p.

The revorts of the , President and the treasurer of the Association of teachers of
, Panama, for the riod 1928 to 1930.

799. Amara& instituto onscional. Boletin informativo (para el
cuiso de 1928-1 Panama, Imprenta Nacional, 1928. 10 p.

The prospectus, of the National institute of Panama for th/e school year 1928-29.

.
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4)0 Panama. Instituto nacional. Documentos historicos sohre la inde-
pendencia del istmo de Panama. Panama, Imprenta Nacional, 1930. 562 p.

A collection of the documents relating to the iudependence of the Isthmus of Panama.
Valuable for students of American history.

SOL Historia del instituto nacional: 20 ailos de labor edu-
eativa. Panama, Imprenta Nacional, 1930. 148 p.

An historical illustrated account of the National institute of Panama.
str2. La Antorcha, organ oficial del Instituto nacional de

Panama. Anuarlo publicado por las clases del '30. Panama, 1930. 150 p.

The class annual of the National Institute.

POLAND

R03. ttureau international d'éducation. L'Nucation en ipologne. "GeiOve,
Bureau international d'éducation, 1931. 259 p. illus.

This is a collection of articles by different authors on education in Poland. Amongi.ther titles are: Progress and problems ; psychological research on children; esthetic
education ; professional preparation ol teachers; moral education ; and school hygiene.

804. Chrzczonowicz, L. Zasady organizacji szkolnlietwa zawodowego. Ogwi-
ata i ychowanie, 2: 473-94, Czerwiee 1930.

Principh;s of the organi4ttion of prof ssional education in Poland. An officialpublication from tbe Ministv of religious cult and public instruction, at Warszawa,
Poland.

805. Grunwald, Thaddeus, and others. The blind in Poland. Wargaw,
Urganiziug sonunittee of the PoliAl delegation tor-the World conference on the
blind, 1931. 47 p photographs.

This study iucludes general ,numerical data, education, assistance, social prevision, andprophylactics.

806. Hensel, G. Ustrepj szkolnietwa teanieznego w Pòlsee I jego reorganiz-
acja. Oswiata i Wychowanie, 2 : 494-507, CzerAviec 1930.

Organization of technical education in Poland /hid its reorganization. The authordescribes especially the trade and industrial schools of lower secondary grade. He saysthat in 1929-30 the handicraft schools enrolled 12,500 students. A'publication of theMinistry of religious cult and public instruction.
SOT. Kultura wsi. Warszawa, Poland, Mitistry of religious cult and public

instruction, 1930.. 179 p.
A bulletin of4the 13th educational conference devoted to problems of rural education inPoland.

ROM. Rocznik Statystyki Rzeezyposp()litej Pol§kiej. Warszawa, Ppland.
Glówny Urnd Sttitystyczny, 1930. 637 p.

The official annual statistical handbook of Poland. Chapters XVI and XVII, p.307-444, give good statistical survey of education in Poland.
809. Roman, Marie. llome economkbs in Poland. Journal of home eco-

nonlics, 23: 32-38, January 1931.
In dealing with this subject the author treats two phases: Home economics 'in theschools, and the work of other organizations, especially those of women. An excellentdescriptivé article.
810. Wieniewski, Ignacy. " Dia dzieei I miodziety dozwolone." 0Awiata

wychowanie, 2: 60-66, Styczeti 1930.
The sign ' Dla dsieci I miodziely dozwolone," whIth means For ollifires and young

folks allow.td, is seen in moving-picture theaters in Poland. The MThistry of publicinstruction at Warszawa, Poland, censurés carefully all films befoile they can be shown.The author states that Improper films are destructive to the psychology and months ofchildren ; and that it is the obligation of the nation to cooperate with school authorities.

illus.
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PORTUGAL

811. Macandrew, Ronald M. Portuguese studies: cultural and commercial.
Scottish educational journal, 14: 437-38, April 17, 1931.

The author calls attention to stat1s1ics that show the Portuguese language to be spoken
by fifty-five miliions of people, an exact per capita equality with the French ; 'to its
unexplored literary fields and to its great, use in world trade. He Oinks that the value
of Portuguese studies are little understood and much understated.

UNION OF SOCIALISTIC SOVIET REPUBLICS

812. Dniltriyev, N. H. 0 parnykh slovosochetanyakh v Bashkirskom yazyke.
Leningrad, U. S. S. It. Izvestya Akademil Nauk of the U. S. S. R., 7: 501-22,
Octoner 1930.

Synonyms of the Bashkir language, fitlich belongs to the Ural-Altnic group.; with their
phonetic and semantic relationships.

813. Dragunov, A. The hPhags-pa script and ancient Mandarin. Leningrad,
U. S.S. R. lzvestya Akademil Nauk of the U. S. S. It., 7 : 627-48 [I part],
775-97 [II part], October-November 1930.

Gives comparative tables of the ancient Chinese, ancient Mandarin, and hPhags-pa
languages. It includes 703 specific characters.

814. Reed, Fefdinanda W. Going to school in Russia. South Indian
teacher, 4 : 83-86, March 15, 1931.

A brief account of an educational experiment begurr in 1905 in the Kaluga District,
Russia, by a young man named Schatsky and continued and Widened under the Soviet
r6girne.

815. Vsobshche obuchenye, likylflatsya negramotnosti i podgotovka kad-
roy. Moscow, U. S. S. R., Plankhozgiz, 1930. 164 p.

stical review of compulsory education and the abolishment of illititacy in the
SI 'let Union. Compulsory education was introduced in 1930. The stud)r contains:

ganization, administration, and supervision of illiteracy classes; the qualifications and
preparation of teachers; and specific aims and organization of instuction.

Bee also no. M.'

SAN SALVADOR

816. San Salvador. Ministerio de instrucción pública. Programas de
educación primaria, 1930. San Salvador, Talleres Tipográficos del Ministerio
de Instrucción rública, 1930. 31 p.

These are the detailed programs for social, (esthetic, sciéntific, and eronomic education.
817. --- Subsecretttrio de estado. Ramo de IzAltrucciOn Mike. 1931.

San Salvador, Imprenta Nacional, 1931. 37 p.
The (Metal report on public instruction in San Salvador made by the subsecretary to

the National assembly.

1 SCOTLAND
-

818. Bernard, Agnes M. An experimerftal study in pelIIng. Scottish eductt-
tional Journal, supplement no. 5, June 1931. 12 p.

The author wished to ascertain whether the Winnetka Hail as applied to thee learning
of spelling is suited to Scottish schools 3nd to estimate its value as compared with
certain other methods. _The conclusions are generally in favor of the Winnetka Plan.

819. Edinburgh merchant company sc,hools. Session 1930-81. Edinburgh,

[Scotland], ,A. and D. Padon, 1931. 101 p. .

The calendar for the four echools maintained by the Coinpany of merchants of Edin-
burgh. The schools are Edinburgh 1adie40 college, George Watson's college for boys,
GeOibge Watson's ladies college, and Daniel Stewart's college" for boys.
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820. In praise of local dialect. Scottish educational journal, 14: 4954, May 1,

1931.
This is an approving comment oil the Consultative committee's statement in " The

Primary schoOl " that " teachers must boldly face the fact that there are many varieties
of the English language. It is not the duty of the school to decry any special or local
variations. The best dialect words have R picturesque value, especially for literary
puriNes. An easy turn .of the nativelerech, even if it is colloquial, le preferable to
any sfilted phraseology." From this okeewrites in defense of the move to make Scots
onco more a medium of major literature.

Sil. Jaques, Arthur. Teaching of science. The need of a broad philo-
sophical attitude. 'Scottish educational journal, 14 : 3s1-82, April 3, 1931.

The first installment of an article which gives a brief history of the development of
science and argues for a broad philosophical attitude in its teaching.

822. Jessop, J. C. Education in Angus.. An historical survey of Scottish
education from earliest times up to the Act of 1 872 from original -and con-
temporary sources. London, University of London Press, ltd., 1931. 328 p.t This is an attempt to trace the various types of educational institutions in a particular
district of Scot'and.

S23. :C1uskey, Margaret C. Why children leave the secondary school.
Ed1nbu1h, Neill and Co., ltd., 1931. 8 p.

The brief study WRR published as a supplement to the Set)," Ish educational Journal by
the Scottish council for research in education. The study shows that out of all 1 he pupils
that enter the first year of the six-year secondary school course not more than 10 per cent
reach the sixth year. The author finds that the percentages of pupils who fill! to complete
the course vary inversely with the intellrgence quotients of the children. She concludesthat there seems little doubt that lack of mental ability is the most potent cause of failure
to finish the first three years of the course.

See also no. 285.

SOUTH AMERICA

824. Argentina. Ministerio de justicia e instruccion publica. Instituto de
psicotecnica y orientacion profe§ional. Memoria acerca de la labor del Instituto
correspondiente al periodo desde el lo de fibril de 1030 hasta el 31 de marzo de
1931. Buenos Aires, 1931. 12 p.

The annual report for the sixth year of the work of the Institute of psychotechnIcs and
professional orientation, in Argentine.

825. Uruguay. Direccion de ensenanza primaria y normal. Enciclopedia de
educacion. Tomo VII., Nos. ly 2, Junio de 1930. Montevideo, Imprenta naciónal,
Junto de 1930. 396 p.

This entire number of the encyilopedia is given to the ject, " The use of mentaltests" by O. Decroly and R. Buyse; in reality a translati book by that title writtenb4 those two authorities.

SWEDEN

826. Sweden. Sveriges officiella statistik. Undervisning. Yrkesundervis-
ningen, liisAret 1928-1929 av Kungl. skoltiverstyrelsen. Stockholm, P. A. Nor-%
stedt & siSner, 107 p.

The annual official report on complementary professional instruction in Sweden for theyear 192S-129. The schools giving such instruction 'are diviLcied into five groups: Technicaland commercial lycties, primary professional schools of the Communes, priVate professional
schools, and special technical schools. An excellent descriptive andgistorical summary isfollowed by 86 tables of statistical data.

827. Vennerstrata, Ivar. The Brunnsvik folk high school: American Scan-
dinavian review, 194 209-17, April 1931.

An UlAstrated, descriptive article on Sweden's most famous and most discus* folkhigh school. *.
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TASMANIA

828. Fletcher, C. E. Annual report on State high schools for 1930. Edwa-
tional record, 27: 51 --56, March 15, 1931.

The official report on secondary education in Tasmania.

PROCEEDINGS, REPORTS, AND OFFICE OF EDUCATION
PUBLICATIONS

Martha R. McCabe
6829. American federation of organizations for the hard of hearing, incor-

.

eleventhporated. Proveedinw:4of the annual meeting, New York, N. Y., June
16 -19, 1930. Auditory outlook, 1. 301-454. October 1930.

The Education session contains: 1. Caroline F. Kimball : The education of the deafened
p. 367- ; discuRsiimLp. 370-73. 2. J. A. Glassburg : crir, an organ of stwech,

p. 373-77; discussion, p. 37A-79. 3. G. O. Russell: Ilow shall we use hearing aids in theeducation of the deafened p. 880-81; disefission, Y. 3t,1-82.
830. American student health association. Proceedings of eleendi Annual

meeting. New Yerk, December, 1930. (Ithaca, N. Y., (;race printing co., 193n1
165 p. (Dean F. Siniley, Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y.. secretary) (Bulletin
no. 14)

Contains: 1. Raymond Franzen: Objective testm' in hralth educatiot) synopsis, p 1' .2. Clara Greenough: Aims and objectivcs in t he freshman hygiene examination at Skid-
more college, p. J. trances Scott : Report of the health knowledge test givon atSmith colh.ge to the class of 1934, p. 30-34. 4. A. A. O. D9Veese : A studj of the health
habits of college freshmen in Kent State college, p. 34-3k. G. Jauleri F. Rogers : Cor-rective and restricted exorcise, p. 41-57; discussipti, p. 6. Edwar& -Fauver:Relation of the department of stvdent heilth.to Ithe department of physical education,p. 67 I . 7. Ruth Boynton: The stube,reulhi reaction among college p. 98 ; iSctiS

4.0 Ow

sion. p. 99-103. S. Wendell Phillips and Hugh G. C. Rowell : The conserwation of heatik..;in high school' and beyond, p. 103-111 ; discussion, p. 111.
831. The association of college and unversity unions. The eleventh an-

nual conference . . . held at Brown union. Brown university, December 5 and
6, 19:10. 71 p. (Edward S. Drake, secretary. Ohio state university. ('olumbus.
Ohio)

Contains : 1. George W. McClelland : Changing aspects of undergraduate lifP, p.21; discussion, p. 21-24. 2. Charles Kennedy : [What the Unions Can do to improvethe sportsmanship atandnrds in the colleges 1 p. 24-31, 3. Clarence 4%, Barbour : [Peibonalit3.] p. 37-43. 4. Paul B. Ilartrnstein: tietinan student houses, p. 51-57.
Curriculum. conference held at tollins college. January 19-24, 1931.

[Report]. together with the report§, of itolPins college commit tees on curriculum.
John Devsyy, chairman. The curriculum for the liberal arts college. Winter
Park. Fla., Rollins college, 1931. -10 p. g( Rollins college bulletin, vol. 2(, no '-{,-
Februayy 1931)

Contains : Part I. The functions of 'the liberal arts college, and the place of tholiberal arts college in education ; Student interest, organization of material in the cur-riculum, teachers and teaching, appraisals of achievement, etc. Part II. Rollins collegecommittee reports on curriculum from faculty and student cotnmhteet etc.
833. Department of elemeqtary school principals of the liational education

association. The tenth yetdbook: The principal and suArvision. BuIllin of
the Department of elementaty school principals, 10: 132-652, April 1931.Contains: Viewpoints on supervision, sup( rvisary phases of administration, influencingthe teacher, influencing the pupil, vitalizing the curriculum, applications of meastfre-ment and research, training the principal through supervision, and evaluating theprincipal's wolt.

834. Departmentof superintendence of the National education assodation.Nindi 'yearbook [19311 Five unifying factors in American education; studiesin pupil promotion, community relationships^ teacher preparation, finance, prin-
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90 CURREXT EDUCATIONAL PET13tIOATIONS

patrick, p. 16-22; discussion, p. 22-27. 2. Studies of children's paintings made at theMerriil-Palmer school, by Winifred Harley, p. 31-34. 3. How is it done, by Rebecca
Coffin, p. 85-39. 4. Creative experience essential as an education of the Spirit, by Mrs.
Florence Cane, p. 39-44.

840. Oregon high-school principals' conference. Second annual report.
House of representatives, Salem, Oregon, October 17 and 18, 1930. Under the
pint auspices of the Oregon high-school principals' association . . . and the
State department of education . . . Salem, Oreg., State department of ednca-
iion, 1930. 38 p.

Contains: 1. Paul T. Jackson : The five great contributions to education since 1890,p. 7-12. 2. E. D. Towler : Report of the committee on Class size and efficiency, p. 12-17.3. H. W. Adams: Report of the committee on Unit system of instruction, p. 17-21.4. V. D. Bain : Report of the committee on Uniform records, p. 20-23. 5. James M.Burgess : Research materials in the State department of education. p. 24-26. 6. B. W.Wheatley Report of tbe committee on Fundamental processes in high schools, p.7. C. G. Smith : Report of the committee on Pupil guidance, p. 30-35.
841. Southern conference on education. Proceedings of the third conference,

1930. Chapel Hill, N. C.. The University of Nort4 Carolina press, 1931. 137 p.tahle. (University of North Carolina extension bulletin, vol. x, no. 9, May,
1931)

Contains: 1. Robert M. Hutchins: Towards Utopia. p. 5-13. 2. W. Henry Smith : TheGeorgia college placCment office and its value to industry in Georgia, p. 38-45. 3. RobertI. RPcs : The college graduate's value to industry, p. 4. William E. Dodd : Theuniversity and the public. p. 95-103. 5. John W. Abercrombie: Problems and trends ineducation in the South, p. 106-13. .6. Edward H. Reisner: Educatiop in a changing
economic order, p. 121-31.

REPORTS, SURVEYS, ETC.
842. Americin library association. Annual reports. Bulletin of the Amer!-

din library association, 25: 175-330, May 1931.
Contains: Secretary's report, new developments in education for librarianship, currentprojects in adult education, progress and needs in library extension, committee reports,and financial reports.

843. California commission for the study of educational problems. Report.
. . Sacramento, California state printing office, Harry Hammond, state printer,
1931. 2 v. illus., tables, diagrs.

The commission consisted of : Arthur J. Brown, Marshall de Motte, Samuel Leaske, JamesW. Mullen, Mrs. Maynard Force Thayer, Mrs. Frederick C. Turner, Julius Wangenheim,Mrs. Julian C. Whitman, Mrs. Susan M. Dorsey, chairman, Stuart R. Ward, executivesecretary. The report includes: Student problems, teacher problems, school organizationproblems, school costs and revenue, miscellaneous sahool problems, character training inthe public schools, selecting high-school textbooks, state printing of textbooks, compulsorypart-time education law, junior colleges, teachers and teacher tenure, reorganisation of theState department of education, county school superintendents, the larger unit, school costs,bonds versus taxes, school funds, etc.

844. California taxpayeis' association, inc. Report on the University of
California, an atialysts of the growth of the University from 1918 to 1929,
and of the unit cost of instruction during the Fall and Spring semesters 1928-29.
Los Angeles, California taxpayers' association, inc., 1931. 52 p. tapies, diagra.
(Association report no. 38, Part II)

Contains material on the income, disbursements, and endowments, student enrollment. inCalifornia colleges and junior colleges, unit costs of instruction, functions of the uni-versity other than instruction, and the derivation of unit costs of instruction.
845. Campbell, Doak S. Libraries in the accredited high schools of the

Association of colleges and secondary schools of the Southern States. A report
of the status of high-school libraries with respect to the neNv library standards
of the Association. Nashville, Tenn., George Peabody college, 1930. 72 p. 28
tables [fold.].

The purpose of the study was to determine the status of the Libraries in lase accreditedhigh schools of this Association, and to suggest problems for further investigation. Six
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92 CVRRENT EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS
+Alb

OFFICE OF EDUCATION: PUBLICATIONS
S2. .1.ecreditod fir institutions. Supplement to Bu!letin, 1930, no. 19.Cha fuzes in the ¿oil., i:ed lists of national antl regional associations, 1930-31.Washington, Unite.i States Department of the interior, Office of education,

1931. 9 p morit)typed ).
S53. The ty.t i y i I y progrmn zind the teaching of reading. Manu:C for kinder-

garten and primary teachers. Developed under the directhm of the California
curriculum mminissii in. California State department of education. Washing-
ton, United States Government printing office, 1931. 95 p. illus. (Bulletin,
1931, no. 2)

S.A. Biennial ,urvey ulucation in the United Sillies, 192S-1930. Chapter
VII. Agricultural oducation. By II. NI. Hamlin . . Advance pages. vol.
1. ashim.t4m, U1..ied States Government printing vtlice, 1931. 2(1 p (Bul-
letin, 1931. no. 20)

)5, Bknnial sute of education in the United States, itr2s 1930. Chapter
VIII. Art education. Ity Royal Bailey Farnum . . . Advance pages. vol. 1.
Wa-zhinizton, United State,: ,Government Printing office. 1931. 26 p., tables,
dhigrs. ( Buiht i n, 1931, no. 20)

856. Biennial survey of education in the United States, 1928-1930 Chapter
XI. Education of exceptli,nal children. By Elise H. Martens . . . Advance
pages. vQ1. 1. W.Alington, United States Government printing office, 1931.
38 p. (Bulletin, 1931, no. 20)

i37. Biennial survey of Nlucation in the United State. 192g- 1930. Chapter
XII. Adult education. IV L. R. Aidertnan . . . and Ellen C. Lombard. Ad-
vance pages. vol. I. Washington. United States Government printing office,
1931. 38 p. (Bulletin, 1931, no. 20)

.R5N. Biennial survey of education in the United States, 192S-1930. Chapter
XIII. College and university education. By Walton C. John . . . Advance
pages. vol. 1. 'Washington, United States Government printing office, 1931
44 p (Bulletin, 1931, no. 20)

859. Biennial survey of education in the United States, 1928-1930. Chapter
XVI. Engineering education. By F. L. Bishop . . . Advance pages. vol. 1.
Washington, United States Government printing office, 1931. 7 p. (Bulletin,
1931, no. 20)

800. Biennial survey of education in the United States, 1928-1930. Chapter
XXI. Educational boards and foundations. By Henry R. Evans, editorial
division. Advance pages. vol. 1., Washington, United States Government
printing office, 1931., 9 p. (Bulletin, 1931, no. 20)

861. Biennial 'survey of education in the United States, 1928-1930. Chapter
XXIII. Revicw of educational legislation, 1929--1930. By Ward W. Keesecker,
associate specialist in school legislation . . . Advance pages. vol. 1. 30 p.
(Bulletin,131, no. 20)

862. Careers; Law. By 'Walter J. Greenleaf . . . Washington, United
States Government printing office, 1931. 13 p. (Leaflet no. 5)

803. Current practices in the construction of state courses of study. By Mina
M. Langvick . . . Washington, United States Governnient printing office. 1931.
84 p. tables. (Bulletin, 1931, no. 4)

804. How boys and girls can help ip the drought emergency. [By] Mina M.
Langvick, senior specialist in elementary school curriculum . . . and Clyde B.
Schuman, direct6r of the nutrition service, American Red cross. Washington,
United States Government printing office, 1931. 12 p. illus. (Pamphlet no. 18,
February 1981)
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OFFICE OF EDUCATION : PUBLICATIONS 93

S65. Or anization and functions of research bureaus in city school systems.
By Edit A. Wright, Librar3' division . . . Washington, United States Govern-
ment prin ng office, 1931. 14 p. (Leaflet ut). 2, February 1931)

846. Rec d of current educational publications. QuaT-terly January 1
March 3 931. [complied by Martha It. McCabe] Washington, United States
Government printim: office, 1931. 105 p. (Bulletin, 1931, no. 9)

867. School administration in sta 1 educational survey reports. By W. S.
Deffenbaugh, chief, divisii .. of American school systems . . . Washington,
United States Govornment printing office, 1931. 34 p. tables. (Bulletin, 1930,
Ilo . 35

S68. School health activities in 1930. Summary of ii,formation collected for
The White House Conference on child health and protection. Compiled by
James Frederick Rogers . . . Washington, United States Government printing
office, 1931. 33 p. (Pamphlet no. 21. May 1931)

869. The speech defective school child. What our schools are doing for him.
By James Frederick Rogers . . . Washington, United States Government print-
ing office, 1931. 31 p. (Bulletin, 1931, no. 7)

870. State aid for school consolid.ition and pupil transportation. By Timon
Covert, specialist in school finance . Washington, United States Government
printing office, 1931. 9 p. (Leaflet no. 2).

871. Statistics of public, sodt.ty, and school libraries, 1929. Prepared in the
Statistical division with the cooperation of the Library division. Washington,
United States Government printing office, 1931. 365 p. (Bulletin, 1930, no. 37)

Completes the 1930 series of the Offico of Education bulletins.
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AUTHOR AIND SUBJECT INDEX

(To thk Record on )

[The numbers 1-871 refer to item, not to page Males of persons about whom articles
or books are written, and references to subjects are priLted in small capitals]

Abbot. Mary Allen, 702.
Aheretombie, John W., 841 (6).
1,0:1i, Cari line D., 11.
.\ lira ws, Ray, 684.
bratnson, J., 784.
ACCREDITING, higher Institutions, 852; sec-

oudary schools, 107.
A (TRF.DI TING AGENCIES, 478.
Achilles. Pau, S., 816.
ACTIVITY PROGRAMS, 35-36; primary, 100.

see caso,`Project method.
Adams, II. W., 840 (3).

clams, J., 610.
Adelaide university, 716. F

ADULT EDUCATION, 610-624, 842 ; in India.
612; in Jugoslavia, 611; junior colleges,

AFRICA. education, 713-714.
Ac.RICULTURAL EDUCATION, 854 ; in

schools, 692.
AGHICULTURE, vocational, 681-688.
A LcOHOL, EFFECT, 767.
Alderman, L. R., 857.
Alexander, Carter, 522, 579.
ALAIEBRA, study and teaching, 177, 529;

teaching, 529, 581.
All. A. Y., 612.
ALI!-YF.AR SCHOOLS, 586, 588.
Allen, Charles Forrest, 146.
Allen, Richard D., 188, 680.
Alschnier, Mrs. Rose II., 50.
Alterieder, Louise E., 306.-
Arnkrican federation of organizations for

the hard of hearing, inc., 829.
American library association, 842; Ele-

duentary subcommittee of the education
committee, 68.

American medical 'association, 504.
American student health association, 830.
American vocational association, 661.
ANot's (SCOTLAND), education, 822.
ANAEMIC CHILDREN, education, 229-282.
An(!erson, Earl W., 120, 599, 606.
%niiprson. Forrest N., 268.
Anderson,- Ruth E., 386.
Amirlx, Edna M., 219.
Anthony, Katherine M., 485-436.
ANTIOCH COLLEGE, extra-mural school, 509.

Negro

*

Appel, Kenneth E. 4.
APTITUDE TEST it. colleges, 486; ill Stutt-

gart. Germany. 764.
A(1101111. /lister Mary, 192.
Argentina. Ministerio de justicia e instruc-

don pilblica, 824.
ARITHMETIC, curriculum. grade placement,

340; teaching, 80, Sir, 88, 104.
Armentrout, W. D., 72.
Arnold, 11. J.. 447.
ARMY ALPHA TEST, 334.
ART, industrial. 835 (2)..
ART, teaching, 38, 42, 453, 855; in high

schools. 220- 223.
ARTICULATION, junior-senior high schools,

134 ; school, 530, 575 ; principles, 834.
Aseltine, John, 121.
Ash, William C., 210.
ASSEMBLIES, secondary schools 143, 148.
ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY

UNIONS, 831.
.en, Harold D., 127.

ATHLETICS,' secondary Fr! 151, 153,
560 State uniiersities, 493.

Atkinson, Carroll, 589.
Australia. Commonwealth bureau of cen-

sus and statistics, 717.
AUSTRALIA. EDUCATION, 71G-718.
AvIATIoN, TEACH! Nti, 662, 670.
AVIOATION, PRINCIPLES AND METHODS, 66S.
Ayer, Adelaide M., 400, 428.

Babson, Helen Corliss, 147.
Backus. Margaret Plant, 213
Bagley. William C., 424, 437, 463.
Bailey, Albert Edward, 56.
Bain, Read, 183.
Bain, V. I), 840 (4).
Baker, Florence M., 16S.
Baker, Newton D., 613.
Baldwin, Maxele, 474.

Aline, 248.
Banker, Howard J., 329.
Barbour, Clarence A., 831 (3).
Barnard, Seymour, 614.
Barnhardt, R. W., 835 (3).
Barr, A. 310.
Barrows, H. S., 836 (11).
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I Bartlett, Ruth M., 322
Bassett. Sarah Janet, 228.
Bauder, Charles F., 658
Bager, 13 372.
Baumgarthrr, M., 330.
Bawden, William T., 658.
Baylor, Adelaide S., 648
Beach, Rofena, 175.

' Beat ley, Ralph, 170.
Beatty, Willard W., 64.
Bedell, Earl. 835 (1).
Beekman, J. IL, 229.
BEHAVIOR, chil(Iren's, 233-241.
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS, 4-12.

EDUCATION, 71

(5).

INDEX

e.

Bennett, Lois, 322 (1).
Bennion, 'Milton, 477.
Benson, Charles E., 306.
Bentley, Byron R., 307.
Benz. n. L. M., 478.
Bernard, Agnes M., 818.
Bernstein, Louis, 264.
Berry, Betty, 369.
BLBLiOGRAPHIES : Extracurricular activities,

Junior college library, 375; Occupa-
tion* for ,,college women, 686; Recordof current educational publications, 866;
ResParch studies in education, 1928-1929,865; Safety education-, 103.

Bird, Joy, 66.
Bishop, F. L., 859.
Bitt ner, Walton S.. 615.
Blanton, Smiley, 273.
Matz, William E., 11, 14.
Blauch, L. E., 401.
BI,IND, education of feeble-minded, 244 (5) ;higher education, 244 (2) ; teaching, lphigh schools, 242; vocational education,244 (4).
BLIND AND PARTIALLY SEEING, education,

242-247.
Boardman. S., 460
BOARDS Ole EDITATION, legal authority, 585.
Boas, Belle, 453.
Bobenmyer, Ethelwyn, 219.
Bond, Earl, D., 4.
BONDS. See SCHOOL BONDS.
Bonser, Frederick (i , 402.
Bosch, Pranz, 765.
Bott, Helen M., 7, 14.
Bowen, R. Sidney, jr., 662.
Bowman, Clyde A., 658.
BOY'S UNIVERSITY, England, 748,
Boyce, W. it., 352.
Boyd, Paul P., 105, 472.
Boynton, Ruth, 830 (7).
Brady, George S., 663.
Brainerd, Heloise, 703.
Brewer, John M., 035.
Briggs, Thomas H., 528, 593.
Bristol, Ruth, 30.
BRITISH COLUMBIA, EDUCATION, 720, 729.British Empire. Bee Canada, England,

Scotland, etc., arranged alphabetically by
country.

a

BRITISH JOURNAL Of EDUCATIONiL psy.
HOLOGY, 65.

Itioadhurst, Jean, 550.
Brooks, L. W., 189
Br( ssmer (Oberregeterungsrat), 766.
Blown, Andrew W., 234.
lirown. B. Warren, 357.

rown, Edwin J., 474.
Brown, H. A., 403-404.
Brown, H. E , 66.
Brown. Marion, 14S,
Bruce, M. E., 132.
Bruce, William 17 , 44 I.
Brumbaugh, II E., 568.
Bruner, Carl G., 664.
Drunstetter, M. R.P558.
Bryngelson, Bryng, 274.
Brooms, scnold,. 843.
Buell, Edith M., 253.
BUI.GAR IA, EDUCATION, 720-721.
Bullock. B. F.,
Iturdge, Adelaide R.,622i.
LE BUREAU INTERNATIONAL D'EDUCATION, 712,803
Burgf ms. Aline, 715.
I.urgess, James M., 840 (5).
Burke, Emily Gray, 242.
Burnham committee, 733; Scales, 749.
Burr, Emily TY-, 317.
Butsch, Russell L. C., 551.
But.terfleld, E. W , 278, 569
Bu3se, R., 825.

Cahn, Gaston, 722.
Cairns, W. D., 442.
Caldwell, Otis W., 193.
california commission for the study of edu-

cational problemg, 846.
California curriculum commission, 853.
CAMBRIDG.E, .13N11);ERSITY, England, local ex-

aminations, 734.
Cammack, James NV., jr., 601.
Camp, Frederick S., 67.
campbell, Doak S., 141, 353, 845.
CANADA, EDUCATION, 722-721.
CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITIES, 464.
Cane. Florence, 38.
Ca Dorot'l y, 15.
CANTON, OHIO, SCHOOL BUILDING SURVEY,

840.
Capen, Samuel P., 473.
CAREERS, study, 688; TRAINING PM la

France, 753; see also VOCATIONAL GUID-
ANCIL

roll, Marguerite, 752.
Csrpenter, W. W., 341.
Carr, William G., 524.
Carris, Lewis, 16. .
Carroll, Herbert A., 295.
Carrothers, George' E., 443.
Carruthers, Zilpha, 19.
Clank Tbyra, 184.
Case, Roscoe David, 68.
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Caseman, Juvenilia, 685.
Caswell, II. L., 586.
Cedcrstrom, J. A 479.
Chambers, II. H., 3W).
Caintwrs. Jay L.. 580.
Chambers, M. M , 70-471.
Chambers, Mildred Smith. 243.
Cl;apinan, Paul W., s35 (7).
CHARACTER, STUDY, 7413. e

CHARACTER TRAINING, Z.b7. (4)-6'2, 330, 843 :

4;(7. in trance, 7t;3.
cNivEitstraPY, ni,w plan, 511.
university. Department of educa-

tion, 525.
Critt DENI:LoPMENT, physical and mental.

.1- :t.
CHILD ED' cATION. 1 3 '29.

sTtIn. 7.
CHINA. EDucATION, 7 25- 726.

foundatiton for the promotion of ed
tication and ulture, 725.

Chrzzonowlez, L., 804.
Church, Lilian Ladd, 254.
Clark, Arthur L.. 666.
Clark. Judith. 461.
Clark, L. A., 347.
CLASS-SIZE, secondary schools, 130,

INDEX

840.
CLASSROOM TEACHER, 656.
CLAssRooMS, 4%letnenttiry, 533.
(liftmi, J. L., 114.
CLINics. child guidance, 6, 268-272.
Clish, Herbert, 424.*
Crit-ns sec ScH04)I. CLUBS.
CobUrn, Ira W., 532.
Cocanower, C D., emnp., 636.
Coe, M. Caroline, 228.
CoEnucAnoN. PUBLIC McrioQ1.8, England,

740.
Carman, L. D.. 4J13
Coif., M. S.. 637.
Cole, Robert D., 169.
Coleman, Satis N., 39.
COLLEOE AND UNIVERSITY UNIONS, 831.
COI LEI:r ATTENDANCE,*purposie, 491; lick.

the, 319. 465.
COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS, In Eng-

lish, 482.
COLLEOE FRESHMEN, orientation, 477.
COLLIN;F:S DENOMINATIONAL, 507.
COLMIEs AND UNIVERSITIES, 460-521; ad-

mlnistrath n, 470-471; dormitories, 471 ;

educational trends, 463; financial infor
filiation, 844; graduate work, 494-497;
In Canada, 469 ; in England, 739; Na-
tional aid. England, 739; standards, 472-
473 ; students, 485-492; teaching, 474-
476.

Collings, Ellsworth, 128.
Colton, Ruth White, 57.
COM MINCZMIIINT8, high school, 185.
COM MIIIIICIAL EDUCATION, 634-647; Curricu-

lum, 215, 648; in Czechoslovakia, 781 ;
in Cbrinany, 780 ; international, 711; of
deaf, 259.

164,
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Commonwealth club of California, 681.
COMMUNITY RECREATION LEADERS, training,

371.
COMMUNITY RELATION SI! MS, S34.
CtotruhsoitY EDUCATION, in Soviet Russia.

815.
courmi. (. W., 559.
conriid, 11. S., 289, 331
coNTF:sTs. school. s9.
(onylbrse, Paul 1).,

()It lionniond (', ' 1.

'onto% L )ennis II.. 69:;
Coopur. \\*Whim John, 10:1. '571, 649.

.11:11ATIvE Elll'AtIoN, 1179,

Cmipenitire group, nine, 71.
Cutdi-1'y, Everett E., .429.
curry, Mary P., 322 (2), 6s2.
CoSTA RICA, e4h1en 1 ion . 727.

Rica. educacion pub-
lica. 727.

Coughlin, Mildred M., 29
Coulter. Edith M., 373,
Ciiunseling, methods, 316.
Counselors, vocational, 6S4, 687, 689-690;.

139-140, 818, 320; in colleges, 690.
Coursault. J. H., 395,
CoRSES oil` STUDY, State, 863.
Covert, Tim( n.
(.rane. 4:4-orgi- W., 17.
Crawford, Albert Beecher, 462.
CnirPLED children, educat ion, 248-252 ;

high schools, 251.
4'rocs1cy, Stella, 18.
Crossman, G. W., 581.
Crothers, Bronson-, 307.
CuLTURE AND EDUCATION, 595.
Cuninct-LA, BUSINESS. in England. 645, 742-

743 ; COLLEGE, 832; in teachers icolleges,
441L4n2 ; junior collekes, 3S5; kinder-
garten, 33; materials for, 101.

CURRICULUM-MAKI v;. commercial education,
643; secondary -:"Iloolg, 106, 156-159.

CURRICULUM STUDIEs, 300-305.
CURRICULUM SUBJECTS, In high schools, 120.
Curti, Margaret Wooster, 69.
Cutright, Prudence, 70.
CZECHOSLOVAKIA, EDUCATION, 728-732.

Dabney, Caries William, 694.
DALTON PLAN, 251
Dannelly, Clarence M., r07.
Daringer, Helen Fein, 160.
Davidson, II. Carter, 444.
Davidmon, Helen P., :100.
Davis. Ira C., 194, 478.
Davit', Jackson, 695.
Davis, Raymond E., 385.
Davis, Robert A., 115.

, 653.
DEAF, EDUCATION, 829 ; commercial subjects,

259; in Belgium, 257 ; in convent school,
269; Industrial education, 201 ; of ado-
lescents. 254.
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DEAF A ND IIA UD-4)1*-II rAlt I NO, education,
27a-263.

Dean), Thomas NI ,

Dvarhi rn. Ned. II.. 411>.
Dbcroly, S25.
DE( it( y

Deffenhaugh. W.
DECREES, Do( Tou pitii.osotqtY, 495.

)t) Laet, Maurice. 719.
DEL! NQI ENT ciiit.nicEN. See Behavior. chil-

dren's.
DEN MARK EDI rATIoN, 732.
Uenny, Winfield A , 582.
UENOMIN ATIO N coLL EONS. See

denominat
DENTAL EDUCATIoN, 505.
Department of rlenu,:.tary school princi-

pals, 833.
Department of superintendence, 608.
DeWelt, Albert, 14,
Doo. Charlotte Nfabel, 71.
Dickinson., John, 498.
Dingman, Charles F., 665.
Dmltrlyev, N. K.. 812.
Dohbin. C. E., 536.
Docroas' DEGREEs, ill science, 497.
Dodd, William E.. 841 (4).
Donovan, IL L., 406.
Dorsey, Susan M., 342.
Douglass, Aubrey A., 358.
Di.uglasR, Harl R., 438.
Downing, Elliot R., 480.
Dragunov, A., 813.
DRAWING, MECHANICAL, course of study,

655.
Drennan, L. J., 43.
Drought, R. Alice, 220.
Drummond. Margaret, 704.
Dueos, M. Illppolyte, 759.
Dykema, Peter W., 454.
Dynes, John J., 603.

8117.

PER OM France, 754.
Eiircao)NAL PS , 28a 399 ; statis-

tics, 310 315.
EDIcAroN AI. RESEARCH., city bureaus, 865;

in (14.:if education, 256: in education of
ti.uchers, 421 ; in higher education. 517-519; ill occupations, 682 : in vocational
industrial education. 674.

EDucATIoN AL SI' State,
Ellwards. Mot. E. Ij, 106.
Evils, Walter Crshy, 353 354,
pge, Karl, 795
ELECTRICITY, TEA(' HI N4; , 676.
ELEMENTARY EnucATIoN, 63

and Wales. 737.
El in ssen, R. II., 120.

AbigAil A . 11:
654.

Einswiler% II. W., 122.
Engelhardt, Fred, 597
Engelhardt, N. L., -533, 539.
ENG I NEER! NG EDUCATIoN, 859.
ENGLAND, educa t it on, 733, 750.
nghman. .7. O.. 439.

ENG Lis!! , curriculari, for slow pupils, 284.
ENG LISII I.ANIWAGE, COMPosITION AND LIT-

ER TURF . TEA cI I t in efineges, 444 ; In
primary grades. 40, 44 45: im sreondary
schools, 95. 106. 160-167,4.279, 2841.

Eritslm, Emanuel E., 65S.
Eriksen, Edith, 279.
Erlaeller, Carl, 767.
Enrich, Alvin C., ed.. 463.
Evans. Henry M., 860.
Evenden, . S., 407.
Ewing, Claude II., 666.
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN, 224-288.
EXAMINATIoNti, Cambridge university, 734.-v,
ExTRACURRICT l.A R ACTI V ITI F.S secondary

school, 146-155.
EV i(;HT cONKERvATION, 16; in France,

247 ; in nurspry school and kindergarten,
243, 246.

EATING HABITS, 18, 23.
Eddy, II. N., 016.
EDINBURGH. Company of merchants schools,819.
Eddy. Helen M., 170.
EDUCATION, COOPERATION Ill, 528.
EDUCATION, course of study In, 448.

. EI)t CA LION, cultural, 97.
EDI( ATION, home, 14-29.
EDUCATION, higher. in South, 524, 841;

PROBLEMS, 843; PROPHECIES, 525; theoryof, 74.
Education extension, 520.
EDUCATION OP CHILDREN. See Nursery-kin-

dergarton-primary eductt Exceptional
; Elementary educitIou; Second-ary education.

EDUCATIONAL BOARDS AND FOUNDATIONS, 860.
EDUCATIONAL FINANCE. Eire Smoot. rt-

NANCE.

EDUCATIONAL LITERATURE, 72.

5.41.

378, 389.

104 ; England

6

radrus, Viktor, 768.
FAMILY RELATIONS, contsw
Farnum, Royal Bailey; S53.
Farr, T. J., 333.
FEAR, elilldrtbus'. 5. 12.
ediaes- 0, Ver 455.

FREBLEMiNDIDI. urriculum. 282.
Fehr, Howard F., 133,
Fellows, A.. 230.
Fenton, 1exsle Chase, 235.
Fenton, Norman, 6, 241.
Ferguson, Lauretta, 139.
field, Bertha L., 219.
Fife, Robert Herndon, 171.
FINANCE. See SCHOOL BUILDINari. FINANCE;

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ; SCHOOL Vt
NANCE.

Findlay, Leonard, 705.
FINIANND, EDUCATION, 751.
FIRM COLLEGE, Los Angeles, Calif., 851..

(W STUDY, 216.
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FIREMEN, training, 851.
Fischer, Von Aloys, 7(39.
lo+ her, ('. E., 8:28.

FLORIDA AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL
oLLEGE, 696.

1.)wers, John G., 40Fl.
FOLK scitool.s. in Germany, 773 ; Mol

sc110OLS, Sweden, 827.
Foltz, P. J., 88.
For.in, (.,
F)rdsun school district, 847.
FoREIGN (1ay. 710.
FoICEI(7. E1)t,rATioN, 79'2 8...;
F,)ItEI(;N I,,AN; U. AGES, fond) i ng, in high

t;c:!oul.z, 164.- 175.
t 677.

VtIrt10., Ilse, 5S.
re)stcr, F. W., 9S.

osier, Josephine C., 1.
Fo.xlkes, John Guy, 560-561.
FitAwE, EDUCATIoN, 752-763.
Frank, 4;er1 rude, 55.
Frank, r:lenn, 625.
Franklin, Mrs. ?Alpha (( 'nrrothers), 19.
Franzen, C. G. F., 531.
Frasier, G. NV., 72.

, Tkc_u (:, ln elementary schools,
:19; in higrschools, 16S, 172; junior col-
logos, 365.

FilLsn \IAN WEEK in Ohio tate university,
490.

Frost, Inez, 379.

Gli'darnibs, Luis, 706.
6:Il1:whet% Edward .1., 683.
Ganders, Harry S., 361.
Garfield, Abram, 531.
Garteison, Oliver Kelleam, 458.
Garvey., C. R., 312.
Gates, .1. 1., 73.
Clavit, John Palmer. 445.
(,ENvai) SCIENCE, 148 ; teaching aids, 200-

2 111 Nee alfio 8cipnee. teaching.
GE4MitAPI4y, Study and teaching, 91; teach-

. ing, in high schools, 195.
GEOMETRY, teaching, high schools, 176-177,

George, City G., 838.
Georglks, J. S., 1s2.
Gem-get, L. M., 754.
CERNIAN, TEACHING, 172.
Gc.rmin teachers union (in Hamburg), .456.
GERMANY. EDUCATION, 764--780.
t;IY-TED CHILDREN, 241; education, 264-267,

295- 6 /99, 305; stucV of, 300.
GIFTED 81 ENT8, in universities, 267.
Gilbert, f4utfier C., 3/40.
tam, Arthit B., 409.
Glasuburg, 7. A., 829 (2).
f;ombarts,-George P., 221.
tloodmin, Tobey R., 90.
Goodrich, T. V,. 527, 547.
Gortner, Ross Aiken, 517.
GRAMM AND 6LADINO. NOS *irks, sèbool.
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;ItADI'ATION FIFVUIRE M EN rs, high school,

13t; 137.
Graham. E. C., 6:11..
Granrud. 1;07).

Gray, .1. Stanley, 74.
Gray, Willhtm S., 75. 181, 4'59, S36:
(; ['Pat Brit a ni. Board of °education, 737-

73R.
Great Britain. Iniormity grantm corn.

unitive, 739.
(;rppTIC,, Edward 1., :4)1.
1;reptie, NV., 562.
Greenleaf', Waltcr .1., 862.
dreonwof 1. Ilart.ara, St.
Gregg, John Hohcrt. (11.,
(;urinminger, ().. 770
(,rkstm, W. Herbert, "fbr.

Grinnell. .1. E., 448.
Griy.nherg, Sidonie, 7 *20.

Grunwald, Thaddeus. s05.
Graver, Elbert A.,P 256.
GUA-TEMAL.%, EDUCATuIN,
Guatemala. Secretarin 4fi) rducAcii m

lica, 788.
Guonot, Helene, 755.
GUIDANCE, oducat tonal. 1:04 143, 32.1, 320,

573; psychology of, 314-328.
(M7I DANCE, vocat low% 1, 3 T(i -31 s. 3"(), 325,

328; of mental defectives. 317. 327 32s.
Gulkl, Lurelle, 652.
Culler, Walter S , 182.

Hagan, John R., 771.
Haggerty. M. F., 41(1;t, M36 ( tr).
Hahn, Alice .1 195
Hahn, Julia L., 31.
Hale. Wyatt 'W., 343.

Arnold Bennet% 488,?
Jennie, 32.

Hamlin, II. . s54.
Hammon(I, 1). K., 3s1.
Hatiehett, °I)arls S.. 509,
lIand. II c.. 598.
HANDBOIam. tvarher"*.
IIANDR.AITED (111I VitEN, sviti si provisions

"25. 2'19,
11:innr, Joseph V , 322 Oil.
Hansom(b, Nliirtas, 817.
If ART) or.nickm !TAP'. Kw CATION.
Mario, John Eugene. 707.

F. N.. 212..
Harris, D., 33'.1.
Harrison, W. K .

Hartmann. Goorge W., 510
Hartwell, Samuel W., 236.
HARVARD UNiEitst ;1. co*t flf nttenclince

50e.
Hawk. F. II., 237.
Hayes, Wayland J.. 150.
Ilaytork, ElizAbeth, 210.
HEALTH EDUCATION, S30 ; high school, 1207-

209.
Hebb, George K.,067.
iietlig, Irma, 76.
Hein, E. B., 2.
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Henderson, Lester D., 38.
Hendricks, C., 265.
Hendrickson. (1 334.
Ilennrich, linn J., 141.
Hensel. G., sot;
HEREDITY, 22, 2S9 i)21.
lUrmans, Mabel 117.
Herren, R. Yorke, 275.
flirt-140C M7 ., 150.
Hester, FAltia , 37.1.
I ficit scnom. sit DENTs. follow-uD, 106.
Itifat seitooLs. ; standads, 105,

re OIRo SECONDARY EDUCATION.
Hildebrandt, Paul, 772.
Hill, May, 33.

Il Nierton , 377. 390.
II Patty Smith, 60.

oselrhinc. 322 ( 6 )
HitfisIRY. Arnerkan, textbooks, 184 ; c0urst

of study, schools. 187 189.
lIoernle, A. W., 713.

INDEX

411.
Hogolloom, Grace NV., 280.
Holland; Harvey IL, 668.
HollifIgworth, Leta S., 228.
Holmes. 1-.1ibanor, 302.
Holmes, Margaret 34.
II(Ot, Hamilton, 8:(5 (8)
Holy. 'I'. C., 540, n5a.
Holz, Henry G., 107.
HOME A ND IPA M I IA, 649.
Host"; EcoNomics, in Albania, 715; ediica-

-tion, in Poland, 809 ; teaching, 6414- 051 ;

high, schools, 210-211, 213, 216-21s;
junlor colleges, 366.

HOMOGENEOUS GRor 1,1 NG, 225, 576, ..57g.
HONOR SISTEM in colleges, 4S9, 492; sec-

ondary schools, 112.
Hoover, Herbert, Presldput, 699.
L'Hopital, Ch.. 756-757.
Horn, Ernest. 410, 839 (1),
HOSTELS. Germany, 7(16.
House, S. Daniel. 700.
Hods)). Snow Longley, 103.
Iloilstou. Texas, Independent schoal dis-

trict. Hoard of education, 848.
Howard, B. A., 740.
Howard, Lowry S., 391.
Howell, David J., 632.
Hufangle, Florence M.. 228.
Hughes, Edwin 11., 499.
Hughes. J. M.. 494.
Hulliish. 11. Gordon, 362, 475.
HUMANISM, in elementary education, 67.
HuNuAltY. education, 789.
Hunt, N. M., 2.
Hunter, Fred M., 35.
Hurd, A. W., 196-197.
Hurlbut, Floyd, 635.
Hurt, If
Hutcherson. George E., 318.
Hutchins, Robert Maynard, 511, 841 (1).
Hutson, Percival W., oomp., 685.

s

Ide, Alice M., 77.
Illinois vocational átsociation, 836.
IMMIGRANTS, ADULT, edileRUCIIII 622.

INDIA, education, 790.
NDI VIDUAL DIFFERENCES, 295-299; INSTRUC-
TION. 112, 5 0, 615.

INDVSTRI AL TS, course, high school, 214,
CO); shop ment. 653; subjects, 657-
658 ; teaching. 052-660; tests, 656.

INDUS TRIAL EDUCATION, 661-679; Poland,

NFA NT S(1104)I 40 England, 741.
Institut International de cooperation

lectuelle, 704.
Institute for administrative officers of

highe institutions, 459, 836.
Institute of psychotechnics and

orientation, Argentine, 824.
Institute of women's professional relations,

em;.
I NTELLI.CTI. AL cOorERATII IN, 701, 708.
NTEI ENCL. 01 adul t s, 616; studies of,

291-292, '295, 29S, 331
INTELLIGENCE -TESTS, S5, 87, 133, 570; iu

grouping, 37.
INTERCHANGE OF PRoFESSORS A ND stTUDENTS

(foreign), 703.
Int4national bureau of education, 709.
International council of religious education,.

professional

837.
NTEHNAT1 EDUCATION, 702-712.

Intermit tonal federa tot of university
women, 838.

I NTER NATIONAL I, NDERSTANDING, 189, 707,
710.

Iowa. Department of public instruction,
1S5-1S7, 198-199, 214.

Iowa State conference on child develop-
unlit and parent education, 7.

ITALY, education, 791.
0

J acob-1.n, John M.. 151.
ack.ion, Paul T., 840 (1).

JANITORS, school. 551-552.
aques, Arthur, 821.

inroleman, Nellie M., 200.
Jarvis, E. D., 542.
Jastrow, Joseph, 5.
Jennings, II. S., 22.
Jessen, Carl A., 108.
Jessop, J. C., 822.
Jessup, Eva M., 640.
Jessup, W. A., 518.
John, Walton C.. f'458.
Johnson, Buford, 228.
Johnson, Celia, 266.
Johnson, Guy B.. 335..
Johnson, L. W., 115.
Johnson, Palmer O., 514.
Johnston, J. B., 319.
Jones, Galen, 134.
Jones, H. E.11194.
Jones, IIaIly, 378.
Jones, Harold E., 8.
Jones, Mary Cover, 5.
Jones°, Walter B., 687.
Judd. Charles H., 411, 457, 463, 528.
JUL1111 FURY, 741-711a.
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JUNIOR COLLEGES, 341-399 buildings, 377 ;

curriculum. 365-372; function, 360-304 ;

historS- and status, 351-356; honor so-
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TRAD IDUCATION, 509.
MA IVSPORTATIOZI Or PUPILS, 870.
TRIGONOMETRY, TEACHING, 177.
Turnei, Austin H., 804.
Tyler, Ralph W., 624.
TYPEWRITING, prognostic tests, 688; teach-

ing, 640, 646.

Ullman, R. R., 434.
Ulirich, Fred T., 450.

t.
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UNEM PLOY M T, TECH NOLOGI CAL, 626, 630.
U N IONS. See College and university unions.
UNIT PLAN, 101, 577, 676, 840 (3) ; Eng-

lish, 106. high schools, 167; geography,
195 ; history, in high schools, 192;
matheniatles. 182.

United States Federal board for vocational
education, 633.

UNITED TYPOTHETAE OF AMERICA, 667.
Upshall, C. C., 262.
Upson, Lent D., 252.
Urbschat, Fritz, 780.
Ure. Olivia L., 49.
Uruguay. Direccion de ensenanza primaria

y tinriinl, 825.

V
Van Duzee, Roy R., 656.
N'aii Duzer, Adelaide Laura, 219.
Van Rensselaer, Martha, 7.
Van Westrienen, Harold J., 659.
Vaughan, W. 577.
Veni:erstrüff:Ivar, 827.
Vincent, Elizabeth Leona, 28.
Vinson, Robert E., 468.
VISUAL EDUCATION, CO ; junior high schools,

131.
Viteless, Morris S., 3.-8.
VOCATIONAL ATTITUDE, 299.
N'OCATIONAL EDUCATION. 625-691, 886; ap-

prentices, 675; COM MERCIAL, 836 (8) ;
0,,condtity sclwols, 825.

VOCATIONAL OU;DANCE, 678, 680-691.
Volta. Ricardo Della, 791.

NVaddell, Charles W., 51.
Wahlquist, John T., 364.
Waite, Charlotte A., 651.
Walker. Hazel W., 263.
Wallace, Clara M., 347.
Wallace, M. W., 469.
Wallin, J. E. Wallace, 451.
Wallon, H., 763.
Walter, Frank K., 521.
Waples, Douglas, 624.
Washhurne, Carleton, 84, 840.
Washke, Paul R., 208.
Watson. Goodwin, 159.
Way, A. B., 209.
Weaver, G. G., 679.
Webb, Honor A., 497.
Weersing, Frederick J., 186, 859.
Weglein, David E., 228.
Wendelstein, Louis A., 205.
West, Robert, 277.
Wetzel, William A., 130.
Wheatley, B. W., 840 (6).
White, Clyde W., 116.
White, Ralph, 241.
Whiting, O. W., 701.

Whitmag, W. G., 206.
Whitney, A. W., 103.
Whitney, F. L., 353.
WhIser, Philip J:, 503.
Wieniewski, Ignacy, 810.
Wiggarn. Albert Edward, 12.
Wiggins, D. M., 124.
Wilkins, Ernest II.. 836 (7)
Williams, A. P., 633.
Williams, L. A., 119.
Williams, Whiting, 628.

ilson, Frank T., 287, 305.
Wilson, G. M., 104.
Wilson, L. L. W., 167.
Wilson, 1'. T., 294.
Winchell, Karl F., 398.
Withers, John W., 421.
Wiitty. I'. A., 299.
WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON CHILD

HEALTH AND PROTECTION, 571.
WINNETKA PLAN, S18.
NVINCONSIN, UNIVERSITY OF, new curriculum,

513.
WOMEN, EDUCATION, FrancP, 752, 7n5;

HIGHER EDUCATION, 512, 838 ; coLLIGI,
bccupations, 686.

Wood, E. R., 114.
Wood, G. S., 750.
Wood, Harriet A., 145.
Wood, Hester C., 647. '
Wood, .1. M., 353.
Woodhontie, Chase Going, 322 (9).
Woods, Elizabeth L, 272.
Woodward. Frederic, 836 (1).
Wcody. Clifford, 46.
Woody, Wilford 11., 143.
Woolh y, Helen T., 29.
Woolsey, Eva A., 213.
Worcester, 1). A., 491.
WORD BOOKS, teachers, 102.
Woitiutoolis, business training, 635; report

on, 527.
Wostrel, John F., 671-672.
Wright, Barbara II., 288, 32 (7).
Wright, Edith A., 865.
Wright, Frank L., 187.
Wright, J. C., 629-630.
Wyman, Carl E., 131.

Yager, Sylvan A., 660.
Young, Ruth J., 213.
Younger, John, 492.
Yousef, Nagib, 714.

Zachry, Caroline B., 422, 452.
Zeidlor, Richard, 111.
Ziskal, J., 781.
ZOOLOGY, STUDY, in junior colleges, 372.
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